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Accident Response / Reconstruction

V2P1 Hit and Run (30 Minutes)
A South Carolina State Trooper was nearly killed by a drunken motorist while he was on the side of a highway making a traffic stop. Also, a Georgia State Trooper is severely injured by a drunken motorist while in the process of citing a motorist during a late-night traffic stop. Critical issues analyzed and explored.

V2P9 Officer Killed / Rail Safety (32 Minutes)
A Southern California detective dies after being struck by a train during an evidence search alongside railroad tracks. The Brea (CA) Police Department shares critical safety lessons it learned from the detective’s unfortunate death. Includes graphic and dramatic video footage of the accident scene.

V4P5 Mass Traffic Accidents (38 Minutes)
Two huge mass traffic accidents are analyzed by the Missouri Highway Patrol and the Virginia State Police. Vital first-time training for dealing with large-scale traffic accidents and multiple injury incidents.

V7P3 Accident Scene Preservation: What Every Street Officer Should Know (32 Minutes)
Featuring the nationally-respected Georgia State Patrol accident reconstruction team; the highly-trained members of the team teach officers the many crucial do's and don'ts at accident scenes; how to preserve evidence; how to maintain perimeter and crowd control; interviewing witnesses; preparation for court; and many other elements.

V8P9 San Francisco Officers Die in Response Crash (35 Minutes)
A horrific T-bone accident kills one San Francisco officer and critically injures two others during an emergency response. The officers' two cruisers' sirens were 'washed out.' They could not hear one another during this pursuit. For any officer ever involved in high-speed, high-risk responses / pursuits, don't miss this program.

V12P11 EVOC – Police Driving Part 1 (26 Minutes)
This program takes a look at the topic of deadly driving. Every year, law enforcement officers are killed or severely injured needlessly because of unsafe practices behind the wheel. We will discuss the elements that go into safe driving, vehicle maintenance and when pursuits become too dangerous.

V12P12 EVOC – Police Driving Part 2 (37 Minutes)
This program is a continuation of Volume 12 Program 11. More concepts and techniques for safe driving will be covered. Since operating a motor vehicle is something street officers do with great regularity, it makes good sense that safe driving techniques are taught and regularly practiced and updated.
Active Shooters

V3P6 San Francisco Firefight (45 Minutes)
A gunman with a veritable arsenal of weaponry and ammunition, and covered in body armor, opens fire in a posh San Francisco neighborhood. The resulting chaos is documented visually and with in-depth interviews with responding officers.

V8P1 Iron Will to Survive-Part III (38 Minutes)
An ex-LAPD officer, grievously wounded in the celebrated North Hollywood shootout, discusses his determination to survive his wounds and fight back.

V8P8 Las Vegas Cops Deal with Biker Shoot-Out (46 Minutes)
A wild biker shoot-out at a Laughlin, Nevada casino. Learn how Metro Las Vegas officers responded to this extraordinary incident.

V9P11 Tampa Massacre (60 Minutes)
Two Tampa detectives and a Florida State Trooper are killed by a career criminal who had just been taken into custody for the shooting death of his girlfriend’s child. This video, subject of Line of Duty seminars all over the country, is fraught with lessons learned.

V9P12 Tallahassee Ambush (37 Minutes)
An alert officer sees a suspicious car lurking behind a bank. When he approaches the vehicle, the car takes off. During the ensuing pursuit, the car stops and the passenger steps out firing an automatic weapon at the pursuing officer, then returns to the car. The pursuit continues until the suspect’s auto crashes.

V11P10 Could a 'Russian School Siege' Happen Here? (31 Minutes)
The attack by terrorists at an elementary school in Russia. may not be as far off as it seems. Shortly after this deadly incident in which more than 300 people died, detailed plans of several U.S. Schools were found in raids against Islamic terrorists.

V12P1 Trolley Square: The Night Rapid Response Worked (46 Minutes)
When a man walks into a Utah Mall and opens fire on shoppers, an off-duty officer takes action holding the gunman in place until Salt Lake City officers arrive. Addresses: Rapid Response, Off-Duty Considerations, Dispatch Topics

SI1 Rapid Response to The Active Shooter (50 Minutes)
This outstanding 60 minute training video details the latest tactics for dealing with an active shooter. At Columbine, the SWAT Team was unable to form and enter the high school for some 45 minutes after the incident started. All the shooting had stopped within 11 minutes. Therefore, the new strategy involves sending first responders in to neutralize the shooting without waiting for the tactical unit to arrive. It is new. Some consider the tactics controversial. Find out for yourself in this video.
Animal Issues

V10P5 What Dogs Try to Tell Cops (36 Minutes)
Within a period of less than a year, 2 Tennessee officers put down dogs in separate incidents. Evidence indicates the animals were non-threatening. While there are two sides to every story, there was a huge public outcry over the incidents. Also, a tutorial on how to recognize innocent and/or menacing animal behavior.

V13P9 Dog Fighting (21 Minutes)
In this program, we will examine the growing problem of pit bullfighting. We will discuss the strategies and techniques for law enforcement to put an end to it.

V15P2 Iowa Parade Horror: Horses Bolt Into Crowd (29 Minutes)
A holiday parade turns into a bloodbath when two spooked horses go rampaging into a crowd of thousands. For first responders this parade was going to become one of the most challenging hurdles of their career as they work together to respond to this freak accident.

SI10 Animal Abuse: Why Cops Can and Need to Stop It (45 Minutes)
Far too often when law enforcement officers run across cases of animal abuse, they slough it off as "kids being kids." It is much more than that. Studies show that people who abuse animals also abuse other people. Just for starters, Jeffrey Dahmer, Ted Bundy and John Wayne Gacy are prime examples of animal abusers who acquired a taste for blood early in life by abusing animals. It is a serious crime that can lead to more serious crime. Our nation's law enforcement officers need to know how to handle evidence and vigorously investigate animal abuse cases. This training video provides invaluable information about this important area of investigation and prosecution.

SI13 What Dogs are Trying to Tell Cops (20 Minutes)
Now, learn some very basic techniques on how each officer can 'read' a dog's behavior and prove without doubt your agency is sensitive and attentive to such training. There have been cases where cops have killed dogs they thought threatened them, only to learn there was no threat and then face enormous liability consequences. It's short, to-the-point and geared exclusively for law enforcement.

SI14 Pit Bull Fighting / What Every Cop Should Know (42 Minutes)
Brutal, bloodthirsty dogfighting has become a billion dollar "industry" worldwide. The U.S. is now the leading provider of fighting dogs internationally. Now, learn how you can stop it on your turf and make great arrests for a multitude of other crimes, ranging from drug trafficking to money laundering to racketeering. Also addressed: preserving dogfighting crime scenes; gathering evidence / what to look for; eating 'em in court. Learn how you can also generate revenue for your municipality, city and county by making good arrests of dogfighters AND those who attend dogfights. Other law enforcement agencies are doing it now!
Backup

V1P1 Georgia State Trooper (24 Minutes)
A traffic stop on a Georgia interstate involves lethal force; an outstanding example of the hazards of any traffic stop and use of backup. In this case, backup was a critical issue. Proper backup procedures are also addressed separately in this program.

V1P4 Trooper Coates Shooting (32 Minutes)
One of the most powerful and emotional law enforcement training videos ever produced. A veteran trooper is killed along a South Carolina highway, despite the fact that he shoots and hits the suspect five times.

V4P10 Suicide by Cop (42 Minutes)
A chase ends when a robbery suspect exits his vehicle, and points his weapon directly at the first arriving officer. The result, recorded dramatically by two cruiser cameras, is "suicide by cop". The program includes in-depth interviews with the officer and his back-up plus details the many issues surrounding "suicide by cop." A first-of-its-kind program which is a must for police officers everywhere who could easily find themselves in similar predicaments.

V5P1 Alabama Officer Beating (42 Minutes)
An Alabama officer is severely beaten after a subject attacks him during a nighttime traffic stop. The assault occurs as the officer attempts to handcuff and arrest the individual for D.U.I. The incident is analyzed and critiqued from top to bottom including in-depth interviews with the officer and his back-up. The program includes an excellent tutorial on subjects' body language which will help all officers identify potential danger signs.

V5P4 Texas Hostage Incident (40 Minutes)
A Texas D.P.S. officer is briefly held at gunpoint after approaching a passenger during a rural traffic stop. His partner is attempting to cover the driver who had been stopped earlier for questioning. The officer is able to break free and both he and his partner fire a volley of rounds at the fleeing gunman. A tutorial on field interrogation is also included in this excellent addition to the In the Line of Duty library

V6P4 New Mexico Trooper Held at Gunpoint (32 Minutes)
When a New Mexico trooper makes a “low risk” daylight stop of a car full of speeding youths, little does he know that he’ll have to use every strategy he can muster to save his life---when the driver bears down on him with a loaded gun. Interview with the trooper and analysis by In the Line of Duty Technical Advisors.

V6P5 Officer Restraint / Serving Warrants (30 Minutes)
This program details the tremendous restraint shown by Kentucky officers when a mentally disturbed woman steals a police cruiser and leads officers on a long low-speed pursuit. In-depth interviews with officers involved and important analysis. Our Backup segment deals with the often dangerous task of serving warrants. We have do’s and don’ts.
V7P4 High Speed Pursuit Takes on Epic Proportions (44 Minutes)
A pursuit through Ohio countryside takes on epic proportions when officers from many agencies become involved. The pursuit on narrow, rain-slicked roads will offer many points for discussion and training and includes interviews with the officers involved.

V7P6 South Carolina Officer Struck by Suspect Vehicle / Subsequent Shooting Death (43 Minutes)
A drug suspect refuses to get out from behind the wheel of a vehicle during a bust. Instead, he drives forward and bumps an officer. Fearing for their lives, other officers open fire, killing the subject.

V7P7 Deputies Murdered in Warrant Service (29 Minutes)
Two Idaho deputies are shot and killed during a warrant service in a rural area. Our training video should be watched by all officers who have ever been or ever will be on a warrant service. Includes in-depth analysis of the incident plus critical safety tips and learning points for all law enforcement personnel doing warrant services.

V8P3 TN Officers Shoot, Kill Bank Robber (49 Minutes)
Dramatic video of shootout with Tennessee bank robbery suspect. The suspect was killed, and several officers were wounded. A young female officer showed a “textbook” reload during the incident.

V8P6 Baltimore Officer Shoots Homeless Person (39 Minutes)
A Baltimore officer in the heat of a crowded marketplace fatally shoots a homeless man who appears to be pulling an edged weapon on him. This program is a must for any officer who could easily find himself / herself in a similar, highly charged scenario. It also includes in-depth training analysis and tutorial.

V8P8 Las Vegas Cops Deal with Biker Shoot-Out (46 Minutes)
A wild biker shoot-out at a Laughlin, Nevada casino. Learn how Metro Las Vegas officers responded to this extraordinary incident.

V8P12 Police Face Man with Explosive Device (41 minutes)
A mentally deranged man attempts to firebomb the house where his estranged wife is staying. Police confront the suspect in a gas station. He detonates an explosive device… in a gas station. Scary AND dangerous.

V9P4 Connecticut Officer Attacked (44 Minutes)
A Connecticut officer has less than four seconds to decide what to do when a subject he had been pursuing jumps out of his car and lunges at the officer with a tire iron. In an instant, the officer had to decide whether to use lethal force. His decision? Shoot the suspect.

V9P11 Tampa Massacre (60 Minutes)
State Troopers are killed by a career criminal who had just been taken into custody for the shooting death of his girlfriend’s child. This video, subject of Line of Duty seminars all over the country, is fraught with lessons learned.
V9P12 Tallahassee Ambush (37 Minutes)
An alert officer sees a suspicious car lurking behind a bank. When he approaches the vehicle, the car takes off. During the ensuing pursuit, the car stops and the passenger steps out firing an automatic weapon at the pursuing officer, then returns to the car. The pursuit continues until the suspect’s auto crashes.

V10P7 SC Officer Run Over by SUV Survives to Nab His Assailant (45 Minutes)
Remarkable video of the confrontation. At the end of the chase, with the driver of a stolen vehicle cornered, the driver steps on the gas as an veteran officer approaches. The officer is struck, but comes up firing. More than a dozen rounds later, the driver is in custody.

V10P9 Alert Deputy Uses Street Smarts to Nab Murderers (40 Minutes)
A young man and his sister were en-route to Las Vegas after killing their mother and grandparents in Indianapolis. Traveling over the speed limit in Missouri, they were stopped by a deputy. His alert questioning produced indicator after indicator that something was wrong. Roadside cooperation with Indiana officers and professional questioning soon brought a confession and arrests.

V11P6 Texas Trooper Shot Dead by Elderly Man (32 Minutes)
The trooper was gunned down by an elderly man off a busy highway; The man called dispatch telling what he had just done. Other officers arrive to find the man non-compliant and defiant. Expert analysis included.

V12P1 Trolley Square: The Night Rapid Response Worked (46 Minutes)
When a man walks into a Utah Mall and opens fire on shoppers, an off-duty officer takes action holding the gunman in place until Salt Lake City officers arrive.

V13P11 SC Trooper Misses Fatal Funnel (27 Minutes)
In this program a South Carolina State Trooper makes a broad-daylight traffic stop at a busy gas station and is nearly shot to death. Initially, there is nothing to arouse his suspicions yet little does the trooper know that in a few minutes he would be in a gunfight for his life. There are many lessons learned in this program including the important reminder to never take for granted what seems to be a low-risk traffic stop.

V13P12 Traffic Stops of Sovereign Citizens: What Every Cop Needs to Know (40 Minutes)
During a broad daylight traffic stop, two officers are killed by a 16-year old boy with an AK-47. The teen and his father were “sovereign citizens.” In this program we will discuss the sovereign citizen movement and look at what happened during this traffic stop. Analysis of the incident along with discussion of sovereign traits, beliefs and indicators to help identify this potentially dangerous group is also covered in this program.
Body Language

V1P1 Georgia State Trooper (24 Minutes)
A traffic stop on a Georgia interstate involves lethal force; an outstanding example of the hazards of any traffic stop and use of backup. In this case, backup was a critical issue. Proper backup procedures are also addressed separately in this program.

V1P3 Grateful Dead Concert Negotiation (27 Minutes)
Negotiators talk down a potential suicide at a Grateful Dead concert. The concertgoers were unable to get to the venue until the negotiation with the gunman was over. The cops had two fronts, the gunman and the crowd. The issues of frisk vs. pat down is also addressed in this program.

V1P4 Trooper Coates Shooting (32 Minutes)
One of the most powerful and emotional law enforcement training videos ever produced. A veteran trooper is killed along a South Carolina highway, despite the fact that he shoots and hits the suspect five times.

V1P6 Gun-Wielding Woman (23 Minutes)
Kern County (CA) Sheriff's Officers resort to lethal force despite concerted efforts to negotiate a gun-wielding woman from her vehicle on a California interstate.

V2P2 D.U.I. Analysis (34 Minutes)
In the Line of Duty Worked closely with the Champaign, IL Police Department on this close look at the techniques used there in dealing with the D.U.I. problem. This college town has more than its share of problems related to drinking and the Champaign P.D. has established excellent tactics for dealing with them. From strategies for spotting and tracking drunk drivers, to verbal judo and field sobriety testing, this video has it all, analyzed for safety, procedure, tactics and technique.

V2P4 Coates' Killer Interview (34 Minutes)
Richard Blackburn, the convicted killer of South Carolina State Trooper Mark Coates, is interviewed for the first time. Learn from Blackburn's personal insights as to his motivation and state of mind during this tragic incident, from Program 011-4. Blackburn explains what he believes might have defused the situation before it got "out of control." This program will be an expanded version (approx. 45 minutes) of our normal format.

V2P11 Trooper Knife Fight (33 Minutes)
A Georgia State Trooper is involved in a knife fight with an ex-offender at a truck stop. This amazing incident will prove the immeasurable value of preparation and training for the unexpected, of which all officers must be aware. In-depth interview with trooper is included. There are several facets to this incident, each with valuable training applications. Backup centers on a unique testing program conducted by the St. Louis Police Department in deciding on new holster purchases for the department.
V3P8 Corpus Christi Knife Assault (35 Minutes)
This program evaluates two incidents in which officers were assaulted; one by a knife-wielding inmate; the other by an inebriated subject during a DUI / Sobriety test. Both incidents were captured on video by the Corpus Christi (TX) P.D., and are absolute proof positive that officers need to be constantly aware and in communication with one another during any situations.

V4P2 Homicide Suspect Suicide / Short Stroke Prevention (35 Minutes)
A homicide suspect driving through a rural Texas community is stopped by D.P.S. officers. He exits his vehicle - then returns to it and pulls out a gun. Despite verbal commands and facing drawn service weapons, the subject points the gun to his head and pulls the trigger. Officers involved discuss and analyze their response to this incident and the "lessons learned". Short stroke prevention deals with the jamming problem faced by Idaho State Police Officer Junior Gonzalez in program 014-1, and how to deal with that emergency.

V4P6 Large Vehicle Stop Turns Almost Violent (39 Minutes)
A sheriff's deputy stops a speeding truck driver who becomes extremely belligerent, even though he'd been stopped a short time earlier for the same infraction. In-depth interview with the contact officer. Additionally, complete analysis and review of this very tense situation, its outcome, and many lessons learned. Also, an excellent tutorial by Jim Crotty of 'Strategies for Officer Survival' on the unique situations officers face stopping large vehicles. Backup features more on sophisticated drug hiding places in vehicles.

V5P1 Alabama Officer Beating (42 Minutes)
An Alabama officer is severely beaten after a subject attacks him during a nighttime traffic stop. The assault occurs as the officer attempts to handcuff and arrest the individual for D.U.I. The incident is analyzed and critiqued from top to bottom including in-depth interviews with the officer and his back-up. The program includes an excellent tutorial on subjects' body language which will help all officers identify potential danger signs.

V6P5 Officer Restraint / Serving Warrants (30 Minutes)
This program details the tremendous restraint shown by Kentucky officers when a mentally disturbed woman steals a police cruiser and leads officers on a long low-speed pursuit. In-depth interviews with officers involved and important analysis. Our Backup segment deals with the often dangerous task of serving warrants. We have do's and don'ts.

V6P6 Officer Shot / Subject Commandeers Car (32 minutes)
Moments after a Beaumont, Texas officer was shot, videographer Chuck McClurg was on the scene as officers and paramedics tend to the wounded officer. It includes audio dispatch of the incident, video of the search for the shooter, and an in-depth interview with the officer for analysis and “lessons learned.”

V6P7 Detecting Danger Part 1 (34 Minutes)
A 3-time police medal of valor winner and teacher discusses the crucial elements for officers to know about themselves when detecting danger. This important program focuses on what cops need to know about their own verbiage and body language when dealing with potential danger. The "Back-Up" segment features a refresher on patdown searches and how a missed weapon can be lethal for police.
V6P8 Detecting Danger Part 2 (38 Minutes)
Police Medal of Valor winner, Chief Steve Rhodes, presents part 2 of his detecting danger seminar. This program includes a careful analysis of what officers need to be aware of (about subjects) when dealing with potentially violent individuals, including important new information and tips on subjects' verbal and body language. Also, on "Back-Up," two high speed chases, one in Missouri and one in Michigan, are reviewed and analyzed for critical officer safety issues.

V7P2 Murder of Georgia Deputy (56 Minutes)
The complete training overview and analysis of the murder of Georgia Deputy Kyle Dinkheller. This program includes the complete in-car cruiser cam video from Dinkheller’s patrol car. Also, interviews with back-up officers and administrators with the agency involved. Many critical lessons learned are imparted in this tragic, dramatic and absolutely critical training video for cops.

V7P10 Officer Shot and Killed After Missing Weapon Patdown (35 Minutes)
A suspected cop shooter is arrested by two St. Louis officers. It turned tragic when they missed a weapon on a patdown. The subject uses the hidden weapon to kill one of the arresting officers. This program also features complete and thorough patdown training. It's a must in every law enforcement agency’s video training library.

V8P7 MO Trooper Talks Bank Robber into Releasing Hostage (32 Minutes)
After a rural Missouri bank is robbed, the robber flees with a terrified customer passerby. An accident ends a long pursuit. A veteran Missouri trooper successfully negotiates with the suspect.

V11P1 Michelle Jeter Beating (35 Minutes)
TX female Officer Michelle Jeter nearly beaten to death during traffic stop. First ever in-depth training interview from Officer Jeter.

V11P9 The McVeigh Stop / Trooper Hanger Talks (33 Minutes)
The Oklahoma State Trooper who stopped Timothy McVeigh after the Oklahoma City bombing talks about one of the most important stops in history. Learn how it all came about and how little things can mean a lot.

V11P11 The Danger of Response to Naked Person Calls (32 Minutes)
Information compiled by the prestigious Force Science Research Center at the University of Minnesota-Mankato provides the basis for this video. A lot can be going on when law enforcement is called to deal with a naked person. And, there are dangers you may not have thought about.
V13P11 SC Trooper Misses Fatal Funnel (27 Minutes)
In this program a South Carolina State Trooper makes a broad-daylight traffic stop at a busy gas station and is nearly shot to death. Initially, there is nothing to arouse his suspicions yet little does he know that in a few minutes he would be in a gunfight for his life. There are many lessons learned in this program including the important reminder to never take for granted what seems to be a low-risk traffic stop.

V15P5 Murder of an Arkansas Officer (50 Minutes)
Death stalks a young Arkansas officer, but in taking his life cops everywhere may someday get a second chance at living. In this program, we hope, with the help of the Trumann Police Department, to provide critical guideposts for officers who may fall prey or victim to the potential tragedy of complacency.

SI19 Big Rig Stops (10 Minutes)
You'll see and learn about the different elements in making a traffic stop involving a big rig as opposed to a passenger vehicle. And, there are many of them, from approach to safe interrogation of drivers and passengers.

SI26 Alabama Officer Stabbed to Death: Tragic Events and Lessons Learned in Mobile (47 Minutes) An Alabama officer, whose dream from childhood was to become a cop, has the dream shattered when he is knifed to death in a jail sally port after a missed patdown. The tragic events of that day all began at a Dollar General store and a bizarre attempt at robbery by arson. Veteran officers said they had never seen anything like it. The incidents of that day ended as a tragic lesson on why you can never be too careful.

SI28 Use of Force: The Death of Eric Garner (30 Minutes)
In a day and age when cameras and video are becoming omnipresent in law enforcement's responses 24/7, it is critical to learn and benefit from officer's experiences on the street. We present this program of the incident with Eric Garner with one question in mind - are there lessons that could have been learned? This program is meant to offer the feedback, thoughts, and knowledge of one veteran trainer in the hopes that it will elicit much food for thought, interactive discussion, and even opportunity to always keep that eternal question at the forefront of officer's minds - What Would You Do?
Building Search

**V8P8 Las Vegas Cops Deal with Biker Shoot-Out (46 Minutes)**
A wild biker shoot-out at a Laughlin, Nevada casino. Learn how Metro Las Vegas officers responded to this extraordinary incident.

**SI1 Rapid Response to The Active Shooter (50 Minutes)**
This outstanding 60 minute training video details the latest tactics for dealing with an active shooter. At Columbine, the SWAT Team was unable to form and enter the high school for some 45 minutes after the incident started. All the shooting had stopped within 11 minutes. Therefore, the new strategy involves sending first responders in to neutralize the shooting without waiting for the tactical unit to arrive. It is new. Some consider the tactics controversial. Find out for yourself in this video.

**SI27 Rapid Response: Saving Lives in the Golden Hour (31 Minutes)**
How critical is the need for an integrated approach to rapid response and one that includes every member of the public safety community? Find out how Hillsboro, OR Police, Fire, and EMS made this approach a reality, and see the effect it has had on their emergency response times and level and effectiveness.
Campus Policing

V2P6 Police Response / Halloween Riot (35 Minutes)
Police in Carbondale, IL react quickly and decisively after Halloween festivities involving thousands of college-age students turns violent and destructive. Analysis of "lessons learned" and tactics used by the officers involved is excellent.

1C Binge Drinking / Dealing with a Stuporous Victim (37 Minutes)
The most serious problem facing campus law enforcement today is binge drinking. It has contributed to campus unrest from the Ivy League to the Pacific Northwest. Several students have died as a result of ingesting too much alcohol. We bring this important program to you with relevant information on how you can deal with the problem. We include a tutorial on how to deal with a stuporous victim. This is potentially lifesaving information. It is also an excellent program for high school seniors preparing to go to college.

2C Date Rape / Crime Scene Preservation / Date Rape Drugs (39 Minutes)
Another of the major problems on campus today is the problem of date, or acquaintance rape. One in four coeds experience a date rape attempt. This program includes information on how to work with victims to ensure their wellbeing and the chances for a successful prosecution. Also included is important information on preserving a date rape (or any) crime scene. And, we include a tutorial on the date rape drugs which are becoming increasingly commonplace on campus.

3C Bike Patrol / K-9 Patrol / Working with K-9's (35 Minutes)
This program centers on key patrol issues facing campus cops. Bicycle patrols are becoming increasingly commonplace. But, it involves more than just acquiring some bikes and putting officers on them. The University of Illinois helped write the book on bike patrols. Learn why bike patrols are effective and why you should consider establishing one. In addition, many campus police departments are considering their own K-9 units. This program tells you how to go about it, what questions to ask and how to get it off to a good start. The program also includes important information for campus cops who may one day find themselves on a crime scene working with dogs. We examine the do's and don'ts.

4C Report Writing / Reading Body Language (35 Minutes)
This important program gives campus law enforcement officers the information they need to be effective in writing their reports. It is the worst part of an officer’s job. However, it can be the most important. Ineffective report writing can make or break a prosecutor’s case, and can reflect positively or negatively on the author. In addition, there is an important tutorial on reading body language. A small percentage of subjects will attack an officer. This will help officers determine the level of threat.

5C Campus Fire Safety (35 Minutes)
Fire Safety on campus remains a number one safety priority. However, students are killed each year in fires on campus. What is the role of the campus police officer in both preventing fires and helping fight them if and when they occur? This is a potentially lifesaving program, for both the student and officer.
6C Campus Officer Murdered / Officer Safety (35 Minutes)
The murder of a campus police officer on the University of Nevada-Reno campus shows that not even a college campus is safe from the outside world. Learn what happened, and what the University of Nevada-Reno campus police department learned as a result. Additionally, numerous officer safety issues are dealt with in this program.

SI1 Rapid Response to The Active Shooter (50 Minutes)
This outstanding 60 minute training video details the latest tactics for dealing with an active shooter. The new strategy involves sending first responders in to neutralize the shooting without waiting for the tactical unit to arrive. It is new. Some consider the tactics controversial. Find out for yourself in this video.
Community Policing / Cultural Awareness

**V2P3 Convenience Store Robberies Decline (33 Minutes)**
The Gainesville (FL) Police Department has had tremendous success in cutting down convenience store robberies through simple pro-active measures and new laws. This program will be of interest to any agency attempting to thwart robberies at convenience stores in their own municipalities. Dramatic surveillance video is included.

**V4P9 Fresno, CA-Multi-Ethnic Community Policing (39 Minutes)**
Many agencies now must deal with the dilemma of communities which have a multitude of ethnic groups and languages. Now, learn how the Fresno(CA) P.D. has developed one of the nation's most visionary community policing programs in a multi-ethnic environment. Also featured is the St. Louis (MO) Police Department which is dealing with one of the largest Bosnian communities in the country. Backup how the movie “Deliverance” helps male officers better understand a female’s reluctance to tell male officers what happened during a battering or rape.

**V4P12 Gangs Update (52 Minutes)**
Through in-depth interviews with law enforcement gang experts, learn about trends in a wide variety of gang-related activity. To be included are updates on Hispanic gangs; Russian gangs; Asian gangs; and Street gangs.

**V5P10 Road Rage (46 Minutes)**
Featuring innovative programs for dealing with road rage and aggressive driving. The video highlights the pioneering approaches of the Illinois State Police which will be of utmost interest to all law enforcement dealing with this growing national problem.

**V5P11 Crowd Control (42 Minutes)**
After years of dealing with unruly, often violent crowds during various Octoberfest events, the La Crosse, Wisconsin Police Department has developed an approach which has become a national-even international-model for any law enforcement agency faced with crowd or even riot control. Highly recommended for all law enforcement agencies which ever find themselves dealing with unruly crowds that could become potentially violent or unmanageable.

**V6P2 Crisis Intervention Training - Dealing with the Mentally Ill (50 Minutes)**
An in-depth look at the excellent Crisis Intervention Training program many departments are using successfully in dealing with the mentally ill. This program features what's working for officers who must consistently deal with mentally ill subjects and provides vital “lessons learned.”

**V6P12 Next-of-Kin-Notification (40 Minutes)**
One of the country’s leading experts in notification of next-of-kin provides law enforcement officers with invaluable tools they need to have for the most professional notification of next-of-kin. This includes vital information regarding notification of kin, officer’s families and dealing with the trauma any officer is likely to face in the aftermath of such a responsibility.
SI5 Racial Profiling (20 minutes)
If there is a hotter issue in law enforcement today, we don’t know about it. Making stops on the basis of the race or ethnicity of those in a car rather than on grounds of reasonable suspicion is wrong and a violation of rights. In this training video, officers will understand what racial profiling is, what it isn’t, and how to be on safe ground when making that stop. This is an invaluable video and can help you avoid millions in liability awards.

SI7 Police Chaplains / When a Cop Dies (30 Minutes)
The police chaplain is playing an increasingly more important role in law enforcement. Because their jobs are dangerous and high stress, officers need someone to talk to whether they know it or not. The chaplain plays a big role in dealing with the mind, spirit and body. This program highlights what they do, why they do it, and why having a chaplain on staff may be vital to your department.

SI16 SIMPLE SPANISH COMMANDS (30 Minutes)
This program guides officers through the most commonly used law enforcement Spanish commands and teaches them via a very easy verbal refresher

SI17 SIGNS OF THE DEAF (30 Minutes)
Like the program dealing with Spanish commands, this video takes officers through the most commonly used signs of the deaf one might encounter on the street. It’s perfect for officers who need to learn these commands over several sessions, because like the Spanish commands, this program can be easily learned.
**Communications**

**V3P3 Perpendicular Shoot (42 Minutes)**
Sheriff's deputies in North Carolina resort to lethal force after a passenger in a vehicle stopped for minor driving violations reaches for a gun. Two deputies fire from diagonal positions fatally injuring the subject. There are innumerable lessons learned regarding safe traffic stops and being prepared for the unexpected.

**V3P7 Contact and Cover (38 Minutes)**
The San Diego P.D.'s "Contact and Cover" program, developed after two of its officers were shot and killed, is analyzed. Also, the Collinsville (IL) P.D. provides dramatic video and analysis of an incident in which contact and cover was not used to its fullest, leading to near disaster. Non-verbal communication using hand signals is a key element of this excellent tactical strategy.

**V4P3 Albuquerque Bank Hostage / Sniper Training (36 Minutes)**
A bank robbery suspect who had taken a female employee hostage is mortally wounded by a sniper on the Albuquerque S.W.A.T. team. This is only training documentation of the incident and includes complete information and analysis by the sniper. In "Backup" we focus on an almost successful escape by a Tampa Juvenile using a hidden handcuff key a refresher on the Standing Modified Search.

**V4P8 Kehoe Brothers OH Shoot-Out / Concealment and Cover Tutorial (47 Minutes)**
This video details the dramatic shoot-out in Ohio between law enforcement and the Kehoe brothers, known paramilitary extremists. This will include in-depth training interviews with both officers involved and will provide the first-ever crucial "lessons learned" and officer safety and survival tips. Additionally, a training tutorial from Jim Crotty of 'Strategies for Officer Survival' will be included zeroing in on the critical first moments of concealment and cover for an officer in a lethal force incident.

**V11P1 Michelle Jeter Beating (35 Minutes)**
TX female Officer Michelle Jeter nearly beaten to death during traffic stop. First ever in-depth training interview from Officer Jeter.

**V11P7 Indiana Bank Robbery-Chase-Shootout (40 Minutes)**
This scenario is complicated by the fact the chase crosses state lines raising jurisdictional and communications issues.

**V11P10 Could a 'Russian School Siege' Happen Here? (31 Minutes)**
The attack by terrorists at an elementary school in Russia may not be as far off as it seems. Shortly after this deadly incident in which more than 300 people died, detailed plans of several U.S. Schools were found in raids against Islamic terrorists.

**V12P1 Trolley Square: The Night Rapid Response Worked (46 Minutes)**
When a man walks into a Utah Mall and opens fire on shoppers, an off-duty officer takes action holding the gunman in place until Salt Lake City officers arrive.
V13P1 Amber Alert Victim and Suspect Pursuit (35 Minutes)
In this program, an Illinois officer embarks on a high-speed pursuit. The suspect is wanted for kidnapping and an AMBER Alert has been issued. The chase covers two states before ending in St. Louis, Missouri. Many issues are covered in this program; pursuit policy, safety to the public, driver awareness and inter-department cooperation.

V13P3 Robbery and Response in Neighboring Jurisdiction (32 Minutes)
In this program, a South Carolina officer responds to a robbery at a gas station. Many different factors come into play during his response. First of all, it is not even in his jurisdiction. From there, it takes on many different twists. We will discuss all of the lessons he learned during this incident.

V13P5 Investigating and Prosecuting Domestic Violence (32 Minutes)
In this program, we will discuss the elements involved in investigating and prosecuting a domestic violence case. Thorough police work can make the prosecutor’s job much easier by documenting the incident with copious note-taking, use of cameras, and even audio recordings of the victim’s account.

V15P5 Murder of an Arkansas Officer (50 Minutes)
Death stalks a young Arkansas officer, but in taking his life cops everywhere may someday get a second chance at living. In this program, we hope, with the help of the Trumann Police Department, to provide critical guideposts for officers who may fall prey or victim to the potential tragedy of complacency.

SI1 Rapid Response to The Active Shooter (50 Minutes)
This outstanding 60 minute training video details the latest tactics for dealing with an active shooter. At Columbine, the SWAT Team was unable to form and enter the high school for some 45 minutes after the incident started. All the shooting had stopped within 11 minutes. Therefore, the new strategy involves sending first responders in to neutralize the shooting without waiting for the tactical unit to arrive. It is new. Some consider the tactics controversial. Find out for yourself in this video.

SI5 Racial Profiling (20 minutes)
If there is a hotter issue in law enforcement today, we don’t know about it. Making stops on the basis of the race or ethnicity of those in a car rather than on grounds of reasonable suspicion is wrong and a violation of rights. In this 12-minute training video, officers will understand what racial profiling is, what it isn’t, and how to be on safe ground when making that stop. This is an invaluable video and can help you avoid millions in liability awards.

SI26 Alabama Officer Stabbed to Death: Tragic Events and Lessons Learned in Mobile (47 Minutes)
An Alabama officer, whose dream from childhood was to become a cop, has the dream shattered when he is knifed to death in a jail sally port after a missed patdown. The tragic events of that day all began at a Dollar General store and a bizarre attempt at robbery by arson. Veteran officers said they had never seen anything like it. The incidents of that day ended as a tragic lesson on why you can never be too careful.
Two law enforcement incidents that erupted into national headlines are examined by graduating recruits at the St. Louis(MO) County and Municipal Police Academy. This pioneering, interactive program can easily be used for two, separate 20:00 training segments. In the first incident, Indiana officers are forced to deal with a 6’5” UFC fighter and his wife trying to ‘play them’ after a three mile pursuit. And, in a language barrier tragedy, an Alabama officer throws an older Indian man to the ground, partially paralyzing him.
Contact / Cover

**V1P1 Georgia State Trooper (24 Minutes)**
A traffic stop on a Georgia interstate involves lethal force; an outstanding example of the hazards of any traffic stop and use of backup. In this case, backup was a critical issue. Proper backup procedures are also addressed separately in this program.

**V3P3 Perpendicular Shoot (42 Minutes)**
Sheriff's deputies in North Carolina resort to lethal force after a passenger in a vehicle stopped for minor driving violations reaches for a gun. Two deputies fire from diagonal positions fatally injuring the subject. There are innumerable lessons learned regarding safe traffic stops and being prepared for the unexpected.

**V3P5 Hood River Multi-Speed Chase (30 Minutes)**
When a subject steals a truck and large boat, law enforcement officials in Hood River, Oregon swing into action. They are faced with a pursuit that covers all the bases: high speed, low speed, hard surface, and off-road. Also, learn a defensive tactics expert has vital follow-up analysis of the Georgia Knife Fight

**V3P7 Contact and Cover (38 Minutes)**
The San Diego P.D.’s “Contact and Cover” program, developed after two of its officers were shot and killed, is analyzed. Also, the Collinsville (IL) P.D. provides dramatic video and analysis of an incident in which contact and cover was not used to its fullest, leading to near disaster. Non-verbal communication using hand signals is a key element of this excellent tactical strategy.

**V3P10 High Risk Felony Stop (35 Minutes)**
This program is two important parts: 1) A follow-up to Program 13-9 in which Bonner County (ID) Deputy John Lunde is hit by a fleeing motorist. The resulting high-risk stop is studied and analyzed by Lunde and his fellow back-up officers and 2) Jim Crotty of 'Strategies for Officer Survival, Inc.' provides a demonstration of a ‘textbook’ felony vehicle stop with the cooperation of the Brunswick, GA P.D.

**V5P4 Texas Hostage Incident (40 Minutes)**
A Texas D.P.S. officer is briefly held at gunpoint after approaching a passenger during a rural traffic stop. His partner is attempting to cover the driver who had been stopped earlier for questioning. The officer is able to break free and both he and his partner fire a volley of rounds at the fleeing gunman. A tutorial on field interrogation is also included in this excellent addition to the In the Line of Duty library.

**V13P12 Traffic Stops of Sovereign Citizens: What Every Cop Needs to Know (40 Minutes)**
During a broad daylight traffic stop, two officers are killed by a 16-year old boy with an AK- 47. The teen and his father were “sovereign citizens.” In this program we will discuss the sovereign citizen movement and look at what happened during this traffic stop. Analysis of the incident along with discussion of sovereign traits, beliefs and indicators to help identify this potentially dangerous group is also covered in this program.
Corrections / Jailer Safety

V6P9 Deputy Murdered Transporting Prisoner (32 Minutes)
This program is cored around the tragic shooting death of a New Mexico deputy who was transporting a prisoner. It will have an in-depth report on the shooting, “lessons learned” and many important safety tips for officers transporting prisoners.

V8P4 Corrections / Jailers Safety (32 Minutes)
Including powerful video to support expert analysis; the program will provide in-depth information and training for corrections officers / jailers regarding safe dealings with inmates / convicts; to include scams which cons use to try to get over on officers; weapons and equipment safety; what to do when melee, riot breaks out; and many other issues critical to officer safety.

V8P5 Corrections / Jailers Safety II (31 Minutes)
part two, officers gain critical insight into response to jail / prison melees and remaining calm and observant...mental preparation for riot situations...also, inmate scams on officers are explored which is vital especially for new officers; awareness of inmate lying and subterfuge is examined. Also, complacency, the "nothing happens here mentality" is a focal point of this program.

V9P1 DeKalb County TN Police Shooting (42 Minutes)
An escaped prisoner with apparent mental problems abducts her own son and threatens him with a gun. Police negotiations get nowhere. A deputy, convinced the woman is about to kill the child, fires, striking her in the head.

V12P7 Michigan Cops in Courtroom Battle (24 Minutes)
Battle in a Battle Creek courtroom, when a newly-sentenced killer turns on the nearest deputy, going for his duty weapon and apparently attempting "suicide by cop." Several deputies respond, putting their TASERs to use and stopping the threat.

V12P10 Cops and Hazardous Materials: What Officers Need to Know (30 Minutes)
Whether it is ricin in a Las Vegas hotel, anthrax in a D.C. post office, rolling meth labs in upstate New York or a huge chlorine explosion in downstate Missouri, cops are usually the first responders to these scenes. And because of that, they need to know what precautions to take to keep themselves and the surrounding area safe.
Courtroom Testimony

V5P12 Courtroom Testimony (29 Minutes)
One of the most crucial aspects of any officer’s responsibilities is also one of the most difficult and least understood: courtroom testimony. Proper handling of oneself during courtroom proceedings can make or break cases for law enforcement. This program will feature proper tactics, and courtroom procedure for cops from an expert in the field for officers who could ever face the ominous responsibilities testifying in a courtroom setting.

V6P3 Report Writing (23 Minutes)
Includes Point by Point tips and lessons for officers on report writing and features the lead instructor for report writing from the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department.

V7P8 DUI Patrol: Winning in Court (41 Minutes)
One of the most successful DUI programs in the country is featured for training purposes; the Indianapolis P.D.’s nationally-recognized DUI arrest / prevention program is shown and includes information officers need to know about testifying in court in DUI cases.

V13P5 Investigating and Prosecuting Domestic Violence (32 Minutes)
In this program, we will discuss the elements involved in investigating and prosecuting a domestic violence case. Thorough police work can make the prosecutor’s job much easier by documenting the incident with copious note-taking, use of cameras, and even audio recordings of the victim’s account.

SI30 Use of Force Report Writing (35 Minutes)
This program deals with the issue of accurate and precise reporting writing of use of force events. This is a course taught by Lt. Kevin Dillon, a 25-year law enforcement veteran who retired from the Wethersfield (CT) P.D. He is a graduate of the FBI National Academy. Kevin is certified by the Force Science Institute for Analysis of Use of Force Incidents. This is a program on the proper way to write a report to present a situation as accurately as it happened and find out how good report writing could actually be one of your greatest allies.
Crime Scene Investigation / Protection

V1P8 Idaho Pursuit Follow-Up (23 Minutes)
Critical training elements following the pursuit and resulting shoot-out with the Idaho State Police (Program V1-P7) are analyzed.

V2P10 Gang Violence Stopped (33 Minutes)
Members of the Fort Myers (FL) Police Department share lessons they learned after breaking up a violent youth gang which killed a high school teacher, then plotted to enter Disney World and kill employees and visitors of minority backgrounds / ethnicities. These were basically good kids gone wrong. This video will help alert you to signs that trouble lies ahead with some youngsters. In Backup, Lee County School Resource officer Larry Montgomery shows weapons seized in schools, and how he uses them to convince school administrators of problems that must be addressed.

V3P4 Domestic Violence (60 Minutes)
Anne O’Dell, a former veteran street cop provides highly-touted training for officers dealing with issues of domestic violence. Invaluable information and lessons for departments wanting to lower domestic violence also included.

V4P7 Crime Scene Preservation for Street Cops (38 Minutes)
This program promises to be an invaluable edition for police officer training. It features D. Wayne Heil, formerly a lead homicide investigator for the Illinois State Police. Mr. Heil brings his many years of expertise to bear graphically showing street officers the critical first steps needed when coming onto a major crime scene. He also details the areas of utmost concern for officers charged with protecting crime scenes. Backup focuses on new computer technology changing the way police artists draw mug shots.

V5P8 Dealing with Meth Labs (39 Minutes)
Many law enforcement agencies have requested we provide a street officer's informational and training program on methamphetamine use and lab detection. This program, therefore, will address the skyrocketing use of methamphetamines and the accompanying problems faced by law enforcement. Many meth safety issues for street officers will also be addressed.

V8P10 Cops' Response to Hate Crimes (32 Minutes)
Virtually all law enforcement agencies have dealt with them: hate crimes. Whether they’re ethnic, gangs, sexual preference, economic or without category, police officers need to learn how to best approach and deal with this problem.

V1P3 Grateful Dead Concert Negotiation (27 Minutes)
Negotiators talk down a potential suicide at a Grateful Dead concert. The concertgoers were unable to get to the venue until the negotiation with the gunman was over. The cops had two fronts, the gunman and the crowd. The issues of frisk vs. pat down is also addressed in this program.
V1P10 Flea Market Shooting (29 Minutes)
Pennsylvania police kill a deranged homicide suspect at a crowded flea market after he throws car parts, and then himself, at them. The Backup segment deals with the use of Polaroid cameras in domestic abuse cases.

V4P2 Homicide Suspect Suicide / Short Stroke Prevention (35 Minutes)
A homicide suspect driving through a rural Texas community is stopped by D.P.S. officers. He exits his vehicle - then returns to it and pulls out a gun. Despite verbal commands and facing drawn service weapons, the subject points the gun to his head and pulls the trigger. Officers involved discuss and analyze their response to this incident and the "lessons learned". Short stroke prevention deals with the jamming problem faced by Idaho State Police Officer Junior Gonzalez in program 014-1, and how to deal with that emergency.

V6P2 Crisis Intervention Training - Dealing with the Mentally Ill (50 Minutes)
An in-depth look at the excellent Crisis Intervention Training program many departments are using successfully in dealing with the mentally ill. This program features what's working for officers who must consistently deal with mentally ill subjects and provides vital "lessons learned."

V8P6 Baltimore Officer Shoots Homeless Person (39 Minutes)
A Baltimore officer in the heat of a crowded marketplace fatally shoots a homeless man who appears to be pulling an edged weapon on him. This program is a must for any officer who could easily find himself / herself in a similar, highly charged scenario. It also includes in-depth training analysis and tutorial.

V8P12 Police Face Man with Explosive Device (41 Minutes)
A mentally deranged man attempts to firebomb the house where his estranged wife is staying. Police confront the suspect in a gas station. He detonates an explosive device… in a gas station. Scary AND dangerous.

V12P8 Forensic Death Investigations: What Cops Need to Know (32 Minutes)
Most law enforcement professional encounter a deceased person in their career. Actions taken upon arrival on the scene will affect the investigation, and likely the prosecution, of the case. This program offers the basics every patrol officer should know about death scene preservation and information collection.

V13P4 Domestic Violence Response (32 Minutes)
In this program, we will look at the subject of domestic violence. A South Dakota teenager attacked his family, killing his mother and injuring his sister. We will review how officers responded to this incident and cover the many dangers of responding to domestic violence calls.
Crowd Control

V1P3 Grateful Dead Concert Negotiation (27 Minutes)
Negotiators talk down a potential suicide at a Grateful Dead concert. The concertgoers were unable to get to the venue until the negotiation with the gunman was over. The cops had two fronts, the gunman and the crowd. The issues of frisk vs. pat down is also addressed in this program.

V1P10 Flea Market Shooting (29 Minutes)
Pennsylvania police kill a deranged homicide suspect at a crowded flea market after he throws car parts, and then himself, at them. The Backup segment deals with the use of Polaroid cameras in domestic abuse cases.

V1P11 Safeway Store Hostage (32 Minutes)
Renton (WA) Police implement successful use of O-C spray after a mentally disturbed woman uses a butcher knife to take a hostage at a neighborhood Safeway store.

V2P6 Police Response / Halloween Riot (35 Minutes)
Police in Carbondale, IL react quickly and decisively after Halloween festivities involving thousands of college-age students turns violent and destructive. Analysis of "lessons learned" and tactics used by the officers involved is excellent.

V2P12 Full-Scale Riot Response (39 Minutes)
St. Petersburg, Florida Police provide detailed analysis of tactics, strategy, and response in the only training documentary available of rioting after a white officer shot an African-American motorist. This dramatic and in-depth report includes interviews with commanding officers and complete critical incident analysis. Complete, never-before seen video of rioting and officer response.

V5P11 Crowd Control (42 Minutes)
After years of dealing with unruly, often violent crowds during various Octoberfest events, the La Crosse, Wisconsin Police Department has developed an approach which has become a national -even international- model for any law enforcement agency faced with crowd or even riot control. Highly recommended for all law enforcement agencies which ever find themselves dealing with unruly crowds that could become potentially violent or unmanageable.

V8P6 Baltimore Officer Shoots Homeless Person (39 Minutes)
A Baltimore officer in the heat of a crowded marketplace fatally shoots a homeless man who appears to be pulling an edged weapon on him. This program is a must for any officer who could easily find himself / herself in a similar, highly charged scenario. It also includes in-depth training analysis and tutorial.

V9P9 Facing Disaster Part II (44 Minutes)
This second of the two part series discusses preplanning and response to such unexpected disasters as a terror attack, possibly involving weapons of mass destruction, or a catastrophic accident. Such events are possible anywhere, and law enforcement will be right in the thick of it.
V9P11 Tampa Massacre (60 Minutes)
Two Tampa detectives and a Florida State Trooper are killed by a career criminal who had just been taken into custody for the shooting death of his girlfriend’s child. This video, subject of Line of Duty seminars all over the country, is fraught with lessons learned.

RCR4 Officer Shoots Homeless Person (8 Minutes)
Officers confront non-compliant man with edged weapon in front of angry crowd. Incident ends with shooting death of subject.
Dealing With The Mentally Ill - EDP

V1P6 Gun-Wielding Woman (23 Minutes)
Kern County (CA) Sheriff's Officers resort to lethal force despite concerted efforts to negotiate a gun-wielding woman from her vehicle on a California interstate.

V1P11 Safeway Store Hostage (32 Minutes)
Renton (WA) Police implement successful use of O-C spray after a mentally disturbed woman uses a butcher knife to take a hostage at a neighborhood Safeway store.

V1P12 Hostage-Taker Interview (30 Minutes)
In-depth jailhouse interview with Renton (WA) Safeway store hostage-taker (Program V1P11). Excellent training elements for officers who deal with complex human personalities and thought processes.

V3P1 Child Abduction Stopped by Deputies (40 Minutes)
Sheriff's deputies in rural Arkansas save a baby from being drowned in a swamp by a mentally-unbalanced subject. This program also features a revealing segment on unusual places for hiding firearms.

V5P5 Less Lethal Force (46 Minutes)
This program details the Seattle, Washington P.D.'s efforts to disarm a mental subject who was waving and flourishing a samurai sword for hours in front of a Seattle restaurant. It details the department's efforts to disarm the subject with everything from verbal tactics, to beanbags, to water cannon and includes in-depth interviews with officer lethal force from beanbags to TASERS.

V6P2 Crisis Intervention Training - Dealing with the Mentally Ill (50 Minutes)
An in-depth look at the excellent Crisis Intervention Training program many departments are using successfully in dealing with the mentally ill. This program features what's working for officers who must consistently deal with mentally ill subjects and provides vital "lessons learned."

V7P1 Police Officer Stress (50 Minutes)
How officers can deal with the stress and trauma of everyday police work; Featuring nationally-respected police clinician Dr. Angela Wingo with emphasis on earth-shattering incidents i.e. 9 / 11 / 01 to day-in-day-out cop stresses and stressors. A vital program for officers for dealing successfully with the rigors of the job.

V8P6 Baltimore Officer Shoots Homeless Person (39 Minutes)
A Baltimore officer in the heat of a crowded marketplace fatally shoots a homeless man who appears to be pulling an edged weapon on him. This program is a must for any officer who could easily find himself / herself in a similar highly charged scenario. It also includes in-depth training analysis and tutorial.
V9P1 DeKalb County TN Police Shooting (42 Minutes)
An escaped prisoner with apparent mental problems abducts her own son and threatens him with a gun. Police negotiations get nowhere. A deputy, convinced the woman is about to kill the child, fires, striking her in the head.

V10P2 Wisconsin Officers Stop Jumper and Save Baby Dumped from Car (47 Minutes)
Law enforcement at its very best. Two separate incidents. Two lives saved! You will be proud of your fellow officers when watching this video. And, you will learn from their heroics.

V10P6 Cincinnati White Castle Incident--Updated (54 Minutes)
This is an updated version of the celebrated In the Line of Duty video on how officers can do every-thing right and things go wrong. In this case, a druggie high on a variety of drugs resists officers. After a long struggle, he is subdued, but moments later, dies. This program is a must for every street cop.

V11P11 The Danger of Response to Naked Person Calls (32 Minutes)
Information compiled by the prestigious Force Science Research Center at the University of Minnesota-Mankato provides the basis for this video. A lot can be going on when law enforcement is called to deal with a naked person. And there are dangers you may not have thought about.

V15P2 Iowa Parade Horror: Horses Bolt Into Crowd (29 Minutes)
A holiday parade turns into a bloodbath when two spooked horses go rampaging into a crowd of thousands. For first responders this parade was going to become one of the most challenging hurdles of their career as they work together to respond to this freak accident.
Defensive Tactics

**V1P1 Trooper Coates Shooting (32 Minutes)**
One of the most powerful and emotional law enforcement training videos ever produced. A veteran trooper is killed along a South Carolina highway, despite the fact that he shoots and hits the suspect five times.

**V2P4 Coates’ Killer Interview (34 Minutes)**
Richard Blackburn, the convicted killer of South Carolina State Trooper Mark Coates, is interviewed for the first time. Learn from Blackburn's personal insights as to his motivation and state of mind during this tragic incident, from Program 011-4. Blackburn explains what he believes might have defused the situation before it got "out of control." This program will be an expanded version of our normal format.

**V2P6 Police Response / Halloween Riot (35 Minutes)**
Police in Carbondale, IL react quickly and decisively after Halloween festivities involving thousands of college-age students turns violent and destructive. Analysis of "lessons learned" and tactics used by the officers involved is excellent.

**V2P8 Vest Saves Deputy’s Life (37 Minutes)**
Dramatic documentation of a Georgia sheriff's deputy who was shot twice at point-blank range by a teenager, but was saved thanks to his body armor. Complete, in-depth interview with the deputy provides invaluable officer safety and survival tips. The “Backup” segment deals with the proper fit for the protective vest.

**V2P11 Trooper Knife Fight (33 Minutes)**
A Georgia State Trooper is involved in a knife fight with an ex-offender at a truck stop. This amazing incident will prove the immeasurable value of preparation and training for the unexpected, of which all officers must be aware. In-depth interview with trooper is included. There are several facets to this incident, each with valuable training applications. Backup centers on a unique testing program conducted by the St. Louis Police Department in deciding on new holster purchases for the department.

**V2P12 Full-Scale Riot Response (39 Minutes)**
St. Petersburg, Florida Police provide detailed analysis of tactics, strategy, and response in the only training documentary available of rioting after a white officer shot an African-American motorist. This dramatic and in-depth report includes interviews with commanding officers and complete critical incident analysis. Complete, never-before seen video of rioting and officer response.

**V3P8 Corpus Christi Knife Assault (35 Minutes)**
This program evaluates two incidents in which officers were assaulted; one by a knife-wielding inmate; the other by an inebriated subject during a DUI / Sobriety test. Both incidents were captured on video by the Corpus Christi (TX) P.D., and are absolute proof positive that officers need to be constantly aware and in communication with one another during any situations.
V5P1 Alabama Officer Beating (42 Minutes)
An Alabama officer is severely beaten after a subject attacks him during a nighttime traffic stop. The assault occurs as the officer attempts to handcuff and arrest the individual for D.U.I. The incident is analyzed and critiqued from top to bottom including in-depth interviews with the officer and his back-up. The program includes an excellent tutorial on subjects' body language which will help all officers identify potential danger signs.

V5P4 Texas Hostage Incident (40 Minutes)
A Texas D.P.S. officer is briefly held at gunpoint after approaching a passenger during a rural traffic stop. His partner is attempting to cover the driver who had been stopped earlier for questioning. The officer is able to break free and both he and his partner fire a volley of rounds at the fleeing gunman. A tutorial on field interrogation is also included in this excellent addition to the In the Line of Duty library.

V5P4 Texas Hostage Incident (40 Minutes)
A Texas D.P.S. officer is briefly held at gunpoint after approaching a passenger during a rural traffic stop. His partner is attempting to cover the driver who had been stopped earlier for questioning. The officer is able to break free and both he and his partner fire a volley of rounds at the fleeing gunman. A tutorial on field interrogation is also included in this excellent addition to the In the Line of Duty library.

V5P9 Iron Will to Survive (30 Minutes)
This is one of the most extraordinary training programs In the Line of Duty has ever produced. It features dramatic audio dispatch, photos and video during and after an incident in which a policewoman shot and killed a subject who had leaped into her cruiser, shot her several times, and taken her hostage. A thorough interview with the officer is included as is an in-depth training module which includes specific Cincinnati Police Department training which she credits with saving her life.

V5P11 Crowd Control (42 Minutes)
After years of dealing with unruly, often violent crowds during various Octoberfest events, the La Crosse, Wisconsin Police Department has developed an approach which has become a national -even international- model for any law enforcement agency faced with crowd or even riot control. Highly recommended for all law enforcement agencies which ever find themselves dealing with unruly crowds that could become potentially violent or unmanageable.

V6P10 Cop Shot During Foot Pursuit / Safe Foot Pursuits (32 Minutes)
A South Carolina officer is shot to death during a foot pursuit when he is surprised by the subject who has hidden---and leaps out, shoots and kills the patrolman. Tremendous video of the search for the killer and an in-depth training foot pursuit do’s and Don’ts

V7P11-12 Groundfighting Training Parts I (29 Minutes)and II (42 Minutes)
Both these programs feature superb groundfighting training scenarios taught by nationally regarded D.T. instructor Sgt. Herb Hood of the Cincinnati Police Division. Not only the training but also many video clips are analyzed in which both police and security officers found themselves in groundfighting situations.
V9P2 Weapon Retention (34 Minutes)
One of the nation's premiere law enforcement trainers, Herb Hood, provides complete and thorough training on his newly-developed and easy-to-learn weapons retention system. This is a must and possible life-saver for any officer working the street.

V10P1 Montana Officers on Multi-Jurisdictional Chase and Shootout (56 Minutes)
This has been called a breathtaking chase and shootout and it's all on tape. Montana law enforcement officers from several jurisdictions pursued a suspect in a bar shooting in which one person was killed and seven others wounded. The subject, at one point stopped his car causing a pursuing officer to crash into his vehicle. There was a shootout then the chase resumed until the shooter was captured when spike strips brought the pursuit to an end.

V10P6 Cincinnati White Castle Incident—Updated (54 Minutes)
This is an updated version of the celebrated In the Line of Duty video on how officers can do everything right and things go wrong. In this case, a druggie high on a variety of drugs resists officers. After a long struggle, he is subdued, but moments later, dies. This program is a must for every street cop.

V11P1 Michelle Jeter Beating (35 Minutes)
TX female Officer Michelle Jeter nearly beaten to death during traffic stop. First ever in-depth training interview from Officer Jeter.

In this program, a Dayton(OH) police officer initiates a traffic stop with an older subject. During the course of the stop, the subject attacks the officer and tries to go for his gun. The subject is finally subdued with the help of a passing motorist who witnessed the attack. We will break down the struggle and review the factors leading up to this attack. We will also look at the officer’s options and choices that he made during the struggle.

Officer Joshua Campbell is dispatched to a Walgreens pharmacy to pick up surveillance video of an armed robbery that took place just a few hours earlier around 2:15 am. As he enters there is a customer in the store at the counter allegedly buying a pack of gum. Even with Officer Campbell standing right behind the counter in the direct line of sight of the checker (the same checker involved in the armed robbery just a few hours earlier) he witnesses this ‘customer’ reach over the counter and start emptying the register. He must then quickly decide how best to proceed after witnessing this felony right before his eyes.

V15P4 Mythbusting (24 Minutes)
In this program we outline some myths that are repeated so often officers believe they are gospel truth—until, as we see, nothing but stark reality or the loss of lives convinces them they’re untrue.
Detecting Danger

V1P1 Georgia State Trooper (24 Minutes)
A traffic stop on a Georgia interstate involves lethal force; an outstanding example of the hazards of any traffic stop and use of backup. In this case, backup was a critical issue. Proper backup procedures are also addressed separately in this program.

V1P4 Trooper Coates Shooting (32 Minutes)
One of the most powerful and emotional law enforcement training videos ever produced. A veteran trooper is killed along a South Carolina highway, despite the fact that he shoots and hits the suspect five times.

V5P1 Alabama Officer Beating (42 Minutes)
An Alabama officer is severely beaten after a subject attacks him during a nighttime traffic stop. The assault occurs as the officer attempts to handcuff and arrest the individual for D.U.I. The incident is analyzed and critiqued from top to bottom including in-depth interviews with the officer and his back-up. The program includes an excellent tutorial on subjects' body language which will help all officers identify potential danger signs.

V6P7 Detecting Danger Part 1 (34 Minutes)
A 3-time police medal of valor winner and teacher discusses the crucial elements for officers to know about themselves when detecting danger. This important program focuses on what cops need to know about their own verbiage and body language when dealing with potential danger. The "Back-Up" segment features a refresher on patdown searches and how a missed weapon can be lethal for police officers.

V6P8 Detecting Danger Part 2 (38 Minutes)
Police Medal of Valor winner, Chief Steve Rhodes, presents part 2 of his detecting danger seminar. This program includes a careful analysis of what officers need to be aware of (about subjects) when dealing with potentially violent individuals, including important new information and tips on subjects' verbal and body language. Also, on "Back-Up," two high speed chases, one in Missouri and one in Michigan, are reviewed and analyzed for critical officer safety issues.

V7P2 Murder of Georgia Deputy (56 Minutes)
The complete training overview and analysis of the murder of Georgia Deputy Kyle Dinkheller. This program includes the complete in-car cruiser cam video from Dinkheller’s patrol car. Also, interviews with back-up officers and administrators with the agency involved. Many critical lessons learned are imparted in this tragic, dramatic and absolutely critical training video for cops.

V11P1 Michelle Jeter Beating (35 Minutes)
TX female Officer Michelle Jeter nearly beaten to death during traffic stop. First ever in-depth training interview from Officer Jeter.
V13P11 SC Trooper Misses Fatal Funnel (27 Minutes)
In this program a South Carolina State Trooper makes a broad-daylight traffic stop at a busy gas station and is nearly shot to death. Initially, there is nothing to arouse his suspicions yet little does the trooper know that in a few minutes he would be in a gunfight for his life. There are many lessons learned in this program including the important reminder to never take for granted what seems to be a low-risk traffic stop.

V15P4 Mythbusting (24 Minutes)
In this program we outline some myths that are repeated so often officers believe they are gospel truth—until, as we see, nothing but stark reality or the loss of lives convinces them they’re untrue.

SI26 Alabama Officer Stabbed to Death: Tragic Events and Lessons Learned in Mobile (47 Minutes) An Alabama officer, whose dream from childhood was to become a cop, has the dream shattered when he is knifed to death in a jail sally port after a missed patdown. The tragic events of that day all began at a Dollar General store and a bizarre attempt at robbery by arson. Veteran officers said they had never seen anything like it. The incidents of that day ended as a tragic lesson on why you can never be too careful.
Disaster Response

V9P8 Facing Disaster Part I (48 Minutes)
Any community can face disaster in the form of a vicious storm, an accidental calamity, and now potentially, a terrorist attack. This first of a two part series of training videos deals with the havoc wrought by catastrophe. Although this was an anticipated event, because there were warnings, preplanning proved insufficient.

V9P9 Facing Disaster Part II (44 Minutes)
This second of the two part series discusses preplanning and response to such unexpected disasters as a terror attack, possibly involving weapons of mass destruction, or a catastrophic accident. Such events are possible anywhere, and law enforcement will be right in the thick of it.

V11P10 Could a 'Russian School Siege' Happen Here? (31 Minutes)
The attack by terrorists at an elementary school in Russia may not be as far off as it seems. Shortly after this deadly incident in which more than 300 people died, detailed plans of several U.S. Schools were found in raids against Islamic terrorists.

V15P2 Iowa Parade Horror: Horses Bolt Into Crowd (29 Minutes)
A holiday parade turns into a bloodbath when two spooked horses go rampaging into a crowd of thousands. For first responders this parade was going to become one of the most challenging hurdles of their career as they work together to respond to this freak accident.

V15P4 Mythbusting (24 Minutes)
In this program we outline some myths that are repeated so often officers believe they are gospel truth—until, as we see, nothing but stark reality or the loss of lives convinces them they’re untrue.
Dispatching / Communications

V1P7 Idaho High-Speed Pursuit (27 Minutes)
Multi-jurisdictional high-speed chase in Idaho leads to shoot-out with suspected bank robbers.

V2P1 Hit and Run (30 Minutes)
A South Carolina State Trooper was nearly killed by a drunken motorist while he was on the side of a highway making a traffic stop. Also, a Georgia State Trooper is severely injured by a drunken motorist while in the process of citing a motorist during a late-night traffic stop. Critical issues analyzed and explored.

V2P4 Coates' Killer Interview (34 Minutes)
Richard Blackburn, the convicted killer of South Carolina State Trooper Mark Coates, is interviewed for the first time. Learn from Blackburn's personal insights as to his motivation and state of mind during this tragic incident, from Program 011-4. Blackburn explains what he believes might have defused the situation before it got "out of control." This program will be an expanded version (approx. 45 minutes) of our normal format.

V2P7 Pursuit Nabs Naked Cowboy (32 Minutes)
Sheriff's deputies in Idaho make successful use of spike strips and canine training in the high-speed pursuit and subsequent arrest of an inebriated, naked motorist with a high powered rifle in his truck.

V2P8 Vest Saves Deputy’s Life (37 Minutes)
Dramatic documentation of a Georgia sheriff's deputy who was shot twice at point-blank range by a teenager, but was saved thanks to his body armor. Complete, in-depth interview with the deputy provides invaluable officer safety and survival tips. The “Backup” segment deals with the proper fit for the protective vest.

V2P11 Trooper Knife Fight (33 Minutes)
A Georgia State Trooper is involved in a knife fight with an ex-offender at a truck stop. This amazing incident will prove the immeasurable value of preparation and training for the unexpected, of which all officers must be aware. In-depth interview with trooper is included. There are several facets to this incident, each with valuable training applications. Backup centers on a unique testing program conducted by the St. Louis Police Department in deciding on new holster purchases for the department.

V3P3 Perpendicular Shoot (42 Minutes)
Sheriff's deputies in North Carolina resort to lethal force after a passenger in a vehicle stopped for minor driving violations reaches for a gun. Two deputies fire from diagonal positions fatally injuring the subject. There are innumerable lessons learned regarding safe traffic stops and being prepared for the unexpected.
V3P5 Hood River Multi-Speed Chase (30 Minutes)
When a subject steals a truck and large boat, law enforcement officials in Hood River, Oregon swing into action. They are faced with a pursuit that covers all the bases: high speed, low speed, hard surface, and off-road. Also, learn a defensive tactics expert has vital follow-up analysis of the Georgia Knife Fight.

V3P6 San Francisco Firefight (45 Minutes)
A gunman with a veritable arsenal of weaponry and ammunition, and covered in body armor, opens fire in a posh San Francisco neighborhood. The resulting chaos is documented visually and with in-depth interviews with responding officers.

V4P2 Homicide Suspect Suicide / Short Stroke Prevention (35 Minutes)
A homicide suspect driving through a rural Texas community is stopped by D.P.S. officers. He exits his vehicle - then returns to it and pulls out a gun. Despite verbal commands and facing drawn service weapons, the subject points the gun to his head and pulls the trigger. Officers involved discuss and analyze their response to this incident and the "lessons learned". Short stroke prevention deals with the jamming problem faced by Idaho State Police Officer Junior Gonzalez in program 14-1, and how to deal with that emergency.

V4P5 Mass Traffic Accidents (38 Minutes)
Two huge mass traffic accidents are analyzed by the Missouri Highway Patrol and the Virginia State Police. Vital first-time training for dealing with large-scale traffic accidents and multiple injury incidents.

V5P9 Iron Will to Survive (30 Minutes)
This is one of the most extraordinary training programs In the Line of Duty has ever produced. It features dramatic audio dispatch, photos and video during and after an incident in which a policewoman shot and killed a subject who had leaped into her cruiser, shot her several times, and taken her hostage. A thorough interview with the officer is included as is an in-depth training module which includes specific Cincinnati Police Department training which she credits with saving her life.

V5P1 Alabama Officer Beating (42 Minutes)
An Alabama officer is severely beaten after a subject attacks him during a nighttime traffic stop. The assault occurs as the officer attempts to handcuff and arrest the individual for D.U.I. The incident is analyzed and critiqued from top to bottom including in-depth interviews with the officer and his back-up. The program includes an excellent tutorial on subjects' body language which will help all officers identify potential danger signs.

V6P5 Officer Restraint / Serving Warrants (30 Minutes)
This program details the tremendous restraint shown by Kentucky officers when a mentally disturbed woman steals a police cruiser and leads officers on a long low-speed pursuit. In-depth interviews with officers involved and important analysis. Our Backup segment deals with the often dangerous task of serving warrants. We have do's and don'ts.
V6P6 Officer Shot / Subject Commandeers Car (32 minutes)
Moments after a Beaumont, Texas officer was shot, videographer Chuck McClurg was on the scene as officers and paramedics tend to the wounded officer. It includes audio dispatch of the incident, video of the search for the shooter, and an in-depth interview with the officer for analysis and "lessons learned."

V7P4 High Speed Pursuit Takes on Epic Proportions (44 Minutes)
A pursuit through Ohio countryside takes on epic proportions when officers from many agencies become involved. The pursuit on narrow, rain-slicked roads will offer many points for discussion and training and includes interviews with the officers involved.

V7P5 Friendly Fire Kills California Officer: How Friendly Fire Led to Undercover Officer’s Death and How to Protect Against It (32 Minutes)
This training video is vital to law enforcement agencies which have a strong undercover program. It is cored around the tragic, accidental shooting death of an undercover Oakland (CA) officer who’d been trying to make an arrest. Mistaken as one of the bad guys, uniformed officers shot him dead before realizing he was one of their own. Complete overview and analysis on safety precautions for undercover cops working near uniforms.

V7P6 South Carolina Officer Struck by Suspect in Vehicle / Subsequent Shooting Death (43 Minutes)
A drug suspect refuses to get out from behind the wheel of a vehicle during a bust. Instead, he drives forward and bumps an officer. Fearing for their lives, other officers open fire, killing the subject.

V7P7 Deputies Murdered in Warrant Service (29 Minutes)
Two Idaho deputies are shot and killed during a warrant service in a rural area. Our training video should be watched by all officers who have ever been or ever will be on a warrant service. Includes in-depth analysis of the incident plus critical safety tips and learning points for all law enforcement personnel doing warrant services.

V7P11-12 Groundfighting Training Parts I and II (29 and 42 Minutes)
Both these programs feature superb groundfighting training scenarios taught by nationally-regarded D.T. instructor Sgt. Herb Hood of the Cincinnati Police Division. Not only the training but also many video clips are analyzed in which both police and security officers found themselves in groundfighting situations.

V8P1 Iron Will to Survive-Part III (38 Minutes)
An ex-L.A.P.D. officer grievously wounded in the celebrated North Hollywood shootout discusses his determination to survive his wounds and fight back.

V8P2 IL Cop's Intuition Pays Off: Huge Drug Bust (36 Minutes)
Excellent police work by young IL officer who stopped a suspicious vehicle and ultimately found nearly a million dollars in drugs hidden. Top to bottom video of incident and complete analysis / interviews pertaining to the release of a suspect from a legal standpoint.
V8P3 TN Officers Shoot, Kill Bank Robber (49 Minutes)
Dramatic video of shootout with Tennessee bank robbery suspect. The suspect was killed, and several officers were wounded. A young female officer showed a “textbook” reload during the incident.

V9P3 Jason’s Story (46 Minutes)
Phoenix Officer Jason Schechterle was nearly burned when his cruiser was struck at 90 miles an hour by a taxi driven by an epileptic cab driver. Learn some of life's most important lessons for survival from this incredible Phoenix cop.

V9P4 Connecticut Officer Attacked (44 Minutes)
A Connecticut officer has less than four seconds to decide what to do when a subject he had been pursuing jumps out of his car and lunges at the officer with a tire iron. In an instant, the officer had to decide whether to use lethal force. His decision? Shoot the suspect.

V9P8 Facing Disaster Part I (48 Minutes)
Any community can face disaster in the form of a vicious storm, an accidental calamity, and now potentially, a terrorist attack. This first of a two part series of training videos deals with the havoc wrought by catastrophe. Although this was an anticipated event, because there were warnings, preplanning proved insufficient.

V9P9 Facing Disaster Part II (44 Minutes)
This second of the two part series discusses preplanning and response to such unexpected disasters as a terror attack, possibly involving weapons of mass destruction, or a catastrophic accident. Such events are possible anywhere, and law enforcement will be right in the thick of it.

V9P11 Tampa Massacre (60 Minutes)
Two Tampa detectives and a Florida State Trooper are killed by a career criminal who had just been taken into custody for the shooting death of his girlfriend’s child. This video, subject of Line of Duty seminars all over the country, is fraught with lessons learned.

V9P12 Tallahassee Ambush (37 Minutes)
An alert officer sees a suspicious car lurking behind a bank. When he approaches the vehicle, the car takes off. During the ensuing pursuit, the car stops and the passenger steps out firing an automatic weapon at the pursuing officer, then returns to the car. The pursuit continues until the suspect’s auto crashes.

V12P1 Trolley Square: The Night Rapid Response Worked (46 Minutes)
When a man walks into a Utah Mall and opens fire on shoppers, an off-duty officer takes action holding the gunman in place until Salt Lake City officers arrive. Addresses: Rapid Response, Off-Duty Considerations, Dispatch Topics
V12P9 Cattle Truck Overturns: Dealing with Livestock Vehicle Accidents (29 Minutes)
Dispatchers started receiving calls about 2:00 A.M. concerning cows running loose on the highway. What first responders came upon was quite unusual for a major metropolitan city. A large cattle trailer had overturned and some of the cattle had escaped, roaming free on the exit ramp.

V12P10 Cops and Hazardous Materials: What Officers Need to Know (30 Minutes)
Whether it is ricin in a Las Vegas hotel, anthrax in a D.C. post office, rolling meth labs in upstate New York or a huge chlorine explosion in downstate Missouri, cops are usually the first responders to these scenes. And because of that, they need to know what precautions to take to keep themselves and the surrounding area safe.

V15P2 Iowa Parade Horror: Horses Bolt Into Crowd (29 Minutes)
A holiday parade turns into a bloodbath when two spooked horses go rampaging into a crowd of thousands. For first responders this parade was going to become one of the most challenging hurdles of their career as they work together to respond to this freak accident.

SI21 Staying Calm Under Pressure (Dispatching) (30 Minutes)
Featuring comments from dispatchers in all regions of the nation, this program also includes vital tips and "lessons learned" from experts in dispatcher training.
Domestic Violence Response

V3P4 Domestic Violence (60 Minutes)
Anne O’Dell, a former veteran street cop provides highly-touted training for officers dealing with issues of domestic violence. Invaluable information and lessons for departments wanting to lower domestic violence also included.

V4P4 Child Abuse (38 Minutes)
Critical information for street cops in the recognition of child abuse as first responders. Included is a debriefing from Dr. Armand Brodeur, a foremost expert in recognizing and dealing with child abuse and in-depth information from Minneapolis Police Department’s "Child Abuse" Unit.

V13P4 Domestic Violence Response (32 Minutes)
In this program, we will look at the subject of domestic violence. A South Dakota teenager attacked his family, killing his mother and injuring his sister. We will review how officers responded to this incident and cover the many dangers of responding to domestic violence calls.

V13P5 Investigating and Prosecuting Domestic Violence (32 Minutes)
In this program, we will discuss the elements involved in investigating and prosecuting a domestic violence case. Thorough police work can make the prosecutor’s job much easier by documenting the incident with copious note-taking, use of cameras, and even audio recordings of the victim’s account.
Drugs / Controlled Substances

V5P8 Dealing with Meth Labs (39 Minutes)
Many law enforcement agencies have requested we provide a street officer’s informational and training program on methamphetamine use and lab detection. This program, therefore, will address the skyrocketing use of methamphetamines and the accompanying problems faced by law enforcement. Many meth safety issues for street officers will also be addressed.

V8P2 IL Cop's Intuition Pays Off; Huge Drug Bust (36 Minutes)
Excellent police work by young IL officer who stopped a suspicious vehicle and ultimately found nearly a million dollars in drugs hidden. Top to bottom video of incident and complete analysis / interviews pertaining to the release of a suspect from a legal standpoint.

V10P9 Cincinnati White Castle Incident--Updated (43 Minutes)
This is an updated version of the celebrated In the Line of Duty video on how officers can do everything right and things go wrong. In this case, a druggie high on a variety of drugs resists officers. After a long struggle, he is subdued, but moments later, dies. This program is a must for every street cop.

V11P11 The Danger of Response to Naked Person Calls (32 Minutes)
Information compiled by the prestigious Force Science Research Center at the University of Minnesota-Mankato provides the basis for this video. A lot can be going on when law enforcement is called to deal with a naked person. And, there are dangers you may not have thought about.

V12P3 Drug-Terror Related Traffic Stops (36 Minutes)
Retired Maryland State Trooper Mike Lewis, now Sheriff of Wicomico County, Maryland, takes us step-by-step through effective interdiction stops, legal and officer safety considerations, and effective case documentation and presentation.

V12P4 Drug Concealment Spots (32 Minutes)
Hidden compartments (traps) and what they contain are limited only by the imaginations of those who transport contraband. In this program, Retired Maryland Trooper Mike Lewis, Fairview Heights (IL) Police Chief Ed Delmore, and Agent Chris Utley from the 21st Judicial District (TN) Drug Task Force demonstrate these hiding places and their contents, discovered in traffic stops on US interstate highways.

V12P6 Drug Recognition Experts (32 Minutes)
Begun by the Los Angeles Police Department in the 1970's, the Drug Recognition Expert program takes the laboratory to the streets. These specially-trained law enforcement professionals can identify chemical and medical causes for impaired driving, and are improving their departments’ legal cases in the process.
SI18 DRUG CONCEALMENT SPOTS (20 Minutes)
Your officers will be amazed at the ingenuity of the drug runners when it comes to concealing their dope. Some of the most surprising and clever drug concealment spots ever recorded are analyzed and graphically presented in this video. It's well worth adding to your video library, because until you've seen it, you're not going to believe it. This program also includes some of the tactics drug runners are using to get over and get past police officers. A definite must if you make drug stops in your community or on your streets, roads, and interstates!
V2P1 Hit and Run (30 Minutes)
A South Carolina State Trooper was nearly killed by a drunken motorist while he was on the side of a highway making a traffic stop. Also, a Georgia State Trooper is severely injured by a drunken motorist while in the process of citing a motorist during a late-night traffic stop. Critical issues analyzed and explored.

V2P2 D.U.I. Analysis (34 Minutes)
In the Line of Duty Worked closely with the Champaign, IL Police Department on this close look at the techniques used there in dealing with the D.U.I. problem. This college town has more than its share of problems related to drinking and the Champaign P.D. has established excellent tactics for dealing with them. From strategies for spotting and tracking drunk drivers, to verbal judo and field sobriety testing, this video has it all, analyzed for safety, procedure, tactics and technique.

V2P7 Pursuit Nabs Naked Cowboy (32 Minutes)
Sheriff's deputies in Idaho make successful use of spike strips and canine training in the high-speed pursuit and subsequent arrest of an inebriated, naked motorist with a high powered rifle in his truck.

V9P7 Knoxville Cop Hit (42 Minutes)
A Knoxville (TN) officer is winding up special patrol at a busy area where local university students party well into the morning hours before the Saturday football game. She is struck by a car driven by a heavily intoxicated woman. Miraculously, she survives.

V11P6 NJ Troopers Allow Friend To Drive Home Drunk w/ Fatal Consequences (32 Minutes)
NJ troopers allow drunk to be driven home by friend; friend lets drunk drive instead; fatal collision occurs. Lessons learned and analysis. Complete video and crime scene photos.

SI-32 What Would You Do?/Recruit Class 184-Program II/Shooting Restraint, DUI Checkpoints (31 Minutes)
Like Special Issue 31, this training program features members of the St. Louis County(MO) Municipal and Police Academy’s Recruit Class 184. In this edition, they analyze and discuss a major law enforcement incident and a challenging scenario. In the first, the recruits provide their insight on an incident in Ohio in which an officer has stopped a suspect in a double homicide. Although the subject has his hand in his pocket and is rapidly advancing on the officer while yelling “shoot me, shoot me”, the officer refuses to shoot the man. This dramatic video combined with the recruits’ remarks and those of their training instructor make for an excellent interactive training resource. In the second segment recruits comment and interact after watching video of stops at a DUI checkpoint in Florida in which motorists are advised not to open their windows and, rather, show a sign refusing to cooperate with the officers, other than to display their driver’s license.
Edged Weapons

V1P11 Safeway Store Hostage (32 Minutes)
Renton (WA) Police implement successful use of O-C spray after a mentally disturbed woman uses a butcher knife to take a hostage at a neighborhood Safeway store.

V2P11 Trooper Knife Fight (33 Minutes)
A Georgia State Trooper is involved in a knife fight with an ex-offender at a truck stop. This amazing incident will prove the immeasurable value of preparation and training for the unexpected, of which all officers must be aware. In-depth interview with trooper is included. There are several facets to this incident, each with valuable training applications. Backup centers on a unique testing program conducted by the St. Louis Police Department in deciding on new holster purchases for the department.

V3P8 Corpus Christi Knife Assault (35 Minutes)
This program evaluates two incidents in which officers were assaulted; one by a knife-wielding inmate; the other by an inebriated subject during a DUI / Sobriety test. Both incidents were captured on video by the Corpus Christi (TX) P.D., and are absolute proof positive that officers need to be constantly aware and in communication with one another during any situations.

V8P6 Baltimore Officer Shoots Homeless Person (41 Minutes)
A Baltimore officer in the heat of a crowded marketplace fatally shoots a homeless man who appears to be pulling an edged weapon on him. This program is a must for any officer who could easily find himself / herself in a similar, highly charged scenario. It also includes in-depth training analysis and tutorial.

V9P5 Knives Can Kill You--Fast (42 Minutes)
This is an extremely important training program for your library. In it, one of the leading law enforcement experts in the world teaches and trains you to survive a knife attack / assault. The program provides step-by-step training.

SI26 Alabama Officer Stabbed to Death: Tragic Events and Lessons Learned in Mobile (47 Minutes) An Alabama officer, whose dream from childhood was to become a cop, has the dream shattered when he is knifed to death in a jail sally port after a missed patdown. The tragic events of that day all began at a Dollar General store and a bizarre attempt at robbery by arson. Veteran officers said they had never seen anything like it. The incidents of that day ended as a tragic lesson on why you can never be too careful.

RCR4 Officer Shoots Homeless Person (8 Minutes)
Officers confront non-compliant man with edged weapon in front of angry crowd. Incident ends with shooting death of subject.
Equipment

V2P12 Full-Scale Riot Response (39 Minutes)
St. Petersburg, Florida Police provide detailed analysis of tactics, strategy, and response in the only training documentary available of rioting after a white officer shot an African-American motorist. This dramatic and in-depth report includes interviews with commanding officers and complete critical incident analysis. Complete, never-before seen video of rioting and officer response.

V4P1 Trooper Shot Point Blank (40 Minutes)
An Idaho State Trooper is shot at point blank range yet still assists in the arrest of the offender. Analysis and interviews with the trooper. Backup centers on proper handcuffing techniques, and a new product which allows handcuff practice without a cumbersome key.

V4P7 Crime Scene Preservation for Street Cops (38 Minutes)
This program promises to be an invaluable edition for police officer training. It features D. Wayne Heil, formerly a lead homicide investigator for the Illinois State Police. Mr. Heil brings his many years of expertise to bear graphically showing street officers the critical first steps needed when coming onto a major crime scene. He also details the areas of utmost concern for officers charged with protecting crime scenes. Backup focuses on new computer technology changing the way police artists draw mug shots.

V4P8 Kehoe Brothers OH Shoot-Out / Concealment and Cover Tutorial (47 Minutes)
This video details the dramatic shoot-out in Ohio between law enforcement and the Kehoe brothers, known paramilitary extremists. This will include in-depth training interviews with both officers involved and will provide the first-ever crucial "lessons learned" and officer safety and survival tips. Additionally, a training tutorial from Jim Crotty of 'Strategies for Officer Survival' will be included zeroing in on the critical first moments of concealment and cover for an officer in a lethal force incident.

V5P5 Less Lethal Force (46 Minutes)
This program details the Seattle, Washington P.D.’s efforts to disarm a mental subject who was waving and flourishing a samurai sword for hours in front of a Seattle restaurant. It details the department's efforts to disarm the subject with everything from verbal tactics, to beanbags, to water cannon and includes in-depth interviews with officer lethal force from beanbags to TASERS.

V5P8 Dealing with Meth Labs (39 Minutes)
Many law enforcement agencies have requested we provide a street officer's informational and training program on methamphetamine use and lab detection. This program, therefore, will address the skyrocketing use of methamphetamines and the accompanying problems faced by law enforcement. Many meth safety issues for street officers will also be addressed.

V8P3 TN Officers Shoot, Kill Bank Robber (49 Minutes)
Dramatic video of shootout with Tennessee bank robbery suspect. The suspect was killed, and several officers were wounded. A young female officer showed a “textbook” reload during the incident.
V9P9 Facing Disaster Part II (44 Minutes)
This second of the two part series discusses preplanning and response to such unexpected disasters as a terror attack, possibly involving weapons of mass destruction, or a catastrophic accident. Such events are possible anywhere, and law enforcement will be right in the thick of it.

V10P6 Cincinnati White Castle Incident—Updated (54 Minutes)
This is an updated version of the celebrated In the Line of Duty video on how officers can do everything right and things go wrong. In this case, a druggie high on a variety of drugs resists officers. After a long struggle, he is subdued, but moments later, dies. This program is a must for every street cop.

SI29 Body Cameras: What Every Officer Needs to Know (31 Minutes)
Video technology has come a long way in the last few decades and it’s only getting better but are body cameras all they are cracked up to be? Will they help or hinder law enforcement? Many feel that body cams are a great way for cops and those in law enforcement to improve their credibility with those they serve and build trust within their communities. In fact, what many law enforcement departments are realizing is that body cams and the video they capture can be their best friend. Some of the best data and feedback on body cameras comes from one of the trailblazers. In this program we will hear from the Rialto Police Department on how they successfully navigated the implementation of the TASER/AXON body cameras within their department.

RCR32 Protective Vests (8 Minutes)
What officers need to know about wearing and fitting protective vests.

RCR33 What You Need to Know Before Buying Holsters (8 Minutes)
What officers and agencies need to know before buying holsters.
Ethics

V11P4 Poise Under Pressure (29 Minutes)
Black TX Deputy profaned during traffic stop. Lessons learned on maintaining professionalism and poise under pressure.

V13P6 Cops and Ethics (25 Minutes)
This video presents ethical situations faced by real law enforcement officers and both their positive and negative response. It focuses on real-world situations, the response, and the consequences. Not all of what is included is flattering to law enforcement. It is from these situations that we hope to reinforce the need the ethical response.

V15P3 Cops and Black Eyes (24 Minutes)
How many ways are there to derail your career? A cop gets a black eye and it could end a career, or even a life as he or she knew it. Perhaps no other career gives you as many opportunities to screw up, and get negative worldwide publicity, as law enforcement. This program is a brief overview of the many ways in which cops have jeopardized their careers, and the life and safety of others in some cases, through lapses in judgment to outright criminal behavior.

SI5 Racial Profiling (20 Minutes)
If there is a hotter issue in law enforcement today, we don’t know about it. Making stops on the basis of the race or ethnicity of those in a car rather than on grounds of reasonable suspicion is wrong and a violation of rights. In this 12-minute training video, officers will understand what racial profiling is, what it isn’t, and how to be on safe ground when making that stop. This is an invaluable video and can help you avoid millions in liability awards.

SI9 Cops and Ethics (20 Minutes)
The I.A.C.P. says that the issue of law enforcement ethics and leadership is one of the biggest issues facing law enforcement today. This outstanding video goes over the do’s and don’ts of proper ethical procedures through more than a dozen real-world scenarios in which officers have done the right thing and the wrong thing. They are perfect tools for instruction. In addition, this video features five singular scenarios for evaluation, analysis and discussion.

RCR5 Human Shield Incident (8 Minutes)
In this roll call tape, an officer has taken a subject as a literal 'human shield' while approaching an alleged criminal's vehicle.
Explosives Recognition

**V8P12 Police Face Man with Explosive Device (39 Minutes)**
A mentally deranged man attempts to firebomb the house where his estranged wife is staying. Police confront the suspect in a gas station. He detonates an explosive device… in a gas station. Scary AND dangerous.

**V5P6 Explosive Recognition for Street Cops (38 Minutes)**
This is a must training addition for any law enforcement library. It includes complete explosives recognition training and information for street officers and dramatic video of two incidents in which one officer died and another was injured after approaching unrecognized explosives. Scott Baker the chief of arson and bomb investigations for the California Department of Forestry and Fire Prevention is the featured expert.

**V5P8 Dealing with Meth Labs (39 Minutes)**
Many law enforcement agencies have requested we provide a street officer's informational and training program on methamphetamine use and lab detection. This program, therefore, will address the skyrocketing use of methamphetamines and the accompanying problems faced by law enforcement. Many meth safety issues for street officers will also be addressed.

**SI8 What Every Street Cop Needs to Know About Terrorists (45 Minutes)**
This is a must program for American law enforcement. It is complete with vital information on dealing with the new terrorist threat in this county, including what to look for and what to do when you find it.
Felony Stops

V1P1 Georgia State Trooper (24 Minutes)
A traffic stop on a Georgia interstate involves lethal force; outstanding example of the hazards of any traffic stop and use of backup. In this case, backup was a critical issue. Proper backup procedures are also addressed separately in this program.

V1P7 Idaho High-Speed Pursuit (27 Minutes)
Multi-jurisdictional high-speed chase in Idaho leads to shoot-out with suspected bank robbers.

V2P7 Pursuit Nabs Naked Cowboy (32 Minutes)
Sheriff's deputies in Idaho make successful use of spike strips and canine training in the high-speed pursuit and subsequent arrest of an inebriated, naked motorist with a high powered rifle in his truck.

V3P7 Contact and Cover (38 Minutes)
San Diego P.D.'s "Contact and Cover" program, developed after two of its officers were shot and killed, is analyzed. Also, the Collinsville (IL) P.D. provides dramatic video and analysis of an incident in which contact and cover was not used to its fullest, leading to near disaster. non-verbal communication using hand signals is a key element of this excellent tactical strategy.

V3P10 High Risk Felony Stop (35 Minutes)
This program is two important parts: 1) a follow-up to Program 013-9 in which Bonner County (ID) Deputy John Lunde is hit by a fleeing motorist. The resulting high-risk stop is studied and analyzed by Lunde and his fellow back-up officers and 2) Jim Crotty of 'Strategies for Officer Survival, Inc.' provides a demonstration of a 'textbook' felony vehicle stop with the cooperation of the Brunswick, GA P.D.

V3P12 Tinted Window Shooting / Tinted Window Training (30 Minutes)
Two sheriff's deputies stop a car with tinted windows and are forced to resort to lethal force. Once the subject is stopped the deputies must shoot out the vehicle's tires as it rolls down the highway toward traffic. Excellent analysis and lessons provided by both deputies, who happen to be brothers. Also, Jim Crotty of Strategies for Officer Survival' joins the Orange County (FL) Sheriff's Department in demonstrating the best methods of approaching vehicles with tinted windows, both day and night.

V4P10 Suicide by Cop (42 Minutes)
A chase ends when a robbery suspect exits his vehicle, and points his weapon directly at the first arriving officer. The result, recorded dramatically by two cruiser cameras, is "suicide by cop". The program includes in-depth interviews with the officer and his back-up plus details the many issues surrounding "suicide by cop." A first-of-its-kind program which is a must for police officers everywhere who could easily find themselves in similar predicaments.
V13P12 Traffic Stops of Sovereign Citizens (40 Minutes)
During a broad daylight traffic stop, two officers are killed by a 16-year old boy with an AK-47. The teen and his father were “sovereign citizens.” In this program we will discuss the sovereign citizen movement and look at what happened during this traffic stop. Analysis of the incident along with discussion of sovereign traits, beliefs and indicators to help identify this potentially dangerous group is also covered in this program.

V15P5 Murder of an Arkansas Officer (50 Minutes)
Death stalks a young Arkansas officer, but in taking his life cops everywhere may someday get a second chance at living. In this program, we hope, with the help of the Trumann Police Department, to provide critical guideposts for officers who may fall prey or victim to the potential tragedy of complacency.

SI31 WWYD? Couple Plays Cops; Language Barrier Tragedy (42 Minutes)
Two law enforcement incidents that erupted into national headlines are examined by graduating recruits at the St. Louis(MO) County and Municipal Police Academy. This pioneering, interactive program can easily be used for two, separate 20:00 training segments. In the first incident, Indiana officers are forced to deal with a 6'5" UFC fighter and his wife trying to ‘play them’ after a three mile pursuit. And, in a language barrier tragedy, an Alabama officer throws an older Indian man to the ground, partially paralyzing him.

RCR25 Felony Vehicle Stops (8 Minutes)
The program visually guides officers through each important safety step that is vital when stopping a subject in a motor vehicle suspected of a possible felony.

RCR27 Stopping Vehicles with Tinted Windows (8 Minutes)
You'll see excellent demonstrations of the safest approaches for officers who have stopped vehicles with heavily-tinted windows.
Firearms Training

V2P5 Gun Safety / 311 Non-Emergency (37 Minutes)
A Los Angeles police officer loses a finger while retrieving a shotgun from a rooftop. His accidental injury should reawaken in all officers the necessity of handling any and all firearms with care. Plus, the Baltimore (MD) Police Department’s success with their new 3-1-1 system for non-emergency calls is covered.

V2P8 Vest Saves Deputy’s Life (37 Minutes)
Dramatic documentation of a Georgia sheriff’s deputy who was shot twice at point-blank range by a teenager, but was saved thanks to his body armor. Complete, in-depth interview with the deputy provides invaluable officer safety and survival tips. The “Backup” segment deals with the proper fit for the protective vest.

V3P3 Perpendicular Shoot (42 Minutes)
Sheriff's deputies in North Carolina resort to lethal force after a passenger in a vehicle stopped for minor driving violations reaches for a gun. Two deputies fire from diagonal positions fatally injuring the subject. There are innumerable lessons learned regarding safe traffic stops and being prepared for the unexpected.

V3P6 San Francisco Firefight (45 Minutes)
A gunman with a veritable arsenal of weaponry and ammunition, and covered in body armor, opens fire in a posh San Francisco neighborhood. The resulting chaos is documented visually and with in-depth interviews with responding officers.

V3P12 Tinted Window Shooting / Tinted Window Training (30 Minutes)
Two sheriff's deputies stop a car with tinted windows and are forced to resort to lethal force. Once the subject is stopped the deputies must shoot out the vehicle's tires as it rolls down the highway toward traffic. Excellent analysis and lessons provided by both deputies, who happen to be brothers. Also, Jim Crotty of 'Strategies for Officer Survival' joins the Orange County (FL) Sheriff's Department in demonstrating the best methods of approaching vehicles with tinted windows, both day and night.

V4P1 Trooper Shot Point Blank (40 Minutes)
An Idaho State Trooper is shot at point blank range yet still assists in the arrest of the offender. Analysis and interviews with the trooper. Backup centers on proper handcuffing techniques, and on a new product which allows handcuff practice without a cumbersome key.

V4P3 Albuquerque Bank Hostage / Sniper Training (36 Minutes)
A bank robbery suspect who had taken a female employee hostage is mortally wounded by a sniper on the Albuquerque S.W.A.T. team. This is only training documentation of the incident and includes complete information and analysis by the sniper. In "Backup" we focus on an almost successful escape by a Tampa Juvenile using a hidden handcuff key. Also, a refresher course on the Standing Modified Search.
V4P8 Kehoe Brothers OH Shoot-Out / Concealment and Cover Tutorial (47 Minutes)
This video details the dramatic shoot-out in Ohio between law enforcement and the Kehoe brothers, known paramilitary extremists. This will include in-depth training interviews with both officers involved and will provide the first-ever crucial lessons learned and officer safety and survival tips. Additionally, a training tutorial from Jim Crotty of 'Strategies for Officer Survival' will be included zeroing in on the critical first moments of concealment and cover for an officer in a lethal force incident.

V4P10 Suicide by Cop (42 Minutes)
A chase ends when a robbery suspect exits his vehicle, and points his weapon directly at the first arriving officer. The result, recorded dramatically by two cruiser cameras, is "suicide by cop". The program includes in-depth interviews with the officer and his back-up plus details the many issues surrounding "suicide by cop." A first-of-its-kind program which is a must for police officers everywhere who could easily find themselves in similar predicaments.

V5P7 Low-Light Shooting (37 Minutes)
With the assistance of the Fairfax County (VA) Police Department and via their new state-of-the-art training facilities and shooting range, we'll provide the first-ever training coverage of this most crucial aspect of police training. It's a must training program for any law enforcement agency.

V5P9 Iron Will to Survive (30 Minutes)
This is one of the most extraordinary training programs In the Line of Duty has ever produced. It features dramatic audio dispatch, photos and video during and after an incident in which a policewoman shot and killed a subject who had leaped into her cruiser, shot her several times, and taken her hostage. A thorough interview with the officer is included as is an in-depth training module which includes specific Cincinnati Police Department training which she credits with saving her life.

V8P1 Iron Will to Survive-Part III (38 Minutes)
An ex-L.A.P.D. officer grievously wounded in the celebrated North Hollywood shootout discusses his determination to survive his wounds and fight back.

V8P3 TN Officers Shoot, Kill Bank Robber (49 Minutes)
Dramatic video of shootout with Tennessee bank robbery suspect. The suspect was killed, and several officers were wounded. A young female officer showed a “textbook” reload during the incident.

V9P4 Connecticut Officer Attacked (44 Minutes)
A Connecticut officer has less than four seconds to decide what to do when a subject he had been pursuing jumps out of his car and lunges at the officer with a tire iron. In an instant, the officer had to decide whether to use lethal force. His decision? Shoot the suspect.
In this program, a Dayton(OH) police officer initiates a traffic stop with an older subject. During the course of the stop, the subject attacks the officer and tries to go for his gun. The subject is finally subdued with the help of a passing motorist who witnessed the attack. We will breakdown the struggle and review the factors leading up to this attack. We will also look at the officer’s options and choices that he made during the struggle.

Officer Joshua Campbell is dispatched to a Walgreens pharmacy to pick up surveillance video of an armed robbery that took place just a few hours earlier around 2:15 am. As he enters there is a customer in the store at the counter allegedly buying a pack of gum. Even with Officer Campbell standing right behind the counter in the direct line of sight of the checker (the same checker involved in the armed robbery just a few hours earlier) he witnesses this ‘customer’ reach over the counter and start emptying the register. He must then quickly decide how best to proceed after witnessing this felony right before his eyes.

V14P4 Shootout in Conroe: What Would You Have Done? (25 Minutes)
A veteran Texas officer responds to a call for a man with a shotgun outside a local bakery. But his decision not to pull the trigger on the rifle wielder, for the sake of potentially innocent bystanders, nearly cost him his life. What would you have done?

V15P4 Mythbusting (24 Minutes)
In this program we outline some myths that are repeated so often officers believe they are gospel truth until, as we see, nothing but stark reality or the loss of lives convinces them they’re untrue.

SI32 What Would You Do?/Recruit Class 184-Program II/Shooting Restraint, DUI Checkpoints (31 Minutes)
Like Special Issue 31, this training program features members of the St. Louis County(MO) Municipal and Police Academy’s Recruit Class 184. In this edition, they analyze and discuss a major law enforcement incident and a challenging scenario. In the first, the recruits provide their insight on an incident in Ohio in which an officer has stopped a suspect in a double homicide. Although the subject has his hand in his pocket and is rapidly advancing on the officer while yelling “shoot me, shoot me”, the officer refuses to shoot the man. This dramatic video combined with the recruits’ remarks and those of their training instructor make for an excellent interactive training resource. In the second segment recruits comment and interact after watching video of stops at a DUI checkpoint in Florida in which motorists are advised not to open their windows and, rather, show a sign refusing to cooperate with the officers, other than to display their driver’s license.

RCR2 Officer’s Gun Accidentally Discharges (8 Minutes)
An officer’s gun accidentally discharges almost striking a subject who has been arrested, handcuffed, and placed on the ground.
RCR10 Training Accident Kills Officer
Tragically, many law enforcement officers are injured and killed every year during training exercises. This roll call program depicts the death of a State Trooper shot to death by another trooper who thought his weapon was not loaded.

RCR15 Officer Shoots Self in Training Exercise
An officer nearly kills herself during a shooting exercise and has extensive brain surgery before her long road to recovery.
Fire Emergencies

V8P12 Police Face Man with Explosive Device (39 Minutes)
A mentally deranged man attempts to firebomb the house where his estranged wife is staying. Police confront the suspect in a gas station. He detonates an explosive device... in a gas station. Scary AND dangerous.

V9P3 Jason’s Story (46 Minutes)
Phoenix Officer Jason Schechterle was nearly burned when his cruiser was struck at 90 miles an hour by a taxi driven by an epileptic cab driver. Learn some of life's most important lessons for survival from this incredible Phoenix cop.

ILF1 In the Line of Fire---Fire at the Capitol (35 minutes)
When the Sacramento Fire Department heard the call that a tanker had rammed into the state capitol building, the first thought was: “MY GOD, ANOTHER OKLAHOMA CITY!!”
First Responders

V12P10 Cops and Hazardous Materials: What Officers Need to Know (30 Minutes)
Whether it is ricin in a Las Vegas hotel, anthrax in a D.C. post office, rolling meth labs in upstate New York or a huge chlorine explosion in downstate Missouri, cops are usually the first responders to these scenes. And because of that, they need to know what precautions to take to keep themselves and the surrounding area safe.

V12P11 EVOC – Police Driving Part 1 (26 Minutes)
This program takes a look at the topic of deadly driving. Every year, law enforcement officers are killed or severely injured needlessly because of unsafe practices behind the wheel. We will discuss the elements that go into safe driving, vehicle maintenance and when pursuits become too dangerous.

V12P12 EVOC – Police Driving Part 2 (37 Minutes)
This program is a continuation of Volume 12 Program 11. More concepts and techniques for safe driving will be covered. Since operating a motor vehicle is something street officers do with great regularity, it makes good sense that safe driving techniques are taught and regularly practiced and updated.

V13P3 Robbery and Response in Neighboring Jurisdiction (32 Minutes)
In this program, a South Carolina officer responds to a robbery at a gas station. Many different factors come into play during his response. First of all, it is not even in his jurisdiction. From there, it takes on many different twists. We will discuss all of the lessons he learned during this incident.

V15P2 Iowa Parade Horror: Horses Bolt Into Crowd (29 Minutes)
A holiday parade turns into a bloodbath when two spooked horses go rampaging into a crowd of thousands. For first responders this parade was going to become one of the most challenging hurdles of their career as they work together to respond to this freak accident.
Foot Pursuits

**V1P7 Idaho High-Speed Pursuit (27 Minutes)**
Multi-jurisdictional high-speed chase in Idaho leads to shoot-out with suspected bank robbers.

**V4P8 Kehoe Brothers OH Shoot-Out / Concealment and Cover Tutorial (47 Minutes)**
This video details the dramatic shoot-out in Ohio between law enforcement and the Kehoe brothers, known paramilitary extremists. This will include in-depth training interviews with both officers involved and will provide the first-ever crucial lessons learned and officer safety and survival tips. Additionally, a training tutorial from Jim Crotty of 'Strategies for Officer Survival' will be included zeroing in on the critical first moments of concealment and cover for an officer in a lethal force incident.

**V6P6 Officer Shot / Subject Commandeers Car (32 minutes)**
Moments after a Beaumont, Texas officer was shot, videographer Chuck McClurg was on the scene as officers and paramedics tend to the wounded officer. It includes audio dispatch of the incident, video of the search for the shooter, and an in-depth interview with the officer for analysis and “lessons learned.”

**V6P10 Cop Shot During Foot Pursuit / Safe Foot Pursuits (32 Minutes)**
A South Carolina officer is shot to death during a foot pursuit when he is surprised by the subject who has hidden---and leaps out, shoots and kills the patrolman. Tremendous video of the search for the killer and an in-depth training footprint do’s and Don’ts.

**V7P4 High Speed Pursuit Takes on Epic Proportions (44 Minutes)**
A pursuit through Ohio countryside takes on epic proportions when officers from many agencies become involved. The pursuit on narrow, rain-slicked roads will offer many points for discussion and training and includes interviews with the officers involved.

**RCR23 Foot Pursuits (8 Minutes)**
This roll call video is absolutely vital for street cops who may need a refresher in the basics of safe foot pursuits.
Forensics

V4P4 Child Abuse (38 Minutes)
Critical information for street cops in the recognition of child abuse as first responders. Included is a debriefing from Dr. Armand Brodeur, a foremost expert in recognizing and dealing with child abuse and in-depth information from Minneapolis Police Department's "Child Abuse" Unit.

V4P7 Crime Scene Preservation for Street Cops(38 Minutes)
This program promises to be an invaluable edition for police officer training. It features D. Wayne Heil, formerly a lead homicide investigator for the Illinois State Police. Mr. Heil brings his many years of expertise to bear graphically showing street officers the critical first steps needed when coming onto a major crime scene. He also details the areas of utmost concern for officers charged with protecting crime scenes. Backup focuses on new computer technology changing the way police artists draw mug shots.

V6P11 Blood-Borne Pathogens (28 Minutes)
Every officer who is ever exposed to blood or other body fluids faces danger from bloodborne diseases including HIV, hepatitis C, syphilis and many other diseases. The exposure can be deadly. St. Louis Police Surgeon, Dr. Jeffrey Lowell discusses the danger and how to deal with it. The job related duties of most officers put them at risk.

SI6 Do’s and Don’ts of Handling Anthrax (20 Minutes)
This program centers on what the first responder should and should not do when answering a call about a suspicious package. From the role of the dispatcher to the role of the Haz-Mat unit, this program is a must for a nation facing the terrorist threat.
Gangs

**V2P10 Gang Violence Stopped (33 Minutes)**
Members of the Fort Myers (FL) Police Department share lessons they learned after breaking up a violent youth gang which killed a high school teacher, then plotted to enter Disney World and kill employees and visitors of minority backgrounds / ethnicities. These were basically good kids gone wrong. This video will help alert you to signs that trouble lies ahead with some youngsters. In Backup, Lee County School Resource officer Larry Montgomery shows weapons seized in schools, and how he uses them to convince school administrators of problems that must be addressed.

**V4P12 Gangs Update (52 Minutes)**
Through in-depth interviews with law enforcement gang experts, learn about trends in a wide variety of gang-related activity. To be included are updates on Hispanic gangs; Russian gangs; Asian gangs; and Street gangs.

**RCR22 Gangs (8 Minutes)**
This roll call program features some of the nation’s leading police experts on gangs providing specific insight for street cops who may come face to face with a violent gang member.
Groundfighting

V1P4 Trooper Coates Shooting (32 Minutes)
One of the most powerful and emotional law enforcement training videos ever produced. A veteran trooper is killed along a South Carolina highway, despite the fact that he shoots and hits the suspect five times.

V2P4 Coates’ Killer Interview (34 Minutes)
Richard Blackburn, the convicted killer of South Carolina State Trooper Mark Coates, is interviewed for the first time. Learn from Blackburn's personal insights as to his motivation and state of mind during this tragic incident, from Program 011-4. Blackburn explains what he believes might have defused the situation before it got "out of control." This program will be an expanded version (approx. 45 minutes) of our normal format.

V2P11 Trooper Knife Fight (33 Minutes)
A Georgia State Trooper is involved in a knife fight with an ex-offender at a truck stop. This amazing incident will prove the immeasurable value of preparation and training for the unexpected, of which all officers must be aware. In-depth interview with trooper is included. There are several facets to this incident, each with valuable training applications. Backup centers on a unique testing program conducted by the St. Louis Police Department in deciding on new holster purchases for the department.

V5P1 Alabama Officer Beating (42 Minutes)
An Alabama officer is severely beaten after a subject attacks him during a nighttime traffic stop. The assault occurs as the officer attempts to handcuff and arrest the individual for D.U.I. The incident is analyzed and critiqued from top to bottom including in-depth interviews with the officer and his back-up. The program includes an excellent tutorial on subjects' body language which will help all officers identify potential danger signs.

V6P1 Ground fighting (39 Minutes)
An Alabama officer gets into a violent fight with a subject who takes a gun from the officer's ankle holster. The resulting shoot-out ends with the subject’s death. This dramatic segment features an in-depth interview with the officer and a training segment dealing with groundfighting.

V7P11-12 Groundfighting Training Parts I and II (29 and 42 Minutes)
Both these programs feature superb groundfighting training scenarios taught by nationally-regarded D.T. instructor Sgt. Herb Hood of the Cincinnati Police Division. Not only the training but also many video clips are analyzed in which both police and security officers found themselves in groundfighting situations.

V9P2 Weapon Retention (34 Minutes)
One of the nation's premiere law enforcement trainers, Herb Hood, provides complete and thorough training on his newly-developed and easy-to-learn weapons retention system. This is a must and possible life-saver for any officer working the street.
**V9P5 Knives Can Kill You--Fast (42 Minutes)**
This is an extremely important training program for your library. In it, one of the leading law enforcement experts in the world teaches and trains you to survive a knife attack / assault. The program provides step-by-step training.

**V13P2 Groundfight at Walgreens (35 Minutes)**
An off-duty Nevada police officer, on a shopping errand for his daughter, suddenly finds himself in a groundfight with no backup weapon. In this program, see what tactics the officer used to stop a crime and save his life.

**V13P10 Middletown, OH Groundfight (28 Minutes)**
In this program, an Ohio officer stops a vehicle for a suspected hit-and-run incident. The stop soon turns into a violent physical confrontation. Many issues are covered such as knowing when to move up the force continuum, detecting signs that a suspect is getting ready to engage you physically and reacting when your taser doesn’t work properly.

In this program, a Dayton(OH) police officer initiates a traffic stop with an older subject. During the course of the stop, the subject attacks the officer and tries to go for his gun. The subject is finally subdued with the help of a passing motorist who witnessed the attack. We will break down the struggle and review the factors leading up to this attack. We will also look at the officer’s options and choices that he made during the struggle.

Officer Joshua Campbell is dispatched to a Walgreens pharmacy to pick up surveillance video of an armed robbery that took place just a few hours earlier around 2:15 am. As he enters there is a customer in the store at the counter allegedly buying a pack of gum. Even with Officer Campbell standing right behind the counter in the direct line of sight of the checker (the same checker involved in the armed robbery just a few hours earlier) he witnesses this ‘customer’ reach over the counter and start emptying the register. He must then quickly decide how best to proceed after witnessing this felony right before his eyes.

**V15P4 Mythbusting (24 Minutes)**
In this program we outline some myths that are repeated so often officers believe they are gospel truth—until, as we see, nothing but stark reality or the loss of lives convinces them they’re untrue.

**SI28 Use of Force: The Death of Eric Garner (30 Minutes)**
In a day and age when cameras and video are becoming omnipresent in law enforcement’s responses 24/7, it is critical to learn and benefit from officer’s experiences on the street. We present this program of the incident with Eric Garner with one question in mind - are there lessons that could have been learned? This program is meant to offer the feedback, thoughts, and knowledge of one veteran trainer in the hopes that it will elicit much food for thought, interactive discussion, and even opportunity to always keep that eternal question at the forefront of officer’s minds - What Would You Do?
Handcuffing / Patdown / Strip Searches

V2P4 Coates’ Killer Interview (34 Minutes)
Richard Blackburn, the convicted killer of South Carolina State Trooper Mark Coates, is interviewed for the first time. Learn from Blackburn’s personal insights as to his motivation and state of mind during this tragic incident, from Program 011-4. Blackburn explains what he believes might have defused the situation before it got "out of control." This program will be an expanded version (approx. 45 minutes) of our normal format.

V3P8 Corpus Christi Knife Assault (35 Minutes)
This program evaluates two incidents in which officers were assaulted; one by a knife-wielding inmate; the other by an inebriated subject during a DUI / Sobriety test. Both incidents were captured on video by the Corpus Christi (TX) P.D., and are absolute proof positive that officers need to be constantly aware and in communication with one another during any situations.

V7P7 Deputies Murdered in Warrant Service (29 Minutes)
Two Idaho deputies are shot and killed during a warrant service in a rural area. Our training video should be watched by all officers who have ever been or ever will be on a warrant service. Includes in-depth analysis of the incident plus critical safety tips and learning points for all law enforcement personnel doing warrant services.

V7P10 Officer Shot & Killed After Missing Weapon on Patdown (35 Minutes)
A suspected cop shooter is arrested by two St. Louis officers. It turned tragic when they missed a weapon on a patdown. The subject uses the hidden weapon to kill one of the arresting officers. This program also features complete and thorough patdown training. It’s a must in every law enforcement agency’s video training library.

V9P6 Strip Searches (35 Minutes)
One of the most distasteful, dangerous, yet absolutely necessary procedures some officers must undertake is the strip search. In this pioneering program, you’ll learn how corrections officers at a major prison conduct proper, safe and thorough strip searches.

V9P11 Tampa Massacre (60 Minutes)
Two Tampa detectives and a Florida State Trooper are killed by a career criminal who had just been taken into custody for the shooting death of his girlfriend’s child. This video, subject of Line of Duty seminars all over the country, is fraught with lessons learned.

V10P4 Missed Patdown Horror Story (40 Minutes)
San Bernardino municipal and county officers made a mistake that could have been more deadly than it was when they arrested a man accused of shooting an officer. A gun hidden in the man’s waistband was missed in a patdown. The man pulled the gun in a holding cell and committed suicide. He could have shot an officer. Important lessons learned here.

V11P2 Arrested Female Steals Utah Officer’s Cruiser (29 Minutes)
Utah officer’s cruiser taken, when arrested female somehow gets behind wheel, drives away.
V11P9 The McVeigh Stop / Trooper Hanger Talks (33 Minutes)
The Oklahoma State Trooper who stopped Timothy McVeigh after the Oklahoma City bombing talks about one of the most important stops in history. Learn how it all came about and how little things can mean a lot.

SI26 Alabama Officer Stabbed to Death: Tragic Events and Lessons Learned in Mobile (47 Minutes) An Alabama officer, whose dream from childhood was to become a cop, has the dream shattered when he is knifed to death in a jail sally port after a missed patdown. The tragic events of that day all began at a Dollar General store and a bizarre attempt at robbery by arson. Veteran officers said they had never seen anything like it. The incidents of that day ended as a tragic lesson on why you can never be too careful.

RCR1 Tampa Detectives Murdered (8 Minutes)
The short version of V9P11.

RCR2 Officer’s Gun Accidentally Discharges (8 Minutes)
An officer’s gun accidentally discharges almost striking a subject who has been arrested, handcuffed, and placed on the ground.

RCR13 Officers Lose Job Over Hog-Tying Death (8 Minutes)
Five officers are fired after a subject dies during a hog-tying incident. This roll call review includes vital points to ponder and questions to ask before a police officer should consider hog tying---or, whether or not to ever consider such a tactic.

RCR29 Proper Handcuffing Technique (8 Minutes)
This roll call video, we believe, will be an indispensable addition to any agency’s video library. It features police experts taking you step-by-step on the right way to cuff subjects.

RCR30 The Standing Modified Search (8 Minutes)
Police expert Tony Kirkbright of the Antioch, California Police Department, is featured in this roll call video walking you through a perfectly executed ‘standing modified search.’
Hate Crimes

**V2P10 Gang Violence Stopped (33 Minutes)**
Members of the Fort Myers (FL) Police Department share lessons they learned after breaking up a violent youth gang which killed a high school teacher, then plotted to enter Disney World and kill employees and visitors of minority backgrounds / ethnicities. These were basically good kids gone wrong. This video will help alert you to signs that trouble lies ahead with some youngsters. In Backup, Lee County School Resource officer Larry Montgomery shows weapons seized in schools, and how he uses them to convince school administrators of problems that must be addressed.

**V8P10 Cops’ Response to Hate Crimes (32 Minutes)**
Virtually all law enforcement agencies have dealt with them: hate crimes. Whether they're ethnic, gangs, sexual preference, economic or without category, police officers need to learn how to best approach and deal with this problem.
High Risk Response

V1P2 Large Vehicle Hijacking / Pursuit / Lethal Force (26 Minutes)
Any law enforcement agency could face the same thing, a disturbed or unbalanced subject hijacks a large vehicle and runs amok in traffic. Whether it's a huge semi-truck, a large bus, or four-wheel drive vehicle, it could happen. See how the San Diego P.D. responded with tremendous communication and skillful planning after a disturbed military veteran commandeered a tank from a national guard armory.

V1P7 Idaho High-Speed Pursuit (27 Minutes)
Multi-jurisdictional high-speed chase in Idaho leads to shoot-out with suspected bank robbers.

V1P8 Idaho Pursuit Follow-Up (23 Minutes)
Critical training elements following the pursuit and resulting shoot-out with the Idaho State Police are analyzed.

V1P9 "Jack-in-The-Box" (27 Minutes)
Officers in Livonia, Michigan are startled to find a gun-toting woman in the trunk of a car during a traffic stop following an armed robbery.

V3P6 San Francisco Firefight (45 Minutes)
A gunman with a veritable arsenal of weaponry and ammunition, and covered in body armor, opens fire in a posh San Francisco neighborhood. The resulting chaos is documented visually and with in-depth interviews with responding officers.

V4P11 Warren High Speed Chase / Chase Tutorial (36 Minutes)
A suburban Detroit police officer robs a bank and leads Warren, Michigan officers on a high speed pursuit. His expertise in eluding the officers is analyzed in this incident completely captured on tape. In Backup, we look at EVOC training provided by the San Bernardino, CA Sheriff’s office.

V6P6 Officer Shot / Subject Commandeers Car (32 minutes)
Moments after a Beaumont, Texas officer was shot, videographer Chuck McClurg was on the scene as officers and paramedics tend to the wounded officer. It includes audio dispatch of the incident, video of the search for the shooter, and an in-depth interview with the officer for analysis and "lessons learned."

V8P1 Iron Will to Survive-Part III (38 Minutes)
An ex-L.A.P.D. officer grievously wounded in the celebrated North Hollywood shootout discusses his determination to survive his wounds and fight back.

V8P3 TN Officers Shoot, Kill Bank Robber (49 Minutes)
Dramatic video of shootout with Tennessee bank robbery suspect. The suspect was killed, and several officers were wounded. A young female officer showed a “textbook” reload during the incident.
V8P8 Las Vegas Cops Deal with Biker Shoot-Out (46 Minutes)
A wild biker shoot-out at a Laughlin, Nevada casino. Learn how Metro Las Vegas officers responded to this extraordinary incident.

V9P9 Facing Disaster Part II (44 Minutes)
This second of the two part series discusses preplanning and response to such unexpected disasters as a terror attack, possibly involving weapons of mass destruction, or a catastrophic accident. Such events are possible anywhere, and law enforcement will be right in the thick of it.

V9P11 Tampa Massacre (60 Minutes)
Two Tampa detectives and a Florida State Trooper are killed by a career criminal who had just been taken into custody for the shooting death of his girlfriend’s child. This video, subject of Line of Duty seminars all over the country, is fraught with lessons learned.

V9P12 Tallahassee Ambush (37 Minutes)
An alert officer sees a suspicious car lurking behind a bank. When he approaches the vehicle, the car takes off. During the ensuing pursuit, the car stops and the passenger steps out firing an automatic weapon at the pursuing officer, then returns to the car. The pursuit continues until the suspect’s auto crashes.

V12P10 Cops and Hazardous Materials: What Officers Need to Know (30 Minutes)
Whether it is ricin in a Las Vegas hotel, anthrax in a D.C. post office, rolling meth labs in upstate New York or a huge chlorine explosion in downstate Missouri, cops are usually the first responders to these scenes. And because of that, they need to know what precautions to take to keep themselves and the surrounding area safe.

SI27 Rapid Response: Saving Lives in the Golden Hour (31 Minutes)
How critical is the need for an integrated approach to rapid response and one that includes every member of the public safety community? Find out how Hillsboro, OR Police, Fire, and EMS made this approach a reality, and see the effect it has had on their emergency response times and level and effectiveness.
Hostage & Hostage Negotiations

V1P11 Safeway Store Hostage (32 Minutes)
Renton (WA) Police implement successful use of O-C spray after a mentally disturbed woman uses a butcher knife to take a hostage at a neighborhood Safeway store.

V1P12 Hostage-Taker Interview (30 Minutes)
In-depth jailhouse interview with Renton (WA) Safeway store hostage-taker (Program V1P11). Excellent training elements for officers who deal with complex human personalities and thought processes.

V3P1 Child Abduction Stopped by Deputies (40 Minutes)
Sheriff's deputies in rural Arkansas save a baby from being drowned in a swamp by a mentally-unbalanced subject. This program also features a revealing segment on unusual places for hiding firearms.

V4P3 Albuquerque Bank Hostage / Sniper Training (36 Minutes)
A bank robbery suspect who had taken a female employee hostage is mortally wounded by a sniper on the Albuquerque S.W.A.T. team. This is only training documentation of the incident and includes complete information and analysis by the sniper. In "Backup" we focus on an almost successful escape by a Tampa Juvenile using a hidden handcuff key. Also, a refresher course on the Standing Modified Search.

V8P7 MO Trooper Talks Bank Robber into Releasing Hostage (32 Minutes)
After a rural Missouri bank is robbed, the robber flees with a terrified customer passerby. An accident ends a long pursuit. A veteran Missouri trooper successfully negotiates with the suspect.

V9P1 DeKalb County TN Police Shooting (42 Minutes)
An escaped prisoner with apparent mental problems abducts her own son and threatens him with a gun. Police negotiations get nowhere. A deputy, convinced the woman is about to kill the child, fires, striking her in the head.
Incident (Unified) Command

V2P12 Full-Scale Riot Response (39 Minutes)
St. Petersburg, Florida Police provide detailed analysis of tactics, strategy, and response in the only training documentary available of rioting after a white officer shot an African-American motorist. This dramatic and in-depth report includes interviews with commanding officers and complete critical incident analysis. Complete, never-before seen video of rioting and officer response.

V9P8 Facing Disaster Part I (48 Minutes)
Any community can face disaster in the form of a vicious storm, an accidental calamity, and now potentially, a terrorist attack. This first of a two part series of training videos deals with the havoc wrought by catastrophe. Although this was an anticipated event, because there were warnings, preplanning proved insufficient.

V9P9 Facing Disaster Part II (44 Minutes)
This second of the two part series discusses preplanning and response to such unexpected disasters as a terror attack, possibly involving weapons of mass destruction, or a catastrophic accident. Such events are possible anywhere, and law enforcement will be right in the thick of it.

V15P2 Iowa Parade Horror: Horses Bolt Into Crowd (29 Minutes)
A holiday parade turns into a bloodbath when two spooked horses go rampaging into a crowd of thousands. For first responders this parade was going to become one of the most challenging hurdles of their career as they work together to respond to this freak accident.

SI26 Alabama Officer Stabbed to Death: Tragic Events and Lessons Learned in Mobile (47 Minutes)
An Alabama officer, whose dream from childhood was to become a cop, has the dream shattered when he is knifed to death in a jail sally port after a missed patdown. The tragic events of that day all began at a Dollar General store and a bizarre attempt at robbery by arson. Veteran officers said they had never seen anything like it. The incidents of that day ended as a tragic lesson on why you can never be too careful.

SI27 Rapid Response: Saving Lives in the Golden Hour (31 Minutes)
How critical is the need for an integrated approach to rapid response and one that includes every member of the public safety community? Find out how Hillsboro, OR Police, Fire, and EMS made this approach a reality, and see the effect it has had on their emergency response times and level and effectiveness.
Interrogation-Interviewing

**V1P5 Irate Motorist (24 Minutes)**
A traffic stop in Maine enrages a motorist to the point where extraordinary restraint must be used by the officer involved. We interview Maine State Police to learn how a potentially dangerous situation was effectively quelled.

**V1P8 Idaho Pursuit Follow-Up (23 Minutes)**
Critical training elements following the pursuit and resulting shoot-out with the Idaho State Police (Program V1-P7) are analyzed.

**V2P2 D.U.I. Analysis (34 Minutes)**
In the Line of Duty Worked closely with the Champaign, IL Police Department on this close look at the techniques used there in dealing with the D.U.I. problem. This college town has more than its share of problems related to drinking and the Champaign P.D. has established excellent tactics for dealing with them. From strategies for spotting and tracking drunk drivers, to verbal judo and field sobriety testing, this video has it all, analyzed for safety, procedure, tactics and technique.

**V3P4 Domestic Violence (60 Minutes)**
Anne O’Dell, a former veteran street cop provides highly-touted training for officers dealing with issues of domestic violence. Invaluable information and lessons for departments wanting to lower domestic violence also included.

**V4P4 Child Abuse (38 Minutes)**
Critical information for street cops in the recognition of child abuse as first responders. Included is a debriefing from Dr. Armand Brodeur, a foremost expert in recognizing and dealing with child abuse and in-depth information from Minneapolis Police Department’s “Child Abuse” Unit.

**V5P2 Verbal Judo I (38 Minutes)**
It’s called "martial arts for the mouth" and is yet another weapon in the street officer’s arsenal. George Thompson has a national reputation for teaching officers how to communicate with subjects in a manner which will maximize compliance, and minimize risk. In this program, Thompson goes over his 5 step programs point by point and explains why and how you can be more effective in communicating on the street. His program is a proven success and all but guarantees to upgrade your effectiveness.

**V5P3 Verbal Judo II (33 Minutes)**
We continue with Dr. George Thompson’s Verbal Judo tutorial on tactical communications. Thompson says words may fail, but verbal judo does not. In this program, we examine his pioneering technique called SAFER: what to do when words do fail. This is a must for all street officers. In addition, we discuss heart attacks from the cop’s perspective Including the stresses that cause heart problems, the warning signs, and treatment.
V6P7 Detecting Danger Part 1 (34 Minutes)
A 3-time police medal of valor winner and teacher discusses the crucial elements for officers to know about themselves when detecting danger. This important program focuses on what cops need to know about their own verbiage and body language when dealing with potential danger. The "Back-Up" segment features a refresher on patdown searches and how a missed weapon can be lethal for cops.

V6P8 Detecting Danger Part 2 (38 Minutes)
Police Medal of Valor winner, Chief Steve Rhodes, presents part 2 of his detecting danger seminar. This program includes a careful analysis of what officers need to be aware of (about subjects) when dealing with potentially violent individuals, including important new information and tips on subjects' verbal and body language. Also, on "Back-Up," two high speed chases, one in Missouri and one in Michigan, are reviewed and analyzed for critical officer safety issues.

V7P3 Accident Scene Preservation: What Every Street Officer Should Know (32 Minutes)
Featuring the nationally-respected Georgia State Patrol accident reconstruction team; the highly-trained members of the team teach officers the many crucial do's and don'ts at accident scenes; how to preserve evidence; how to maintain perimeter and crowd control; interviewing witnesses; preparation for court; and many other elements.

V7P7 Deputies Murdered in Warrant Service (29 Minutes)
Two Idaho deputies are shot and killed during a warrant service in a rural area. Our training video should be watched by all officers who have ever been or ever will be on a warrant service. Includes in-depth analysis of the incident plus critical safety tips and learning points for all law enforcement personnel doing warrant services.

V8P10 Cops' Response to Hate Crimes (32 Minutes)
Virtually all law enforcement agencies have dealt with them: hate crimes. Whether they're ethnic, gangs, sexual preference, economic or without category, police officers need to learn how to best approach and deal with this problem.

V9P7 Knoxville Cop Hit (42 Minutes)
A Knoxville (TN) officer is winding up special patrol at a busy area where local university students party well into the morning hours before the Saturday football game. She is struck by a car driven by a heavily intoxicated woman. Miraculously, she survives.

V9P11 Tampa Massacre (60 Minutes)
Two Tampa detectives and a Florida State Trooper are killed by a career criminal who had just been taken into custody for the shooting death of his girlfriend’s child. This video, subject of Line of Duty seminars all over the country, is fraught with lessons learned.
V10P9 Alert Deputy Uses Street Smarts to Nab Murderers (40 Minutes)
A young man and his sister were en-route to Las Vegas after killing their mother and grandparents in Indianapolis. Traveling over the speed limit in Missouri, they were stopped by a deputy. His alert questioning produced indicator after indicator that something was wrong. Roadside cooperation with Indiana officers and professional questioning soon brought a confession and arrests.

V10P10 Interrogation (45 Minutes)
Proper interrogations can be a key ingredient in solving crimes and providing evidence for a conviction. It can be a patrol officer interrogating a subject at the scene, or a detective back at headquarters. Cases are made and broken through the interrogation process. Learn the proper techniques from experts.

V11P9 The McVeigh Stop / Trooper Hanger Talks (33 Minutes)
The Oklahoma State Trooper who stopped Timothy McVeigh after the Oklahoma City bombing talks about one of the most important stops in history. Learn how it all came about and how little things can mean a lot.

RCR21 Rape Victims’ Do’s and Don’ts (8 Minutes)
This roll call video presentation provides officers with some crucial approaches and tactics for questioning and dealing with rape victims as first responders.
Juvenile

**V2P10 Gang Violence Stopped (33 Minutes)**
Members of the Fort Myers (FL) Police Department share lessons they learned after breaking up a violent youth gang which killed a high school teacher, then plotted to enter Disney World and kill employees and visitors of minority backgrounds / ethnicities. These were basically good kids gone wrong. This video will help alert you to signs that trouble lies ahead with some youngsters. In Backup, Lee County School Resource officer Larry Montgomery shows weapons seized in schools, and how he uses them to convince school administrators of problems that must be addressed.

**V4P4 Child Abuse (38 Minutes)**
Critical information for street cops in the recognition of child abuse as first responders. Included is a debriefing from Dr. Armand Brodeur, a foremost expert in recognizing and dealing with child abuse and in-depth information from Minneapolis Police Department's "Child Abuse" Unit.

**V15P6 ‘What If…” Scenarios That Can Save Cops’ Lives (34 Minutes)**
One of the shortest, most powerful sentences in any language is ‘what if’. ‘What if’ scenarios have saved the lives of many officers. Use them to your benefit. Don’t use them and you may pay the ultimate price.

**1C Binge Drinking / Dealing with a Stuporous Victim (37 Minutes)**
The most serious problem facing campus law enforcement today is binge drinking. We bring this important program to you with relevant information on how you can deal with the problem. We include a tutorial on how to deal with a stuporous victim.

**2C Date Rape / Crime Scene Preservation / Date Rape Drugs (39 Minutes)**
Another of the major problems on campus today is the problem of date, or acquaintance rape. One in four coeds experience a date rape attempt. This program includes information on how to work with victims to ensure their well-being and the chances for a successful prosecution.
V3P11 K-9 Saves Fellow Officer / K-9 Training for street Cops (30 Minutes)

In an extraordinary incident, a police K-9 saves the life of another K-9 which had been sent into a river attempting to apprehend an armed robbery suspect. The suspect attempted to drown the first dog until the other animal swam to his partner's rescue. Also, vital tips for any street patrol officer who may ever have dealings with K-9's. This important information is provided by K-9 expert with the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department.
Legal Issues

V5P12 Courtroom Testimony (29 Minutes)
One of the most crucial aspects of any officer’s responsibilities is also one of the most difficult and least understood: courtroom testimony. Proper handling of oneself during courtroom proceedings can make or break cases for law enforcement. This program will feature proper tactics, and courtroom procedure for cops from an expert in the field for officers who could ever face the ominous responsibilities testifying in a courtroom setting.

V6P2 Crisis Intervention Training - Dealing with the Mentally Ill (50 Minutes)
An in-depth look at the excellent Crisis Intervention Training program many departments are using successfully in dealing with the mentally ill. This program features what’s working for officers who must consistently deal with mentally ill subjects and provides vital “lessons learned.”

V6P3 Report Writing (23 Minutes)
Includes Point by Point tips and lessons for officers on report writing and features the lead instructor for report writing from the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department.

V8P2 IL Cop's Intuition Pays Off; Huge Drug Bust (36 Minutes)
Excellent police work by young IL officer who stopped a suspicious vehicle and ultimately found nearly a million dollars in drugs hidden. Top to bottom video of incident and complete analysis / interviews pertaining to the release of a suspect from a legal standpoint.

V9P6 Strip Searches (35 Minutes)
One of the most distasteful, dangerous, yet absolutely necessary procedures some officers must undertake is the strip search. In this pioneering program, you’ll learn how corrections officers at a major prison conduct proper, safe and thorough strip searches.

V11P4 Poise Under Pressure (29 Minutes)
Black TX Deputy profaned during traffic stop. Lessons learned on maintaining professionalism and poise under pressure.
Less Lethal Weapons

V1P11 Safeway Store Hostage (32 Minutes)
Renton (WA) Police implement successful use of O-C spray after a mentally disturbed woman uses a butcher knife to take a hostage at a neighborhood Safeway store.

V5P5 Less Lethal Force (46 Minutes)
This program details the Seattle, Washington P.D.'s efforts to disarm a mental subject who was waving and flourishing a samurai sword for hours in front of a Seattle restaurant. It details the department's efforts to disarm the subject with everything from verbal tactics, to beanbags, to water cannon and includes in-depth interviews with officer lethal force from beanbags to TASERs.

V13P10 Middletown, OH Groundfight (28 Minutes)
In this program, an Ohio officer stops a vehicle for a suspected hit-and-run incident. The stop soon turns into a violent physical confrontation. Many issues are covered such as knowing when to move up the force continuum, detecting signs that a suspect is getting ready to engage you physically and reacting when your taser doesn't work properly.

SI25 Thinking TASER - What Every L.E.A. Should Know (45 Minutes)
A complete look at the pros and cons of the TASER. This program will address all of your questions.
Media Issues

**V1P3 Grateful Dead Concert Negotiation (27 Minutes)**
Negotiators talk down a potential suicide at a Grateful Dead concert. The concertgoers were unable to get to the venue until the negotiation with the gunman was over. The cops had two fronts, the gunman and the crowd. The issues of frisk vs. pat down is also addressed in this program.

**V2P12 Full-Scale Riot Response (39 Minutes)**
St. Petersburg, Florida Police provide detailed analysis of tactics, strategy, and response in the only training documentary available of rioting after a white officer shot an African-American motorist. This dramatic and in-depth report includes interviews with commanding officers and complete critical incident analysis. Complete, never-before seen video of rioting and officer response.

**V3P2 Law Enforcement and the News Media (36 Minutes)**
This program provides a comprehensive look at the St. Petersburg (FL) Police Department's handling of national news media following two major rioting incidents (Program 012-12). Excellent training for every department which could find itself in a similar situation at any time.

**V9P8 Facing Disaster Part I (48 Minutes)**
Any community can face disaster in the form of a vicious storm, an accidental calamity, and now potentially, a terrorist attack. This first of a two part series of training videos deals with the havoc wrought by catastrophe. Although this was an anticipated event, because there were warnings, preplanning proved insufficient.

**V9P9 Facing Disaster Part II (44 Minutes)**
This second of a two part series discusses preplanning and response to such unexpected disasters as a terror attack, possibly involving weapons of mass destruction, or a catastrophic accident. Such events are possible anywhere, and law enforcement will be right in the thick of it.

**V9P11 Tampa Massacre (60 Minutes)**
Two Tampa detectives and a Florida State Trooper are killed by a career criminal who had just been taken into custody for the shooting death of his girlfriend’s child. This video, subject of Line of Duty seminars all over the country, is fraught with lessons learned.

**V15P2 Iowa Parade Horror: Horses Bolt Into Crowd (29 Minutes)**
A holiday parade turns into a bloodbath when two spooked horses go rampaging into a crowd of thousands. For first responders this parade was going to become one of the most challenging hurdles of their career as they work together to respond to this freak accident.
Motivation / Iron Will to Survive

V5P9 Iron Will to Survive (30 Minutes)
This is one of the most extraordinary training programs In the Line of Duty has ever produced. It features dramatic audio dispatch, photos and video during and after an incident in which a policewoman shot and killed a subject who had leaped into her cruiser, shot her several times, and taken her hostage. A thorough interview with the officer is included as is an in-depth training module which includes specific Cincinnati Police Department training which she credits with saving her life.

V7P9 Iron Will to Survive Part II Blinded Trooper Discusses Survival and Motivation (39 Minutes)
Iron Will to Survive-Part II features the story of survival and rehabilitation of a Louisiana state trooper, blinded by a gunshot injury and his incredible fight back. Now, he travels the nation sharing his fantastic story with other officers, and for the first time you'll be able to see it as well. Lessons learned and motivational uplift for every officer no matter where he / she may be.

V8P1 Iron Will to Survive-Part III (38 Minutes)
An ex-L.A.P.D. officer grievously wounded in the celebrated North Hollywood shootout discusses his determination to survive his wounds and fight back.

V9P3 Jason’s Story (46 Minutes)
Phoenix Officer Jason Schechterle was nearly burned when his cruiser was struck at 90 miles an hour by a taxi driven by an epileptic cab driver. Learn some of life's most important lessons for survival from this incredible Phoenix cop.

V10P12 Iron Will to Survive Part IV---LAPD Female Officer Survives Gunshot to Heart (30 Minutes)
An extraordinary officer in an extraordinary circumstance. You will be moved and motivated by this exceptional story.

V11P8 Iron Will to Survive # 4 GA Deputy Shot in Face (31 Minutes)
GA Deputy's 'Iron Will to Survive'; Shot in face, he kills assailant.

V12P2 GA Officer Shot in Face (31 Minutes)
GA officer was shot in face, is amazingly, able to return fire after keeping subject from getting his back-up gun. Complete video and interviews
Negotiations

**V1P3 Grateful Dead Concert Negotiation (27 Minutes)**
Negotiators talk down a potential suicide at a Grateful Dead concert. The concertgoers were unable to get to the venue until the negotiation with the gunman was over. The cops had two fronts, the gunman and the crowd. The issues of frisk vs. pat down is also addressed in this program.

**V1P10 Flea Market Shooting (29 Minutes)**
Pennsylvania police kill a deranged homicide suspect at a crowded flea market after he throws car parts, and then himself, at them. The Backup segment deals with the use of Polaroid cameras in domestic abuse cases.

**V4P2 Homicide Suspect Suicide / Short Stroke Prevention (35 Minutes)**
A homicide suspect driving through a rural Texas community is stopped by D.P.S. officers. He exits his vehicle - then returns to it and pulls out a gun. Despite verbal commands and facing drawn service weapons, the subject points the gun to his head and pulls the trigger. Officers involved discuss and analyze their response to this incident and the "lessons learned". Short stroke prevention deals with the jamming problem faced by Idaho State Police Officer Junior Gonzalez in program 014-1, and how to deal with that emergency.

**V6P2 Crisis Intervention Training - Dealing with the Mentally Ill (50 Minutes)**
An in-depth look at the excellent Crisis Intervention Training program many departments are using successfully in dealing with the mentally ill. This program features what’s working for officers who must consistently deal with mentally ill subjects and provides vital “lessons learned.”

**V8P6 Baltimore Officer Shoots Homeless Person (39 Minutes)**
A Baltimore officer in the heat of a crowded marketplace fatally shoots a homeless man who appears to be pulling an edged weapon on him. This program is a must for any officer who could easily find himself / herself in a similar, highly charged scenario. It also includes in-depth training analysis and tutorial.

**V8P12 Police Face Man with Explosive Device (41 Minutes)**
A mentally deranged man attempts to firebomb the house where his estranged wife is staying. Police confront the suspect in a gas station. He detonates an explosive device… in a gas station. Scary AND dangerous.
Off-Duty Considerations

**V7P1 Police Officer Stress (50 Minutes)**
How officers can deal with the stress and trauma of everyday police work; Featuring nationally-respected police clinician Dr. Angela Wingo with emphasis on earth-shattering incidents i.e. 9/11/01 to day-in-day-out cop stresses and stressors. A vital program for officers for dealing successfully with the rigors of the job.

**V13P2 Groundfight at Walgreens (35 Minutes)**
An off-duty Nevada police officer, on a shopping errand for his daughter, suddenly finds himself in a groundfight with no backup weapon. In this program, see what tactics the officer used to stop a crime and save his life.

**V13P8 Patrolling Terror (31 Minutes)**
In this program, we will look at ways officers can spot terrorist activity. They will become familiar with types of weapons that can be used along with items that can be used for making explosives. The street officer has become the first line of defense in stemming the tide of terrorist activity.

**RCR7 Off-Duty Considerations for Street Cops (8 Minutes)**
This is a vital roll call program for all officers and includes dramatic video of a shoot-out involving an off-duty officer plus expert thoughts and considerations for officers who carry weapons when off-duty.
Officer Safety

V1P1 Georgia State Trooper (24 Minutes)
A traffic stop on a Georgia interstate involves lethal force; an outstanding example of the hazards of any traffic stop and use of backup. In this case, backup was a critical issue. Proper backup procedures are also addressed separately in this program.

V1P2 Large Vehicle Hijacking / Pursuit / Lethal Force (26 Minutes)
Any law enforcement agency could face the same thing, a disturbed or unbalanced subject hijacks a large vehicle and runs amok in traffic. Whether it's a huge semi-truck, a large bus, or four-wheel drive vehicle, it could happen. See how the San Diego P.D. responded with tremendous communication and skillful planning after a disturbed military veteran commandeered a tank from a national guard armory.

V1P5 Irate Motorist (24 Minutes)
A traffic stop in Maine enrages a motorist to the point where extraordinary restraint must be used by the officer involved. We interview Maine State Police to learn how a potentially dangerous situation was effectively quelled.

V1P7 Idaho High-Speed Pursuit (27 Minutes)
Multi-jurisdictional high-speed chase in Idaho leads to shoot-out with suspected bank robbers.

V1P10 Flea Market Shooting (29 Minutes)
Pennsylvania police kill a deranged homicide suspect at a crowded flea market after he throws car parts, and then himself, at them. The Backup segment deals with the use of Polaroid cameras in domestic abuse cases.

V2P1 Hit and Run (30 Minutes)
A South Carolina State Trooper was nearly killed by a drunken motorist while he was on the side of a highway making a traffic stop. Also, a Georgia State Trooper is severely injured by a drunken motorist while in the process of citing a motorist during a late-night traffic stop. Critical issues analyzed and explored.

V2P4 Coates’ Killer Interview (34 Minutes)
Richard Blackburn, the convicted killer of South Carolina State Trooper Mark Coates, is interviewed for the first time. Learn from Blackburn's personal insights as to his motivation and state of mind during this tragic incident, from Program 011-4. Blackburn explains what he believes might have defused the situation before it got "out of control." This program will be an expanded version (approx. 45 minutes) of our normal format.

V2P7 Pursuit Nabs Naked Cowboy (32 Minutes)
Sheriff's deputies in Idaho make successful use of spike strips and canine training in the high-speed pursuit and subsequent arrest of an inebriated, naked motorist with a high powered rifle in his truck.
V2P5 Gun Safety / 311 Non-Emergency (37 Minutes)
A Los Angeles police officer loses a finger while retrieving a shotgun from a rooftop. His accidental injury should reawaken in all officers the necessity of handling any and all firearms with care. Plus, the Baltimore (MD) Police Department’s success with their new 3-1-1 system for non-emergency calls is covered.

V2P8 Vest Saves Deputy’s Life (37 Minutes)
Dramatic documentation of a Georgia sheriff’s deputy who was shot twice at point-blank range by a teenager, but was saved thanks to his body armor. Complete, in-depth interview with the deputy provides invaluable officer safety and survival tips. The “Backup” segment deals with the proper fit for the protective vest.

V2P9 Officer Killed / Rail Safety (32 Minutes)
A Southern California detective dies after being struck by a train during an evidence search alongside railroad tracks. The Brea (CA) Police Department shares critical safety lessons it learned from the detective’s unfortunate death. Includes graphic and dramatic video footage of the accident scene.

V2P11 Trooper Knife Fight (33 Minutes)
A Georgia State Trooper is involved in a knife fight with an ex-offender at a truck stop. This amazing incident will prove the immeasurable value of preparation and training for the unexpected, of which all officers must be aware. In-depth interview with trooper is included. There are several facets to this incident, each with valuable training applications. Backup centers on a unique testing program conducted by the St. Louis Police Department in deciding on new holster purchases for the department.

V3P6 San Francisco Firefight (45 Minutes)
A gunman with a veritable arsenal of weaponry and ammunition, and covered in body armor, opens fire in a posh San Francisco neighborhood. The resulting chaos is documented visually and with in-depth interviews with responding officers.

V3P7 Contact and Cover (38 Minutes)
The San Diego P.D.’s “Contact and Cover” program, developed after two of its officers were shot and killed, is analyzed. Also, the Collinsville (IL) P.D. provides dramatic video and analysis of an incident in which contact and cover was not used to its fullest, leading to near disaster. Non-verbal communication using hand signals is a key element of this excellent tactical strategy.

V3P9 Traffic Safety / Passenger Side Approach (29 Minutes)
Several incidents in which officers have either been injured or killed during traffic stops are examined. An Idaho deputy is nearly struck and killed by an inebriated teenage motorist and analyzes his own response. Also, Jim Crotty of ‘Strategies for Officer Survival’ demonstrates excellent passenger-side approaches while making traffic stops.
V3P10 High Risk Felony Stop (35 Minutes)
This program is two important parts: 1)a follow-up to Program 013-9 in which Bonner County(ID)Deputy John Lunde is hit by a fleeing motorist. The resulting high-risk stop is studied and analyzed by Lunde and his fellow back-up officers and 2) Jim Crotty of 'Strategies for Officer Survival, Inc.' provides a demonstration of a 'textbook' felony vehicle stop with the cooperation of the Brunswick, GA P.D.

V3P12 Tinted Window Shooting / Tinted Window Training (30 Minutes)
Two sheriff's deputies stop a car with tinted windows and are forced to resort to lethal force. Once the subject is stopped the deputies must shoot out the vehicle's tires as it rolls down the highway toward traffic. Excellent analysis and lessons provided by both deputies, who happen to be brothers. Also, Jim Crotty of 'Strategies for Officer Survival' joins the Orange County (FL) Sheriff's Department in demonstrating the best methods of approaching vehicles with tinted windows, both day and night.

V4P1 Trooper Shot Point Blank (40 Minutes)
An Idaho State Trooper is shot at point blank range yet still assists in the arrest of the offender. Analysis and interviews with the trooper. Backup centers on proper handcuffing techniques, and on a new product which allows handcuff practice without a cumbersome key.

V4P2 Homicide Suspect Suicide / Short Stroke Prevention (35 Minutes)
A homicide suspect driving through a rural Texas community is stopped by D.P.S. officers. He exits his vehicle - then returns to it and pulls out a gun. Despite verbal commands and facing drawn service weapons, the subject points the gun to his head and pulls the trigger. Officers involved discuss and analyze their response to this incident and the "lessons learned". Short stroke prevention deals with the jamming problem faced by Idaho State Police Officer Junior Gonzalez in program 014-1, and how to deal with that emergency.

V4P10 Suicide by Cop (42 Minutes)
A chase ends when a robbery suspect exits his vehicle, and points his weapon directly at the first arriving officer. The result, recorded dramatically by two cruiser cameras, is "suicide by cop". The program includes in-depth interviews with the officer and his back-up plus details the many issues surrounding "suicide by cop." A first-of-its-kind program which is a must for police officers everywhere who could easily find themselves in similar predicaments.

V4P11 Warren High Speed Chase / Chase Tutorial (36 Minutes)
A suburban Detroit police officer robs a bank and leads Warren, Michigan officers on a high speed pursuit. His expertise in eluding the officers is analyzed in this incident completely captured on tape. In Backup, we look at EVOC training provided by the San Bernardino, CA Sheriff’s office.

V5P1 Alabama Officer Beating (42 Minutes)
An Alabama officer is severely beaten after a subject attacks him during a nighttime traffic stop. The assault occurs as the officer attempts to handcuff and arrest the individual for D.U.I. The incident is analyzed and critiqued from top to bottom including in-depth interviews with the officer and his back-up. The program includes an excellent tutorial on subjects' body language which will help all officers identify potential danger signs.
V5P4 Texas Hostage Incident (40 Minutes)
A Texas D.P.S. officer is briefly held at gunpoint after approaching a passenger during a rural traffic stop. His partner is attempting to cover the driver who had been stopped earlier for questioning. The officer is able to break free and both he and his partner fire a volley of rounds at the fleeing gunman. A tutorial on field interrogation is also included in this excellent addition to the In the Line of Duty library.

V5P8 Dealing with Meth Labs (39 Minutes)
Many law enforcement agencies have requested we provide a street officer's informational and training program on methamphetamine use and lab detection. This program, therefore, will address the skyrocketing use of methamphetamines and the accompanying problems faced by law enforcement. Many meth safety issues for street officers will also be addressed.

V5P10 Road Rage (46 Minutes)
Featuring innovative programs for dealing with road rage and aggressive driving. The video highlights the pioneering approaches of the Illinois State Police which will be of utmost interest to all law enforcement dealing with this growing national problem.

V6P1 Ground fighting (39 Minutes)
An Alabama officer gets into a violent fight with a subject who takes a gun from the officer’s ankle holster. The resulting shoot-out ends with the subject’s death. This dramatic segment features an in-depth interview with the officer and a training segment dealing with groundfighting.

V6P2 Crisis Intervention Training - Dealing with the Mentally Ill (50 Minutes)
An in-depth look at the excellent Crisis Intervention Training program many departments are using successfully in dealing with the mentally ill. This program features what’s working for officers who must consistently deal with mentally ill subjects and provides vital “lessons learned.”

V6P4 New Mexico Trooper Held at Gunpoint (32 Minutes)
When a New Mexico trooper makes a “low risk” daylight stop of a car full of speeding youths, little does he know that he’ll have to use every strategy he can muster to save his life---when the driver bears down on him with a loaded gun. Interview with the trooper and analysis by In the Line of Duty Technical Advisors.

V6P5 Officer Restraint / Serving Warrants (30 Minutes)
This program details the tremendous restraint shown by Kentucky officers when a mentally disturbed woman steals a police cruiser and leads officers on a long low-speed pursuit. In-depth interviews with officers involved and important analysis. Our Backup segment deals with the often dangerous task of serving warrants. We have do’s and don’ts.
V6P6 Officer Shot / Subject Commandeers Car (32 minutes)
Moments after a Beaumont, Texas officer was shot, videographer Chuck McClurg was on the scene as officers and paramedics tend to the wounded officer. It includes audio dispatch of the incident, video of the search for the shooter, and an in-depth interview with the officer for analysis and "lessons learned."

V6P7 Detecting Danger Part 1 (34 Minutes)
A 3-time police medal of valor winner and teacher discusses the crucial elements for officers to know about themselves when detecting danger. This important program focuses on what cops need to know about their own verbiage and body language when dealing with potential danger. The "Back-Up" segment features a refresher on patdown searches and how a missed weapon can be lethal for police officers.

V6P8 Detecting Danger Part 2 (38 Minutes)
Police Medal of Valor winner, Chief Steve Rhodes, presents part 2 of his detecting danger seminar. This program includes a careful analysis of what officers need to be aware of (about subjects) when dealing with potentially violent individuals, including important new information and tips on subjects’ verbal and body language. Also, on "Back-Up," two high speed chases, one in Missouri and one in Michigan, are reviewed and analyzed for critical officer safety issues.

V6P9 Deputy Murdered Transporting Prisoner (32 Minutes)
This program is cored around the tragic shooting death of a New Mexico deputy who was transporting a prisoner. It will have an in-depth report on the shooting, "lessons learned" and many important safety tips for officers transporting prisoners.

V6P10 Cop Shot During Foot Pursuit / Safe Foot Pursuits (32 Minutes)
A South Carolina officer is shot to death during a foot pursuit when he is surprised by the subject who has hidden---and leaps out, shoots and kills the patrolman. Tremendous video of the search for the killer and an in-depth training foot pursuit do's and Don’ts.

V6P11 Blood-Borne Pathogens (28 Minutes)
Every officer who is ever exposed to blood or other body fluids faces danger from bloodborne diseases including HIV, hepatitis C, syphilis and many other diseases. The exposure can be deadly. St. Louis Police Surgeon, Dr. Jeffrey Lowell discusses the danger and how to deal with it. The job related duties of most officers put them at risk.

V7P2 Murder of Georgia Deputy (56 Minutes)
The complete training overview and analysis of the murder of Georgia Deputy Kyle Dinkheller. This program includes the complete in-car cruiser cam video from Dinkheller's patrol car. Also, interviews with back-up officers and administrators with the agency involved. Many critical lessons learned are imparted in this tragic, dramatic and absolutely critical training video for cops.
V7P5 Friendly Fire Kills California Officer: How Friendly Fire Led to Undercover Officer’s Death and How to Protect Against It (32 Minutes)
This training video is vital to law enforcement agencies which have a strong undercover program. It is cored around the tragic, accidental shooting death of an undercover Oakland (CA) officer who’d been trying to make an arrest. Mistaken as one of the bad guys, uniformed officers shot him dead before realizing he was one of their own. Complete overview and analysis on safety precautions for undercover cops working near uniforms.

V7P6 South Carolina Officer Struck by Suspect in Vehicle / Subsequent Shooting Death (43 Minutes)
A drug suspect refuses to get out from behind the wheel of a vehicle during a bust. Instead, he drives forward and bumps an officer. Fearing for their lives, other officers open fire, killing the subject.

V7P7 Deputies Murdered in Warrant Service (29 Minutes)
Two Idaho deputies are shot and killed during a warrant service in a rural area. Our training video should be watched by all officers who have ever been or ever will be on a warrant service. Includes in-depth analysis of the incident plus critical safety tips and learning points for all law enforcement personnel doing warrant services.

V7P9 Iron Will to Survive Part II / Blinded Trooper Discusses Survival and Motivation (39 Minutes)
Iron Will to Survive-Part II features the story of survival and rehabilitation of a Louisiana state trooper, blinded by a gunshot injury and his incredible fight back. Now, he travels the nation sharing his fantastic story with other officers, and for the first time you’ll be able to see it as well. Lessons learned and motivational uplift for every officer no matter where he / she may be.

V7P10 Officer Shot and Killed After Missing Weapon on Patdown (35 Minutes)
A suspected cop shooter is arrested by two St. Louis officers. It turned tragic when they missed a weapon on a patdown. The subject uses the hidden weapon to kill one of the arresting officers. This program also features complete and thorough patdown training. It's a must in every law enforcement agency's video training library.

V8P9 San Francisco Officers Die in Response Crash (35 Minutes)
A horrific T-bone accident kills one San Francisco officer and critically injures two others during an emergency response. The officers' two cruisers' sirens were 'washed out.' They could not hear one another during this pursuit. For any officer ever involved in high-speed, high-risk responses / pursuits, don't miss this program.

V8P11 Officer Tries to Block Moving Subject’s Car (34 Minutes)
A highway patrol officer stands in front of a stopped subject's car ordering the individual not to proceed. When the subject, however DOES continue driving forward, the officer draws his service weapon and fires numerous times at the fleeing individual striking him.
V9P2 Weapon Retention (34 Minutes)
One of the nation's premiere law enforcement trainers, Herb Hood, provides complete and thorough training on his newly-developed and easy-to-learn weapons retention system. This is a must and possible life-saver for any officer working the street.

V9P3 Jason’s Story (46 Minutes)
Phoenix Officer Jason Schechterle was nearly burned when his cruiser was struck at 90 miles an hour by a taxi driven by an epileptic cab driver. Learn some of life's most important lessons for survival from this incredible Phoenix cop.

V9P4 Connecticut Officer Attacked (44 Minutes)
A Connecticut officer has less than four seconds to decide what to do when a subject he had been pursuing jumps out of his car and lunges at the officer with a tire iron. In an instant, the officer had to decide whether to use lethal force. His decision? Shoot the suspect.

V9P5 Knives Can Kill You--Fast (42 Minutes)
This is an extremely important training program for your library. In it, one of the leading law enforcement experts in the world teaches and trains you to survive a knife attack / assault. The program provides step-by-step training.

V9P7 Knoxville Cop Hit (42 Minutes)
A Knoxville (TN) officer is winding up special patrol at a busy area where local university students party well into the morning hours before the Saturday football game. She is struck by a car driven by a heavily intoxicated woman. Miraculously, she survives.

V9P10 Hospital Security (35 Minutes)
When a criminal is hurt, injured or wounded, he / she must receive proper treatment. However, the security challenges for law enforcement can be innumerable. Learn from viewing and hearing how one of the U.S.’s largest law enforcement agencies deals with this vital task.

V9P12 Tallahassee Ambush (37 Minutes)
An alert officer sees a suspicious car lurking behind a bank. When he approaches the vehicle, the car takes off. During the ensuing pursuit, the car stops and the passenger steps out firing an automatic weapon at the pursuing officer, then returns to the car. The pursuit continues until the suspect’s auto crashes.

V10P3 Utah Trooper Saved by Passenger-Side Approach (38 Minutes)
Law enforcement officers all over the country are changing their approach (literally and figuratively) as a result of this video. The whys and wherefores of the passenger-side approach with dramatic evidence of how it saved one officer’s life.

V10P5 What Dogs Tell Cops (36 Minutes)
Within a period of less than a year, 2 Tennessee officers put down dogs in separate incidents. It led to a national outcry and to a need for officers to better understand animal behavior. This program is designed to do just that, and to provide useful information for officers to protect themselves if attacked by dogs.
V10P6 Cincinnati White Castle Incident--Updated (54 Minutes)
This is an updated version of the celebrated In the Line of Duty video on how officers can do everything right and things go wrong. In this case, a druggie high on a variety of drugs resists officers. After a long struggle, he is subdued, but moments later, dies. This program is a must for every street cop.

V10P11 Shreveport Officer Shoots Man with Phone, Not Gun (32 Minutes)
Months and months after this incident, it is still generating conversation. Imagine yourself chasing a suspect who turns and points what appears to be a gun at you. You fire. The “gun” turns out to be a cell phone. You can imagine the outcry. We have the lessons learned.

V11P1 Michelle Jeter Beating (35 Minutes)
TX female Officer Michelle Jeter nearly beaten to death during traffic stop. First ever in-depth training interview from Officer Jeter.

V11P2 Arrested Female Steals Utah Officer’s Cruiser (29 Minutes)
Utah officer's cruiser taken, when arrested female somehow gets behind wheel, drives away.

V11P6 Texas Trooper Shot Dead by Elderly Man (32 Minutes)
The trooper was gunned down by an elderly man off a busy highway; The man called dispatch telling what he had just done. Other officers arrive to find the man non-compliant and defiant. Expert analysis included.

V11P7 Indiana Bank Robbery-Chase-Shootout (40 Minutes)
This scenario is complicated by the fact the chase crosses state lines raising jurisdictional and communications issues.

V11P8 Iron Will to Survive # 4 GA Deputy Shot in Face (31 Minutes)
GA Deputy’s 'Iron Will to Survive'; Shot in face, he kills assailant.

V11P10 Could a 'Russian School Siege' Happen Here? (31 Minutes)
The attack by terrorists at an elementary school in Russia. may not be as far off as it seems. Shortly after this deadly incident in which more than 300 people died, detailed plans of several U.S. Schools were found in raids against Islamic terrorists.

V11P11 The Danger of Response to Naked Person Calls (32 Minutes)
Information compiled by the prestigious Force Science Research Center at the University of Minnesota-Mankato provides the basis for this video. A lot can be going on when law enforcement is called to deal with a naked person. And, there are dangers you may not have thought about.

V11P12 UT Officers Nearly Hit During Stop (30 Minutes)
Utah officers are nearly wiped out during a snowy stop, by an out-of- control vehicle. This incident is entirely caught on tape and includes in-depth interviews with the officers involved and analysis / lessons learned.
V12P1 Trolley Square: The Night Rapid Response Worked (46 Minutes)
When a man walks into a Utah Mall and opens fire on shoppers, an off-duty officer takes action holding the gunman in place until Salt Lake City officers arrive. Addresses: Rapid Response, Off-Duty Considerations, Dispatch Topics

V12P2 GA Officer Shot in Face (31 Minutes)
GA officer was shot in face, is amazingly, able to return fire after keeping subject from getting his back-up gun. Complete video and interviews

V12P3 Drug-Terror Related Traffic Stops (36 Minutes)
Retired Maryland State Trooper Mike Lewis, now Sheriff of Wicomico County, Maryland, takes us step-by-step through effective interdiction stops, legal and officer safety considerations, and effective case documentation and presentation.

V12P5 Textbook Traffic Stops (34 Minutes)
Some of the best arrests an officer will make will begin with a traffic violation. It’s essential to know the traffic code in their jurisdiction, and the best practices for conducting such stops to make each encounter as safe and professional as possible.

V12P7 Michigan Cops in Courtroom Battle (24 Minutes)
Battle in a Battle Creek courtroom, when a newly-sentenced killer turns on the nearest deputy, going for his duty weapon and apparently attempting “suicide by cop.” Several deputies respond, putting their TASERs to use and stopping the threat.

V12P9 Cattle Truck Overturns: Dealing with Livestock Vehicle Accidents (29 Minutes)
Dispatchers started receiving calls about 2:00 A.M. concerning cows running loose on the highway. What first responders came upon was quite unusual for a major metropolitan city. A large cattle trailer had overturned and some of the cattle had escaped, roaming free on the exit ramp.

V12P10 Cops and Hazardous Materials: What Officers Need to Know (30 Minutes)
Whether it is ricin in a Las Vegas hotel, anthrax in a D.C. post office, rolling meth labs in upstate New York or a huge chlorine explosion in downstate Missouri, cops are usually the first responders to these scenes. And because of that, they need to know what precautions to take to keep themselves and the surrounding area safe.

V12P11 EVOC – Police Driving Part 1 (26 Minutes)
This program takes a look at the topic of deadly driving. Every year, law enforcement officers are killed or severely injured needlessly because of unsafe practices behind the wheel. We will discuss the elements that go into safe driving, vehicle maintenance and when pursuits become too dangerous.

V12P12 EVOC – Police Driving Part 2 (37 Minutes)
This program is a continuation of Volume 12 Program 11. More concepts and techniques for safe driving will be covered. Since operating a motor vehicle is something street officers do with great regularity, it makes good sense that safe driving techniques are taught and regularly practiced and updated.
V13P1 Amber Alert Victim and Suspect Pursuit (35 Minutes)
In this program, an Illinois officer embarks on a high-speed pursuit. The suspect is wanted for kidnapping and an AMBER Alert has been issued. The chase covers two states before ending in St. Louis, Missouri. Many issues are covered in this program; pursuit policy, safety to the public, driver awareness and inter-department cooperation.

V13P2 Groundfight at Walgreens (35 Minutes)
An off-duty Nevada police officer, on a shopping errand for his daughter, suddenly finds himself in a groundfight with no backup weapon. In this program, see what tactics the officer used to stop a crime and save his life.

V13P6 Cops and Ethics (25 Minutes)
This video presents ethical situations faced by real law enforcement officers and both their positive and negative response. It focuses on real-world situations, the response, and the consequences. Not all of what is included is flattering to law enforcement. It is from these situations that we hope to reinforce the need the ethical response.

V13P7 Fort Oglethorpe Shootout (30 Minutes)
In this program, we will watch as a Georgia officer stops a subject with an active warrant. This stop soon turns lethal and we will discuss the many lessons learned covering topics such as use of lethal force, communications and back-up.

V13P10 Middletown, OH Groundight (28 Minutes)
In this program, an Ohio officer stops a vehicle for a suspected hit-and-run incident. The stop soon turns into a violent physical confrontation. Many issues are covered such as knowing when to move up the force continuum, detecting signs that a suspect is getting ready to engage you physically and reacting when your taser doesn’t work properly.

V13P11 SC Trooper Misses Fatal Funnel (27 Minutes)
In this program a South Carolina State Trooper makes a broad-daylight traffic stop at a busy gas station and is nearly shot to death. Initially, there is nothing to arouse his suspicions yet little does the trooper know that in a few minutes he would be in a gunfight for his life. There are many lessons learned in this program including the important reminder to never take for granted what seems to be a low-risk traffic stop.

In this program, a Dayton(OH) police officer initiates a traffic stop with an older subject. During the course of the stop, the subject attacks the officer and tries to go for his gun. The subject is finally subdued with the help of a passing motorist who witnessed the attack. We will break down the struggle and review the factors leading up to this attack. We will also look at the officer’s options and choices that he made during the struggle.
Officer Joshua Campbell is dispatched to a Walgreens pharmacy to pick up surveillance video of an armed robbery that took place just a few hours earlier around 2:15 am. As he enters there is a customer in the store at the counter allegedly buying a pack of gum. Even with Officer Campbell standing right behind the counter in the direct line of sight of the checker (the same checker involved in the armed robbery just a few hours earlier) he witnesses this ‘customer’ reach over the counter and start emptying the register. He must then quickly decide how best to proceed after witnessing this felony right before his eyes.

**V14P4 Shootout in Conroe: What Would You Have Done? (25 Minutes)**
A veteran Texas officer responds to a call for a man with a shotgun outside a local bakery. But his decision not to pull the trigger on the rifle wielder, for the sake of potentially innocent bystanders, nearly cost him his life. What would you have done?

**V15P4 Mythbusting (24 Minutes)**
In this program we outline some myths that are repeated so often officers believe they are gospel truth—until, as we see, nothing but stark reality or the loss of lives convinces them they’re untrue.

**V15P5 Murder of an Arkansas Officer (50 Minutes)**
Death stalks a young Arkansas officer, but in taking his life cops everywhere may someday get a second chance at living. In this program, we hope, with the help of the Trumann Police Department, to provide critical guideposts for officers who may fall prey or victim to the potential tragedy of complacency.

**V15P6 ‘What If…” Scenarios That Can Save Cops’ Lives (34 Minutes)**
One of the shortest, most powerful sentences in any language is ‘what if’. ‘What if’ scenarios have saved the lives of many officers. Use them to your benefit. Don't use them and you may pay the ultimate price.

**SI3 The Do’s and Don’ts of Serving Warrants (30 Minutes)**
It can be the law enforcement officer’s most dangerous task. This 11-minute video hits the major points of how to prepare for serving the warrant, and executing it. It's a bargain at our price.

**SI8 What Every Street Cop Needs to Know About Terrorists (45 Minutes)**
This is a must program for American law enforcement. It is complete with vital information on dealing with the new terrorist threat in this county, including what to look for and what to do when you find it.

**SI19 BIG RIG STOPS (10 Minutes)**
You’ll see and learn about the different elements in making a traffic stop involving a big rig as opposed to a passenger vehicle. And, there are many of them, from approach to safe interrogation of drivers and passengers.
SI26 Alabama Officer Stabbed to Death: Tragic Events and Lessons Learned in Mobile (47 Minutes) An Alabama officer, whose dream from childhood was to become a cop, has the dream shattered when he is knifed to death in a jail sally port after a missed patdown. The tragic events of that day all began at a Dollar General store and a bizarre attempt at robbery by arson. Veteran officers said they had never seen anything like it. The incidents of that day ended as a tragic lesson on why you can never be too careful.

SI27 Rapid Response: Saving Lives in the Golden Hour (31 Minutes) How critical is the need for an integrated approach to rapid response and one that includes every member of the public safety community? Find out how Hillsboro, OR Police, Fire, and EMS made this approach a reality, and see the effect it has had on their emergency response times and level and effectiveness.

RCR1 Tampa Detectives Murdered (8 Minutes) The short version of V9P11. Two Tampa detectives and a Florida State Trooper are killed by a career criminal who had just been taken into custody for the shooting death of his girlfriend’s child. This video, subject of Line of Duty seminars all over the country, is fraught with lessons learned.

RCR3 New Mexico Trooper Held at Gunpoint (8 Minutes) A New Mexico State Trooper is held at gunpoint by a subject who charges out of a vehicle during a traffic stop.

RCR8 The Darrell Lunsford Murder / Lessons Learned (8 minutes) Texas constable murdered during stop by 3 subjects who overwhelmed him. This is the first officer murder ever recorded on cruiser-cam video.

RCR11 Jailer Transporting Prisoner is Murdered (8 Minutes) A jailer transporting a prisoner from one facility to another is shot to death when the subject seizes the female deputy’s service weapon from her and opens fire.

RCR12 Remaining Calm During Major Adrenaline Rushes (8 Minutes) A state trooper loses all patience and cool when a motorist fails to pull over despite his flashing lights and siren. As a result, he angrily and forcefully yanks her from her vehicle.

RCR14 Physical Assaults: Covering Your Back (8 Minutes) With graphic video of officers who have been violently physically assaulted, technical advisers to IN THE LINE OF DUTY pass along invaluable safety and survival tips to officers.

RCR15 Officer Shoots Self in Training Exercise (8 Minutes) An officer nearly kills herself during a shooting exercise and has extensive brain surgery before her long road to recovery.

RCR16 Complacency Can Lead to Tragedy (8 Minutes) A female deputy is held at gunpoint while checking on a man supposedly asleep in his car. Dramatic video and lessons learned. A must at roll call training.
RCR17 Meth Labs (8 Minutes)
The recognition, decontamination and disposal of meth labs is covered in this video, along with the dangers therein.

RCR20 Building Searches (8 Minutes)
It offers some very basic yet often overlooked or, perhaps, underutilized tactics to increase officer safety.

RCR23 Foot Pursuits (8 Minutes)
This roll call video is absolutely vital for street cops who may need a refresher in the basics of safe foot pursuits.

RCR25 Felony Vehicle Stops (8 Minutes)
The program visually guides officers through each important safety step that is vital when stopping a subject in a motor vehicle suspected of a possible felony.

RCR26 Response to Felonies in Progress (8 Minutes)
This 8 minute presentation will hit home for all street officers by powerfully showing the right way to respond to felonies in progress and just how dangerous it can be when you respond using poor tactics.

RCR27 Stopping Vehicles with Tinted Windows (8 Minutes)
You'll see excellent demonstrations of the safest approaches for officers who have stopped vehicles with heavily-tinted windows.

RCR28 Pursuit Intervention Techniques (P.I.T) (8 Minutes)
If your department is considering development of the Pursuit Intervention Technique (P.I.T.) as part of your pursuit policy, you'll want this program!

RCR31 How Bad Guys Get Over on Cops--Parts 1 & 2 (Both Programs are 8 Minutes in Length)
Each one of the tips in these two roll call videos could someday be a lifesaver for officers. We strongly recommend you add this to your IN THE LINE OF DUTY video checklist.
**Prisoner Transport**

**V6P9 Deputy Murdered Transporting Prisoner (32 Minutes)**
This program is centered around the tragic shooting death of a New Mexico deputy who was transporting a prisoner. It will have an in-depth report on the shooting, “lessons learned” and many important safety tips for officers transporting prisoners.

**V7P10 Officer Shot and Killed After Missing Weapon on Patdown (35 Minutes)**
A suspected cop shooter is arrested by two St. Louis officers. It turned tragic when they missed a weapon on a patdown. The subject uses the hidden weapon to kill one of the arresting officers. This program also features complete and thorough patdown training. It's a must in every law enforcement agency's video training library.

**V9P10 Hospital Security (35 Minutes)**
When a criminal is hurt, injured or wounded, he / she must receive proper treatment. However, the security challenges for law enforcement can be innumerable. Learn from viewing and hearing how one of the U.S.'s largest law enforcement agencies deals with this vital task.

**SI26 Alabama Officer Stabbed to Death: Tragic Events and Lessons Learned in Mobile (47 Minutes)**
An Alabama officer, whose dream from childhood was to become a cop, has the dream shattered when he is knifed to death in a jail sally port after a missed patdown. The tragic events of that day all began at a Dollar General store and a bizarre attempt at robbery by arson. Veteran officers said they had never seen anything like it. The incidents of that day ended as a tragic lesson on why you can never be too careful.

**V9P11 Tampa Massacre (60 Minutes)**
Two Tampa detectives and a Florida State Trooper are killed by a career criminal who had just been taken into custody for the shooting death of his girlfriend’s child. This video, subject of Line of Duty seminars all over the country, is fraught with lessons learned.

**RCR1 Tampa Detectives Murdered (8 Minutes)**
The short version of V9P11.

**RCR11 Jailer Transporting Prisoner is Murdered (8 Minutes)**
A jailer transporting a prisoner from one facility to another is shot to death when the subject seizes the female deputy’s service weapon from her and opens fire.

**RCR13 Officers Lose Job Over Hog-Tying Death (8 Minutes)**
Five officers are fired after a subject dies during a hog-tying incident. This roll call review includes vital points to ponder and questions to ask before a police officer should consider hog tying---or, whether or not to ever consider such a tactic.
Pursuits

V1P2 Large Vehicle Hijacking / Pursuit / Lethal Force (26 Minutes)
Any law enforcement agency could face the same thing, a disturbed or unbalanced subject hijacks a large vehicle and runs amok in traffic. Whether it's a huge semi-truck, a large bus, or four-wheel drive vehicle, it could happen. See how the San Diego P.D. responded with tremendous communication and skillful planning after a disturbed military veteran commandeered a tank from a national guard armory.

V1P7 Idaho High-Speed Pursuit (27 Minutes)
Multi-jurisdictional high-speed chase in Idaho leads to shoot-out with suspected bank robbers.

V2P1 Hit and Run (30 Minutes)
A South Carolina State Trooper was nearly killed by a drunken motorist while he was on the side of a highway making a traffic stop. Also, a Georgia State Trooper is severely injured by a drunken motorist while in the process of citing a motorist during a late-night traffic stop. Critical issues analyzed and explored.

V2P2 D.U.I. Analysis (34 Minutes)
In the Line of Duty Worked closely with the Champaign, IL Police Department on this close look at the techniques used there in dealing with the D.U.I. problem. This college town has more than its share of problems related to drinking and the Champaign P.D. has established excellent tactics for dealing with them. From strategies for spotting and tracking drunk drivers, to verbal judo and field sobriety testing, this video has it all, analyzed for safety, procedure, tactics and technique.

V2P7 Pursuit Nabs Naked Cowboy (32 Minutes)
Sheriff's deputies in Idaho make successful use of spike strips and canine training in the high-speed pursuit and subsequent arrest of an inebriated, naked motorist with a high powered rifle in his truck.

V3P5 Hood River Multi-Speed Chase (30 Minutes)
When a subject steals a truck and large boat, law enforcement officials in Hood River, Oregon swing into action. They are faced with a pursuit that covers all the bases: high speed, low speed, hard surface, and off-road. Also, learn a defensive tactics expert has vital follow-up analysis of the Georgia Knife Fight

V3P11 K-9 Saves Fellow Officer / K-9 Training for street Cops (30 Minutes)
In an extraordinary incident, a police K-9 saves the life of another K-9 which had been sent into a river attempting to apprehend an armed robbery suspect. The suspect attempted to drown the first dog until the other animal swam to his partner's rescue. Also, vital tips for any street patrol officer who may ever have dealings with K-9's. This important information is provided by K-9 expert with the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department.
V4P8 Kehoe Brothers OH Shoot-Out / Concealment and Cover Tutorial (47 Minutes)
This video details the dramatic shoot-out in Ohio between law enforcement and the Kehoe brothers, known paramilitary extremists. This will include in-depth training interviews with both officers involved and will provide the first-ever crucial lessons learned and officer safety and survival tips. Additionally, training tutorial from Jim Crotty of ‘Strategies for Officer Survival’ will be included zeroing in on the critical first moments of concealment and cover for an officer in a lethal force incident.

V4P10 Suicide by Cop (42 Minutes)
A chase ends when a robbery suspect exits his vehicle, and points his weapon directly at the first arriving officer. The result, recorded dramatically by two cruiser cameras, is “suicide by cop”. The program includes in-depth interviews with the officer and his back-up plus details the many issues surrounding "suicide by cop.” A first- of-its-kind program which is a must for police officers everywhere who could easily find themselves in similar predicaments.

V4P11 Warren High Speed Chase / Chase Tutorial (36 Minutes)
A suburban Detroit police officer robs a bank and leads Warren, Michigan officers on a high speed pursuit. His expertise in eluding the officers is analyzed in this incident completely captured on tape. In Backup, we look at EVOC training provided by the San Bernardino, CA Sheriff’s office.

V6P5 Officer Restraint / Serving Warrants (30 Minutes)
This program details the tremendous restraint shown by Kentucky officers when a mentally disturbed woman steals a police cruiser and leads officers on a long low-speed pursuit. In-depth interviews with officers involved and important analysis. Our Backup segment deals with the often dangerous task of serving warrants. We have do’s and don'ts.

V7P4 High Speed Pursuit Takes on Epic Proportions (44 Minutes)
A pursuit through Ohio countryside takes on epic proportions when officers from many agencies become involved. The pursuit on narrow, rain-slicked roads will offer many points for discussion and training and includes interviews with the officers involved.

V8P7 MO Trooper Talks Bank Robber into Releasing Hostage (32 Minutes)
After a rural Missouri bank is robbed, the robber flees with a terrified customer passerby. An accident ends a long pursuit. A veteran Missouri trooper successfully negotiates with the suspect.

V8P11 Officer Tries to Block Moving Subject’s Car (34 Minutes)
A highway patrol officer stands in front of a stopped subject's car ordering the individual not to proceed. When the subject, however DOES continue driving forward, the officer draws his service weapon and fires numerous times at the fleeing individual striking him.

V9P4 Connecticut Officer Attacked (44 Minutes)
A Connecticut officer has less than four seconds to decide what to do when a subject he had been pursuing jumps out of his car and lunges at the officer with a tire iron. In an instant, the officer had to decide whether to use lethal force. His decision? Shoot the suspect.
V9P11 Tampa Massacre (60 Minutes)
Two Tampa detectives and a Florida State Trooper are killed by a career criminal who had just been taken into custody for the shooting death of his girlfriend’s child. This video, subject of Line of Duty seminars all over the country, is fraught with lessons learned.

V9P12 Tallahassee Ambush (37 Minutes)
An alert officer sees a suspicious car lurking behind a bank. When he approaches the vehicle, the car takes off. During the ensuing pursuit, the car stops and the passenger steps out firing an automatic weapon at the pursuing officer, then returns to the car. The pursuit continues until the suspect’s auto crashes.

V10P1 Montana Officers on Multi-Jurisdictional Chase and Shootout (56 Minutes)
This has been called a breathtaking chase and shootout and it’s all on tape. Montana law enforcement officers from several jurisdictions pursued a suspect in a bar shooting in which one person was killed and seven others wounded. The subject, at one point stopped his car causing a pursuing officer to crash into his vehicle. There was a shootout then the chase resumed until the shooter was captured when spike strips brought the pursuit to an end.

V10P7 SC Officer Run Over by SUV Survives to Nab His Assailant (45 Minutes)
Remarkable video of the confrontation. At the end of the chase, with the driver of a stolen vehicle cornered, the driver steps on the gas as an veteran officer approaches. The officer is struck, but comes up firing. More than a dozen rounds later, the driver is in custody.

V11P7 Indiana Bank Robbery-Chase-Shootout (40 Minutes)
This scenario is complicated by the fact the chase crosses state lines raising jurisdictional and communications issues.

V12P11 EVOC – Police Driving Part 1 (26 Minutes)
This program takes a look at the topic of deadly driving. Every year, law enforcement officers are killed or severely injured needlessly because of unsafe practices behind the wheel. We will discuss the elements that go into safe driving, vehicle maintenance and when pursuits become too dangerous.

V12P12 EVOC – Police Driving Part 2 (37 Minutes)
This program is a continuation of Volume 12 Program 11. More concepts and techniques for safe driving will be covered. Since operating a motor vehicle is something street officers do with great regularity, it makes good sense that safe driving techniques are taught and regularly practiced and updated.

V13P1 Amber Alert Victim and Suspect Pursuit (35 Minutes)
In this program, an Illinois officer embarks on a high-speed pursuit. The suspect is wanted for kidnapping and an AMBER Alert has been issued. The chase covers two states before ending in St. Louis, Missouri. Many issues are covered in this program; pursuit policy, safety to the public, driver awareness and inter-department cooperation.
V13P3 Robbery and Response in Neighboring Jurisdiction (32 Minutes)
In this program, a South Carolina officer responds to a robbery at a gas station. Many different factors come into play during his response. First of all, it is not even in his jurisdiction. From there, it takes on many different twists. We will discuss all of the lessons he learned during this incident.

V15P6 ‘What If…” Scenarios That Can Save Cops’ Lives (34 Minutes)
One of the shortest, most powerful sentences in any language is ‘what if’. ‘What if’ scenarios have saved the lives of many officers. Use them to your benefit. Don’t use them and you may pay the ultimate price.

RCR28 Pursuit Intervention Techniques (P.I.T) (8 Minutes)
If your department is considering development of the Pursuit Intervention Technique (P.I.T.) as part of your pursuit policy, you'll want this program!
Recruiting

SI22 JOINING THE FORCE (60 Minutes)
If you're interested in "putting the department's best foot forward" to recruit talented young people, this is the video for you! Not only do the cameras follow excellent, enthusiastic officers from every branch and unit but also the video provides young people with multi-ethnic role models from both genders. It is the very best police recruiting video ever produced, and we believe you'll agree!
Report Writing

V3P4 Domestic Violence (60 Minutes)
Anne O’Dell, a former veteran street cop provides highly-touted training for officers dealing with issues of domestic violence. Invaluable information and lessons for departments wanting to lower domestic violence also included.

V4P4 Child Abuse (38 Minutes)
Critical information for street cops in the recognition of child abuse as first responders. Included is a debriefing from Dr. Armand Brodeur, a foremost expert in recognizing and dealing with child abuse and in-depth information from Minneapolis Police Department’s “Child Abuse” Unit.

V4P5 Mass Traffic Accidents (38 Minutes)
Two huge mass traffic accidents are analyzed by the Missouri Highway Patrol and the Virginia State Police. Vital first-time training for dealing with large-scale traffic accidents and multiple injury incidents.

V5P12 Courtroom Testimony (29 Minutes)
One of the most crucial aspects of any officer's responsibilities is also one of the most difficult and least understood: courtroom testimony. Proper handling of oneself during courtroom proceedings can make or break cases for law enforcement. This program will feature proper tactics, and courtroom procedure for cops from an expert in the field for officers who could ever face the ominous responsibilities testifying in a courtroom setting.

V6P3 Report Writing (23 Minutes)
Includes Point by Point tips and lessons for officers on report writing and features the lead instructor for report writing from the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department.

V7P3 Accident Scene Preservation: What Every Street Officer Should Know (32 Minutes)
Featuring the nationally-respected Georgia State Patrol accident reconstruction team; the highly-trained members of the team teach officers the many crucial do's and don'ts at accident scenes; how to preserve evidence; how to maintain perimeter and crowd control; interviewing witnesses; preparation for court; and many other elements.

V7P8 DUI Patrol: Winning in Court (41 Minutes)
One of the most successful DUI programs in the country is featured for training purposes; the Indianapolis P.D.’s nationally-recognized DUI arrest / prevention program is shown and includes information officers need to know about testifying in court in DUI cases.

V8P10 Cops’ Response to Hate Crimes (32 Minutes)
Virtually all law enforcement agencies have dealt with them: hate crimes. Whether they’re ethnic, gangs, sexual preference, economic or without category, police officers need to learn how to best approach and deal with this problem.
V12P8 Forensic Death Investigations: What Cops Need to Know (32 Minutes)
Most law enforcement professionals encounter a deceased person in their career. Actions taken upon arrival on the scene will affect the investigation, and likely the prosecution, of the case. This program offers the basics every patrol officer should know about death scene preservation and information collection.

V13P5 Investigating and Prosecuting Domestic Violence (32 Minutes)
In this program, we will discuss the elements involved in investigating and prosecuting a domestic violence case. Thorough police work can make the prosecutor's job much easier by documenting the incident with copious note-taking, use of cameras, and even audio recordings of the victim's account.

SI30 Use of Force Report Writing (35 Minutes)
This program deals with the issue of accurate and precise reporting writing of use of force events. This is a course taught by Lt. Kevin Dillon, a 25-year law enforcement veteran who retired from the Wethersfield (CT) P.D. He is a graduate of the FBI National Academy. Kevin is certified by the Force Science Institute for Analysis of Use of Force Incidents. This is a program on the proper way to write a report to present a situation as accurately as it happened and find out how good report writing could actually be one of your greatest allies.
Shoot - Don’t Shoot

V2P11 Trooper Knife Fight (33 Minutes)
A Georgia State Trooper is involved in a knife fight with an ex-offender at a truck stop. This amazing incident will prove the immeasurable value of preparation and training for the unexpected, of which all officers must be aware. In-depth interview with trooper is included. There are several facets to this incident, each with valuable training applications. Backup centers on a unique testing program conducted by the St. Louis Police Department in deciding on new holster purchases for the department.

V3P1 Child Abduction Stopped by Deputies (40 Minutes)
Sheriff’s deputies in rural Arkansas save a baby from being drowned in a swamp by a mentally-unbalanced subject. This program also features a revealing segment on unusual places for hiding firearms.

V3P12 Tinted Window Shooting / Tinted Window Training (30 Minutes)
Two sheriff’s deputies stop a car with tinted windows and are forced to resort to lethal force. Once the subject is stopped the deputies must shoot out the vehicle’s tires as it rolls down the highway toward traffic. Excellent analysis and lessons provided by both deputies, who happen to be brothers. Also, Jim Crotty of 'Strategies for Officer Survival' joins the Orange County (FL) Sheriff's Department in demonstrating the best methods of approaching vehicles with tinted windows, both day and night.

V4P3 Albuquerque Bank Hostage / Sniper Training (36 Minutes)
A bank robbery suspect who had taken a female employee hostage is mortally wounded by a sniper on the Albuquerque S.W.A.T. team. This is only training documentation of the incident and includes complete information and analysis by the sniper. In "Backup" we focus on an almost successful escape by a Tampa Juvenile using a hidden handcuff key. Also, a refresher course on the Standing Modified Search.

V5P5 Less Lethal Force (46 Minutes)
This program details the Seattle, Washington P.D.’s efforts to disarm a mental subject who was waving and flourishing a samurai sword for hours in front of a Seattle restaurant. It details the department's efforts to disarm the subject with everything from verbal tactics, to beanbags, to water cannon and includes in-depth interviews with officer lethal force from beanbags to TASERs.

V6P1 Ground fighting (39 Minutes)
An Alabama officer gets into a violent fight with a subject who takes a gun from the officer’s ankle holster. The resulting shoot-out ends with the subject’s death. This dramatic segment features an in-depth interview with the officer and a training segment dealing with groundfighting.
V6P5 Officer Restraint / Serving Warrants (30 Minutes)
This program details the tremendous restraint shown by Kentucky officers when a mentally disturbed woman steals a police cruiser and leads officers on a long low-speed pursuit. In-depth interviews with officers involved and important analysis. Our Backup segment deals with the often dangerous task of serving warrants. We have do’s and don’ts.

V6P6 Officer Shot / Subject Commandeers Car (32 minutes)
Moments after a Beaumont, Texas officer was shot, videographer Chuck McClurg was on the scene as officers and paramedics tend to the wounded officer. It includes audio dispatch of the incident, video of the search for the shooter, and an in-depth interview with the officer for analysis and “lessons learned.”

V7P2 Murder of Georgia Deputy (56 Minutes)
The complete training overview and analysis of the murder of Georgia Deputy Kyle Dinkheller. This program includes the complete in-car cruiser cam video from Dinkheller's patrol car. Also, interviews with back-up officers and administrators with the agency involved. Many critical lessons learned are imparted in this tragic, dramatic and absolutely critical training video for cops.

V7P5 Friendly Fire Kills California Officer: How Friendly Fire Led to Undercover Officer’s Death and How to Protect Against It (32 Minutes)
This training video is vital to law enforcement agencies which have a strong undercover program. It is cored around the tragic, accidental shooting death of an undercover Oakland (CA) officer who’d been trying to make an arrest. Mistaken as one of the bad guys, uniformed officers shot him dead before realizing he was one of their own. Complete overview and analysis on safety precautions for undercover cops working near uniforms.

V9P1 DeKalb County TN Police Shooting (42 Minutes)
An escaped prisoner with apparent mental problems abducts her own son and threatens him with a gun. Police negotiations get nowhere. A deputy, convinced the woman is about to kill the child, fires, striking her in the head.

V12P1 Trolley Square: The Night Rapid Response Worked (46 Minutes)
When a man walks into a Utah Mall and opens fire on shoppers, an off-duty officer takes action holding the gunman in place until Salt Lake City officers arrive. Addresses: Rapid Response, Off-Duty Considerations, Dispatch Topics

V13P3 Robbery and Response in Neighboring Jurisdiction (32 Minutes)
In this program, a South Carolina officer responds to a robbery at a gas station. Many different factors come into play during his response. First of all, it is not even in his jurisdiction. From there, it takes on many different twists. We will discuss all of the lessons he learned during this incident.

V13P7 Fort Oglethorpe Shootout (30 Minutes)
In this program, we will watch as a Georgia officer stops a subject with an active warrant. This stop soon turns lethal and we will discuss the many lessons learned covering topics such as use of lethal force, communications and back-up.
**V13P11 SC Trooper Misses Fatal Funnel (27 Minutes)**
In this program a South Carolina State Trooper makes a broad-daylight traffic stop at a busy gas station and is nearly shot to death. Initially, there is nothing to arouse his suspicions yet little does the trooper know that in a few minutes he would be in a gunfight for his life. There are many lessons learned in this program including the important reminder to never take for granted what seems to be a low-risk traffic stop.

**V14P4 Shootout in Conroe: What Would You Have Done? (25 Minutes)**
A veteran Texas officer responds to a call for a man with a shotgun outside a local bakery. But his decision not to pull the trigger on the rifle wielder, for the sake of potentially innocent bystanders, nearly cost him his life. What would you have done?

**V15P4 Mythbusting (24 Minutes)**
In this program we outline some myths that are repeated so often officers believe they are gospel truth—until, as we see, nothing but stark reality or the loss of lives convinces them they’re untrue.

**SI32 What Would You Do?/Recruit Class 184-Program II/Shooting Restraint, DUI Checkpoints (31 Minutes)**
Like Special Issue 31, this training program features members of the St. Louis County(MO) Municipal and Police Academy’s Recruit Class 184. In this edition, they analyze and discuss a major law enforcement incident and a challenging scenario. In the first, the recruits provide their insight on an incident in Ohio in which an officer has stopped a suspect in a double homicide. Although the subject has his hand in his pocket and is rapidly advancing on the officer while yelling “shoot me, shoot me”, the officer refuses to shoot the man. This dramatic video combined with the recruits’ remarks and those of their training instructor make for an excellent interactive training resource. In the second segment recruits comment and interact after watching video of stops at a DUI checkpoint in Florida in which motorists are advised not to open their windows and, rather, show a sign refusing to cooperate with the officers, other than to display their driver’s license.

**RCR6 Officer Tries to Block Moving Subject’s Car (8 Minutes)**
A highway patrol officer stands in front of a stopped subject’s car ordering the individual not to proceed. When the subject, however DOES continue driving forward, the officer draws his service weapon and fires numerous times at the fleeing individual striking him.
Stress-Trauma

V4P4 Child Abuse (38 Minutes)
Critical information for street cops in the recognition of child abuse as first responders. Included is a debriefing from Dr. Armand Brodeur, a foremost expert in recognizing and dealing with child abuse and in-depth information from Minneapolis Police Department's "Child Abuse" Unit.

V6P6 Officer Shot / Subject Commandeers Car (32 minutes)
Moments after a Beaumont, Texas officer was shot, videographer Chuck McClurg was on the scene as officers and paramedics tend to the wounded officer. It includes audio dispatch of the incident, video of the search for the shooter, and an in-depth interview with the officer for analysis and "lessons learned."

V6P12 Next-of-Kin-Notification (40 Minutes)
One of the country’s leading experts in notification of next-of-kin provides law enforcement officers with invaluable tools they need to have for the most professional notification of next-of-kin. This includes vital information regarding notification of kin, officer’s families and dealing with the trauma any officer is likely to face in the aftermath of such a responsibility.

V7P1 Police Officer Stress (50 Minutes)
How officers can deal with the stress and trauma of everyday police work; Featuring nationally-respected police clinician Dr. Angela Wingo with emphasis on earth-shattering incidents i.e. 9 / 11 / 01 to day-in-day-out cop stresses and stressors. A vital program for officers for dealing successfully with the rigors of the job.

V7P2 Murder of Georgia Deputy (56 Minutes)
The complete training overview and analysis of the murder of Georgia Deputy Kyle Dinkheller. This program includes the complete in-car cruiser cam video from Dinkheller’s patrol car. Also, interviews with back-up officers and administrators with the agency involved. Many critical lessons learned are imparted in this tragic, dramatic and absolutely critical training video for cops.

V7P9 Iron Will to Survive Part II / Blinded Trooper Discusses Survival and Motivation (39 Minutes)
Iron Will to Survive-Part II features the story of survival and rehabilitation of a Louisiana state trooper, blinded by a gunshot injury and his incredible fight back. Now, he travels the nation sharing his fantastic story with other officers, and for the first time you'll be able to see it as well. Lessons learned and motivational uplift for every officer no matter where he / she may be.

V8P1 Iron Will to Survive-Part III (38 Minutes)
An ex-L.A.P.D. officer grievously wounded in the celebrated North Hollywood shootout discusses his determination to survive his wounds and fight back.
**V9P7 Knoxville Cop Hit (42 Minutes)**
A Knoxville (TN) officer is winding up special patrol at a busy area where local university students party well into the morning hours before the Saturday football game. She is struck by a car driven by a heavily intoxicated woman. Miraculously, she survives.

**V9P9 Facing Disaster Part II (44 Minutes)**
This second of the two part series discusses preplanning and response to such unexpected disasters as a terror attack, possibly involving weapons of mass destruction, or a catastrophic accident. Such events are possible anywhere, and law enforcement will be right in the thick of it.

**V9P11 Tampa Massacre (60 Minutes)**
Two Tampa detectives and a Florida State Trooper are killed by a career criminal who had just been taken into custody for the shooting death of his girlfriend’s child. This video, subject of Line of Duty seminars all over the country, is fraught with lessons learned.

**V12P2 GA Officer Shot in Face (31 Minutes)**
GA officer was shot in face, is amazingly, able to return fire after keeping subject from getting his back-up gun. Complete video and interviews.
Suicide By Cop

V1P12 Hostage-Taker Interview (30 Minutes)
In-depth jailhouse interview with Renton (WA) Safeway store hostage-taker (Program V1P11). Excellent training elements for officers who deal with complex human personalities and thought processes.

V4P10 Suicide by Cop (42 Minutes)
A chase ends when a robbery suspect exits his vehicle, and points his weapon directly at the first arriving officer. The result, recorded dramatically by two cruiser cameras, is "suicide by cop". The program includes in-depth interviews with the officer and his back-up plus details the many issues surrounding "suicide by cop." A first- of-its-kind program which is a must for police officers everywhere who could easily find themselves in similar predicaments.

V15P4 Mythbusting (24 Minutes)
In this program we outline some myths that are repeated so often officers believe they are gospel truth—until, as we see, nothing but stark reality or the loss of lives convinces them they're untrue.
Supervision

V1P3 Grateful Dead Concert Negotiation (27 Minutes)
Negotiators talk down a potential suicide at a Grateful Dead concert. The concertgoers were unable to get to the venue until the negotiation with the gunman was over. The cops had two fronts, the gunman and the crowd. The issues of frisk vs. pat down is also addressed in this program.

V1P8 Idaho Pursuit Follow-Up (23 Minutes)
Critical training elements following the pursuit and resulting shoot-out with the Idaho State Police (Program V1-P7) are analyzed.

V2P12 Full-Scale Riot Response (39 Minutes)
St. Petersburg, Florida Police provide detailed analysis of tactics, strategy, and response in the only training documentary available of rioting after a white officer shot an African-American motorist. This dramatic and in-depth report includes interviews with commanding officers and complete critical incident analysis. Complete, never-before seen video of rioting and officer response.

V3P2 Law Enforcement and the News Media (36 Minutes)
This program provides a comprehensive look at the St. Petersburg (FL) Police Department's handling of national news media following two major rioting incidents. Excellent training for every department which could find itself in a similar situation at any time.

V5P11 Crowd Control (42 Minutes)
After years of dealing with unruly, often violent crowds during various Octoberfest events, the La Crosse, Wisconsin Police Department has developed an approach which has become a national -even international- model for any law enforcement agency faced with crowd or even riot control. Highly recommended for all law enforcement agencies which ever find themselves dealing with unruly crowds that could become potentially violent or unmanageable.

V7P1 Police Officer Stress (50 Minutes)
How officers can deal with the stress and trauma of everyday police work; featuring nationally- respected police clinician Dr. Angela Wingo with emphasis on earth-shattering incidents i.e. 9 / 11 / 01 to day-in-day-out cop stresses and stressors. A vital program for officers for dealing successfully with the rigors of the job.

V8P7 MO Trooper Talks Bank Robber into Releasing Hostage (32 Minutes)
After a rural Missouri bank is robbed, the robber flees with a terrified customer as hostage. An accident ends a long pursuit. A veteran Missouri trooper successfully negotiates with the suspect.

V8P12 Police Face Man with Explosive Device (41 Minutes)
A mentally deranged man attempts to firebomb the house where his estranged wife is staying. Police confront the suspect in a gas station. He detonates an explosive device... in a gas station. Scary AND dangerous.
V7P6 South Carolina Officer Struck by Suspect Vehicle / Subsequent Shooting Death (43 Minutes)
A drug suspect refuses to get out from behind the wheel of a vehicle during a bust. Instead, he drives forward and bumps an officer. Fearing for their lives, other officers open fire, killing the subject.

V9P1 DeKalb County TN Police Shooting (42 Minutes)
An escaped prisoner with apparent mental problems abducts her own son and threatens him with a gun. Police negotiations get nowhere. A deputy, convinced the woman is about to kill the child, fires, striking her in the head.

V9P7 Knoxville Cop Hit (42 Minutes)
A Knoxville (TN) officer is winding up special patrol at a busy area where local university students party well into the morning hours before the Saturday football game. She is struck by a car driven by a heavily intoxicated woman. Miraculously, she survives.

V9P8 Facing Disaster Part I (48 Minutes)
Any community can face disaster in the form of a vicious storm, an accidental calamity, and now potentially, a terrorist attack. This first of a two part series of training videos deals with the havoc wrought by catastrophe. Although this was an anticipated event, because there were warnings, preplanning proved insufficient.

V9P9 Facing Disaster Part II (44 Minutes)
This second of the two part series discusses preplanning and response to such unexpected disasters as a terror attack, possibly involving weapons of mass destruction, or a catastrophic accident. Such events are possible anywhere, and law enforcement will be right in the thick of it.

V12P9 Cattle Truck Overturns: Dealing with Livestock Vehicle Accidents (29 Minutes)
Dispatchers started receiving calls about 2:00 A.M. concerning cows running loose on the highway. What first responders came upon was quite unusual for a major metropolitan city. A large cattle trailer had overturned and some of the cattle had escaped, roaming free on the exit ramp.
Terror

V9P8 Facing Disaster Part I (48 Minutes)
Any community can face disaster in the form of a vicious storm, an accidental calamity, and now potentially, a terrorist attack. This first of a two part series of training videos deals with the havoc wrought by catastrophe. Although this was an anticipated event, because there were warnings, preplanning proved insufficient.

V9P9 Facing Disaster Part II (44 Minutes)
This second of the two part series discusses preplanning and response to such unexpected disasters as a terror attack, possibly involving weapons of mass destruction, or a catastrophic accident. Such events are possible anywhere, and law enforcement will be right in the thick of it.

V5P6 Explosive Recognition for Street Cops (38 Minutes)
This is a must training addition for any law enforcement library. It includes complete explosives recognition training and information for street officers and dramatic video of two incidents in which one officer died and another was injured after approaching unrecognized explosives. Scott Baker the chief of arson and bomb investigations for the California Department of Forestry and Fire Prevention is the featured expert.

V11P10 Could a 'Russian School Siege' Happen Here? (31 Minutes)
The attack by terrorists at an elementary school in Russia may not be as far off as it seems. Shortly after this deadly incident in which more than 300 people died, detailed plans of several U.S. Schools were found in raids against Islamic terrorists.

V13P8 Patrolling Terror (31 Minutes)
In this program, we will look at ways officers can spot terrorist activity. They will become familiar with types of weapons that can be used along with items that can be used for making explosives. The street officer has become the first line of defense in stemming the tide of terrorist activity.

ILF1 In the Line of Fire---Fire at the Capitol (35 minutes)
When the Sacramento Fire Department heard the call that a tanker had rammed into the state capitol building, the first thought was: “MY GOD, ANOTHER OKLAHOMA CITY!!”

SI1 Rapid Response to The Active Shooter (50 Minutes)
This outstanding 60 minute training video details the latest tactics for dealing with an active shooter. At Columbine, the SWAT Team was unable to form and enter the high school for some 45 minutes after the incident started. All the shooting had stopped within 11 minutes. Therefore, the new strategy involves sending first responders in to neutralize the shooting without waiting for the tactical unit to arrive. It is new. Some consider the tactics controversial. Find out for yourself in this video.
SI5 Racial Profiling (20 minutes)
If there is a hotter issue in law enforcement today, we don’t know about it. Making stops on the basis of the race or ethnicity of those in a car rather than on grounds of reasonable suspicion is wrong and a violation of rights. In this 12-minute training video, officers will understand what racial profiling is, what it isn’t, and how to be on safe ground when making that stop. This is an invaluable video and can help you avoid millions in liability awards.

SI6 Do’s and Don’ts of Handling Anthrax (20 Minutes)
This program centers on what the first responder should and should not do when answering a call about a suspicious package. From the role of the dispatcher to the role of the Haz-Mat unit, this program is a must for a nation facing the terrorist threat.

SI8 What Every Street Cop Needs to Know About Terrorists (45 Minutes)
This is a must program for American law enforcement. It is complete with vital information on dealing with the new terrorist threat in this county, including what to look for and what to do when you find it.
Traffic Stops

V1P5 Irate Motorist (24 Minutes)
A traffic stop in Maine enrages a motorist to the point where extraordinary restraint must be used by the officer involved. We interview Maine State Police to learn how a potentially dangerous situation was effectively quelled.

V2P1 Hit and Run (30 Minutes)
A South Carolina State Trooper was nearly killed by a drunken motorist while he was on the side of a highway making a traffic stop. Also, a Georgia State Trooper is severely injured by a drunken motorist while in the process of citing a motorist during a late-night traffic stop. Critical issues analyzed and explored.

V2P2 D.U.I. Analysis (34 Minutes)
In the Line of Duty Worked closely with the Champaign, IL Police Department on this close look at the techniques used there in dealing with the D.U.I. problem. This college town has more than its share of problems related to drinking and the Champaign P.D. has established excellent tactics for dealing with them. From strategies for spotting and tracking drunk drivers, to verbal judo and field sobriety testing, this video has it all, analyzed for safety, procedure, tactics and technique.

V2P4 Coates’ Killer Interview (34 Minutes)
Richard Blackburn, the convicted killer of South Carolina State Trooper Mark Coates, is interviewed for the first time. Learn from Blackburn’s personal insights as to his motivation and state of mind during this tragic incident, from Program 011-4. Blackburn explains what he believes might have defused the situation before it got “out of control.” This program will be an expanded version (approx. 45 minutes) of our normal format.

V2P7 Pursuit Nabs Naked Cowboy (32 Minutes)
Sheriff's deputies in Idaho make successful use of spike strips and canine training in the high-speed pursuit and subsequent arrest of an inebriated, naked motorist with a high powered rifle in his truck.

V2P8 Vest Saves Deputy’s Life (37 Minutes)
Dramatic documentation of a Georgia sheriff's deputy who was shot twice at point-blank range by a teenager, but was saved thanks to his body armor. Complete, in-depth interview with the deputy provides invaluable officer safety and survival tips. The “Backup” segment deals with the proper fit for the protective vest.

V3P3 Perpendicular Shoot (42 Minutes)
Sheriff's deputies in North Carolina resort to lethal force after a passenger in a vehicle stopped for minor driving violations reaches for a gun. Two deputies fire from diagonal positions fatally injuring the subject. There are innumerable lessons learned regarding safe traffic stops and being prepared for the unexpected.
**V3P7 Contact and Cover (38 Minutes)**
The San Diego P.D.'s "Contact and Cover" program, developed after two of its officers were shot and killed, is analyzed. Also, the Collinsville (IL) P.D. provides dramatic video and analysis of an incident in which contact and cover was not used to its fullest, leading to near disaster. Non-verbal communication using hand signals is a key element of this excellent tactical strategy.

**V3P9 Traffic Safety / Passenger Side Approach (29 Minutes)**
Several incidents in which officers have either been injured or killed during traffic stops are examined. An Idaho deputy is nearly struck and killed by an inebriated teenage motorist and analyzes his own response. Also, Jim Crotty of 'Strategies for Officer Survival' demonstrates excellent passenger-side approaches while making traffic stops.

**V3P12 Tinted Window Shooting / Tinted Window Training (30 Minutes)**
Two sheriff’s deputies stop a car with tinted windows and are forced to resort to lethal force. Once the subject is stopped the deputies must shoot out the vehicle’s tires as it rolls down the highway toward traffic. Excellent analysis and lessons provided by both deputies, who happen to be brothers. Also, Jim Crotty of 'Strategies for Officer Survival' joins the Orange County (FL) Sheriff's Department in demonstrating the best methods of approaching vehicles with tinted windows, both day and night.

**V4P1 Trooper Shot Point Blank (40 Minutes)**
An Idaho State Trooper is shot at point blank range yet still assists in the arrest of the offender. Analysis and interviews with the trooper. Backup centers on proper handcuffing techniques, and on a new product which allows handcuff practice without a cumbersome key.

**V4P2 Homicide Suspect Suicide / Short Stroke Prevention (35 Minutes)**
A homicide suspect driving through a rural Texas community is stopped by D.P.S. officers. He exits his vehicle - then returns to it and pulls out a gun. Despite verbal commands and facing drawn service weapons, the subject points the gun to his head and pulls the trigger. Officers involved discuss and analyze their response to this incident and the "lessons learned". Short stroke prevention deals with the jamming problem faced by Idaho State Police Officer Junior Gonzalez in program 014-1, and how to deal with that emergency.

**V4P6 Large Vehicle Stop Turns Almost Violent (39 Minutes)**
A sheriff’s deputy stops a speeding truck driver who becomes extremely belligerent, even though he’d been stopped a short time earlier for the same infraction. In-depth interview with the contact officer. Additionally, complete analysis and review of this very tense situation, its outcome, and many lessons learned. Also, an excellent tutorial by Jim Crotty of 'Strategies for Officer Survival' on the unique situations officers face stopping large vehicles. Backup features more on sophisticated drug hiding places in vehicles.
V4P8 Kehoe Brothers OH Shoot-Out / Concealment and Cover Tutorial (47 Minutes)
This video details the dramatic shoot-out in Ohio between law enforcement and the Kehoe brothers, known paramilitary extremists. This will include in-depth training interviews with both officers involved and will provide the first-ever crucial "lessons learned" and officer safety and survival tips. Additionally, a training tutorial from Jim Crotty of 'Strategies for Officer Survival' will be included zeroing in on the critical first moments of concealment and cover for an officer in a lethal force incident.

V5P4 Texas Hostage Incident (40 Minutes)
A Texas D.P.S. officer is briefly held at gunpoint after approaching a passenger during a rural traffic stop. His partner is attempting to cover the driver who had been stopped earlier for questioning. The officer is able to break free and both he and his partner fire a volley of rounds at the fleeing gunman. A tutorial on field interrogation is also included in this excellent addition to the In the Line of Duty library.

V5P10 Road Rage (46 Minutes)
Featuring innovative programs for dealing with road rage and aggressive driving. The video highlights the pioneering approaches of the Illinois State Police which will be of utmost interest to all law enforcement dealing with this growing national problem.

V6P4 New Mexico Trooper Held at Gunpoint (32 Minutes)
When a New Mexico trooper makes a 'low risk" daylight stop of a car full of speeding youths, little does he know that he'll have to use every strategy he can muster to save his life---when the driver bears down on him with a loaded gun. Interview with the trooper and analysis by In the Line of Duty Technical Advisors.

V7P2 Murder of Georgia Deputy (56 Minutes)
The complete training overview and analysis of the murder of Georgia Deputy Kyle Dinkheller. This program includes the complete in-car cruiser cam video from Dinkheller's patrol car. Also, interviews with back-up officers and administrators with the agency involved. Many critical lessons learned are imparted in this tragic, dramatic and absolutely critical training video for cops.

V7P9 Iron Will to Survive Part II / Blinded Trooper Discusses Survival and Motivation (39 Minutes)
Iron Will to Survive-Part II features the story of survival and rehabilitation of a Louisiana state trooper, blinded by a gunshot injury and his incredible fight back. Now, he travels the nation sharing his fantastic story with other officers, and for the first time you'll be able to see it as well. Lessons learned and motivational uplift for every officer no matter where he / she may be.

V8P2 IL Cop's Intuition Pays Off; Huge Drug Bust (36 Minutes)
Excellent police work by young IL officer who stopped a suspicious vehicle and ultimately found nearly a million dollars in drugs hidden. Top to bottom video of incident and complete analysis / interviews pertaining to the release of a suspect from a legal standpoint.
V8P11 Officer Tries to Block Moving Subject's Car (34 Minutes)
A highway patrol officer stands in front of a stopped subject's car ordering the individual not to proceed. When the subject, however DOES continue driving forward, the officer draws his service weapon and fires numerous times at the fleeing individual striking him.

V10P3 Utah Trooper Saved by Passenger-Side Approach (38 Minutes)
Law enforcement officers all over the country are changing their approach (literally and figuratively) as a result of this video. The whys and wherefores of the passenger-side approach with dramatic evidence of how it saved one officer's life.

V10P5 Tennessee Officers Shoot Dogs Causing National Outcry (36 Minutes)
Within a period of less than a year, 2 Tennessee officers put down dogs in separate incidents. Evidence indicates the animals were non-threatening. While there are two sides to every story, there was a huge public outcry over the incidents. Also, a tutorial on how to recognize innocent and / or menacing animal behavior.

V10P7 SC Officer Run Over by SUV Survives to Nab His Assailant (45 Minutes)
Remarkable video of the confrontation. At the end of the chase, with the driver of a stolen vehicle cornered, the driver steps on the gas as an veteran officer approaches. The officer is struck, but comes up firing. More than a dozen rounds later, the driver is in custody.

V11P1 Michelle Jeter Beating (35 Minutes)
TX female Officer Michelle Jeter nearly beaten to death during traffic stop. First ever in-depth training interview from Officer Jeter.

V11P2 Arrested Female Steals Utah Officer's Cruiser (29 Minutes)
Utah officer's cruiser taken, when arrested female somehow gets behind wheel, drives away.

V11P5 Texas Trooper Shot Dead by Elderly Man (29 Minutes)
The trooper was gunned down by an elderly man off a busy highway; The man called dispatch telling what he had just done. Other officers arrive to find the man non-compliant and defiant. Expert analysis included.

V11P6 NJ Troopers Allow Friend To Drive Home Drunk w / Fatal Consequences (32 Minutes)
NJ troopers allow drunk to be driven home by friend; friend lets drunk drive instead; fatal collision occurs. Lessons learned and analysis. Complete video and crime scene photos.

V11P9 The McVeigh Stop / Trooper Hanger Talks (33 Minutes)
The Oklahoma State Trooper who stopped Timothy McVeigh after the Oklahoma City bombing talks about one of the most important stops in history. Learn how it all came about and how little things can mean a lot.

V11P12 UT Officers Nearly Hit During Stop (30 Minutes)
Utah officers are nearly wiped out during a snowy stop, by an out-of- control vehicle. This incident is entirely caught on tape and includes in-depth interviews with the officers involved and analysis / lessons learned.
V12P2 GA Officer Shot in Face (31 Minutes)
GA officer was shot in face, is amazingly, able to return fire after keeping subject from getting his back-up gun. Complete video and interviews

V12P3 Drug-Terror Related Traffic Stops (36 Minutes)
Retired Maryland State Trooper Mike Lewis, now Sheriff of Wicomico County, Maryland, takes us step-by-step through effective interdiction stops, legal and officer safety considerations, and effective case documentation and presentation.

V12P5 Textbook Traffic Stops (32 Minutes)
Some of the best arrests an officer will make will begin with a traffic violation. It’s essential to know the traffic code in their jurisdiction, and the best practices for conducting such stops to make each encounter as safe and professional as possible.

V12P9 Cattle Truck Overturns: Dealing with Livestock Vehicle Accidents (29 Minutes)
Dispatchers started receiving calls about 2:00 A.M. concerning cows running loose on the highway. What first responders came upon was quite unusual for a major metropolitan city. A large cattle trailer had overturned and some of the cattle had escaped, roaming free on the exit ramp.

V13P10 Middletown, OH Groundfight (28 Minutes)
In this program, an Ohio officer stops a vehicle for a suspected hit-and-run incident. The stop soon turns into a violent physical confrontation. Many issues are covered such as knowing when to move up the force continuum, detecting signs that a suspect is getting ready to engage you physically and reacting when your taser doesn’t work properly.

V13P11 SC Trooper Misses Fatal Funnel (27 Minutes)
In this program a South Carolina State Trooper makes a broad-daylight traffic stop at a busy gas station and is nearly shot to death. Initially, there is nothing to arouse his suspicions yet little does the trooper know that in a few minutes he would be in a gunfight for his life. There are many lessons learned in this program including the important reminder to never take for granted what seems to be a low-risk traffic stop.

V13P12 Traffic Stops of Sovereign Citizens: What Every Cop Needs to Know (40 Minutes)
During a broad daylight traffic stop, two officers are killed by a 16-year old boy with an AK-47. The teen and his father were “sovereign citizens.” In this program we will discuss the sovereign citizen movement and look at what happened during this traffic stop. Analysis of the incident along with discussion of sovereign traits, beliefs and indicators to help identify this potentially dangerous group is also covered in this program.
In this program, a Dayton(OH) police officer initiates a traffic stop with an older subject. During the course of the stop, the subject attacks the officer and tries to go for his gun. The subject is finally subdued with the help of a passing motorist who witnessed the attack. We will break down the struggle and review the factors leading up to this attack. We will also look at the officer’s options and choices that he made during the struggle.

**V15P5 Murder of an Arkansas Officer (50 Minutes)**
Death stalks a young Arkansas officer, but in taking his life cops everywhere may someday get a second chance at living. In this program, we hope, with the help of the Trumann Police Department, to provide critical guideposts for officers who may fall prey or victim to the potential tragedy of complacency.

**V15P6 ‘What If…” Scenarios That Can Save Cops’ Lives (34 Minutes)**
One of the shortest, most powerful sentences in any language is ‘what if’. ‘What if’ scenarios have saved the lives of many officers. Use them to your benefit. Don’t use them and you may pay the ultimate price.

**SI19 Big Rig Stops (10 Minutes)**
You'll see and learn about the different elements in making a traffic stop involving a big rig as opposed to a passenger vehicle. And, there are many of them, from approach to safe interrogation of drivers and passengers.

**RCR3 New Mexico Trooper Held at Gunpoint (8 Minutes)**
A New Mexico State Trooper is held at gunpoint by a subject who charges out of a vehicle during a traffic stop.

**RCR5 Human Shield Incident (8 Minutes)**
In this roll call tape, an officer has taken a subject as a literal 'human shield' while approaching an alleged criminal's vehicle.

**RCR6 Officer Tries to Block Moving Subject’s Car (8 Minutes)**
A highway patrol officer stands in front of a stopped subject's car ordering the individual not to proceed. When the subject, however DOES continue driving forward, the officer draws his service weapon and fires numerous times at the fleeing individual striking him.
Use of Force

V1P1 Georgia State Trooper (24 Minutes)
A traffic stop on a Georgia interstate involves lethal force; an outstanding example of the hazards of any traffic stop and use of backup. In this case, backup was a critical issue. Proper backup procedures are also addressed separately in this program.

V1P2 Large Vehicle Hijacking / Pursuit / Lethal Force (26 Minutes)
Any law enforcement agency could face the same thing, a disturbed or unbalanced subject hijacks a large vehicle and runs amok in traffic. Whether it's a huge semi-truck, a large bus, or four-wheel drive vehicle, it could happen. See how the San Diego P.D. responded with tremendous communication and skillful planning after a disturbed military veteran commandeered a tank from a national guard armory.

V1P3 Grateful Dead Concert Negotiation (27 Minutes)
Negotiators talk down a potential suicide at a Grateful Dead concert. The concertgoers were unable to get to the venue until the negotiation with the gunman was over. The cops had two fronts, the gunman and the crowd. The issues of frisk vs. pat down is also addressed in this program.

V1P4 Trooper Coates Shooting (32 Minutes)
One of the most powerful and emotional law enforcement training videos ever produced. A veteran trooper is killed along a South Carolina highway, despite the fact that he shoots and hits the suspect five times.

V1P6 Gun-Wielding Woman (23 Minutes)
Kern County (CA) Sheriff's Officers resort to lethal force despite concerted efforts to negotiate a gun-wielding woman from her vehicle on a California interstate.

V1P7 Idaho High-Speed Pursuit (27 Minutes)
Multi-jurisdictional high-speed chase in Idaho leads to shoot-out with suspected bank robbers.

V1P9 "Jack-in-The-Box" (27 Minutes)
Officers in Livonia, Michigan are startled to find a gun-toting woman in the trunk of a car during a traffic stop following an armed robbery.

V1P10 Flea Market Shooting (29 Minutes)
Pennsylvania police kill a deranged homicide suspect at a crowded flea market after he throws car parts, and then himself, at them. The Backup segment deals with the use of Polaroid cameras in domestic abuse cases.

V1P11 Safeway Store Hostage (32 Minutes)
Renton (WA) Police implement successful use of O-C spray after a mentally disturbed woman uses a butcher knife to take a hostage at a neighborhood Safeway store.
V2P8 Vest Saves Deputy's Life (37 Minutes)
Dramatic documentation of a Georgia sheriff's deputy who was shot twice at point-blank range by a teenager, but was saved thanks to his body armor. Complete, in-depth interview with the deputy provides invaluable officer safety and survival tips. The “Backup” segment deals with the proper fit for the protective vest.

V2P11 Trooper Knife Fight (33 Minutes)
A Georgia State Trooper is involved in a knife fight with an ex-offender at a truck stop. This amazing incident will prove the immeasurable value of preparation and training for the unexpected, of which all officers must be aware. In-depth interview with trooper is included. There are several facets to this incident, each with valuable training applications. Backup centers on a unique testing program conducted by the St. Louis Police Department in deciding on new holster purchases for the department.

V2P4 Coates' Killer Interview (34 Minutes)
Richard Blackburn, the convicted killer of South Carolina State Trooper Mark Coates, is interviewed for the first time. Learn from Blackburn's personal insights as to his motivation and state of mind during this tragic incident. Blackburn explains what he believes might have defused the situation before it got "out of control." This program will be an expanded version (approx. 45 minutes) of our normal format.

V2P12 Full-Scale Riot Response (39 Minutes)
St. Petersburg, Florida Police provide detailed analysis of tactics, strategy, and response in the only training documentary available of rioting after a white officer shot an African-American motorist. This dramatic and in-depth report includes interviews with commanding officers and complete critical incident analysis. Complete, never-before seen video of rioting and officer response.

V3P3 Perpendicular Shoot (42 Minutes)
Sheriff's deputies in North Carolina resort to lethal force after a passenger in a vehicle stopped for minor driving violations reaches for a gun. Two deputies fire from diagonal positions fatally injuring the subject. There are innumerable lessons learned regarding safe traffic stops and being prepared for the unexpected.

V3P12 Tinted Window Shooting / Tinted Window Training (30 Minutes)
Two sheriff's deputies stop a car with tinted windows and are forced to resort to lethal force. Once the subject is stopped the deputies must shoot out the vehicle's tires as it rolls down the highway toward traffic. Excellent analysis and lessons provided by both deputies, who happen to be brothers. Also, Jim Crotty of 'Strategies for Officer Survival' joins the Orange County (FL) Sheriff's Department in demonstrating the best methods of approaching vehicles with tinted windows, both day and night.
V4P2 Homicide Suspect Suicide / Short Stroke Prevention (35 Minutes)
A homicide suspect driving through a rural Texas community is stopped by D.P.S. officers. He exits his vehicle - then returns to it and pulls out a gun. Despite verbal commands and facing drawn service weapons, the subject points the gun to his head and pulls the trigger. Officers involved discuss and analyze their response to this incident and the "lessons learned". Short stroke prevention deals with the jamming problem faced by Idaho State Police Officer Junior Gonzalez in program 014-1, and how to deal with that emergency.

V4P8 Kehoe Brothers OH Shoot-Out Concealment and Cover Tutorial (47 Minutes)
This video details the dramatic shoot-out in Ohio between law enforcement and the Kehoe brothers, known paramilitary extremists. This will include in-depth training interviews with both officers involved and will provide the first-ever crucial lessons learned and officer safety and survival tips. Additionally, a training tutorial from Jim Crotty of 'Strategies for Officer Survival' will be included zeroing in on the critical first moments of concealment and cover for an officer in a lethal force incident.

V5P1 Alabama Officer Beating (42 Minutes)
An Alabama officer is severely beaten after a subject attacks him during a nighttime traffic stop. The assault occurs as the officer attempts to handcuff and arrest the individual for D.U.I. The incident is analyzed and critiqued from top to bottom including in-depth interviews with the officer and his back-up. The program includes an excellent tutorial on subjects' body language which will help all officers identify potential danger signs.

V5P4 Texas Hostage Incident (40 Minutes)
A Texas D.P.S. officer is briefly held at gunpoint after approaching a passenger during a rural traffic stop. His partner is attempting to cover the driver who had been stopped earlier for questioning. The officer is able to break free and both he and his partner fire a volley of rounds at the fleeing gunman. A tutorial on field interrogation is also included in this excellent addition to the In the Line of Duty library.

V5P5 Less Lethal Force (46 Minutes)
This program details the Seattle, Washington P.D.'s efforts to disarm a mental subject who was waving and flourishing a samurai sword for hours in front of a Seattle restaurant. It details the department's efforts to disarm the subject with everything from verbal tactics, to beanbags, to water cannon and includes indepth interviews with officer lethal force from beanbags to TASERS.

V5P7 Low-Light Shooting (37 Minutes)
With the assistance of the Fairfax County (VA) Police Department and via their new state-of-the-art training facilities and shooting range, we'll provide the first-ever training coverage of this most crucial aspect of police training. It's a must training program for any law enforcement agency.
V6P1 Groundfighting (39 Minutes)
An Alabama officer gets into a violent fight with a subject who takes a gun from the officer’s ankle holster. The resulting shoot-out ends with the subject’s death. This dramatic segment features an in-depth interview with the officer and a training segment dealing with groundfighting.

V6P2 Crisis Intervention Training - Dealing with the Mentally Ill (50 Minutes)
An in-depth look at the excellent Crisis Intervention Training program many departments are using successfully in dealing with the mentally ill. This program features what’s working for officers who must consistently deal with mentally ill subjects and provides vital “lessons learned.”

V6P4 New Mexico Trooper Held at Gunpoint (32 Minutes)
When a New Mexico trooper makes a ‘low risk” daylight stop of a car full of speeding youths, little does he know that he’ll have to use every strategy he can muster to save his life---when the driver bears down on him with a loaded gun. Interview with the trooper and analysis by In the Line of Duty Technical Advisors.

V6P6 Officer Shot / Subject Commandeers Car (32 Minutes)
Moments after a Beaumont, Texas officer was shot, videographer Chuck McClurg was on the scene as officers and paramedics tend to the wounded officer. It includes audio dispatch of the incident, video of the search for the shooter, and an in-depth interview with the officer for analysis and “lessons learned.”

V7P5 Friendly Fire Kills California Officer: How Friendly Fire Led to Undercover Officer’s Death and How to Protect Against It (32 Minutes)
This training video is vital to law enforcement agencies which have a strong undercover program. It is cored around the tragic, accidental shooting death of an undercover Oakland (CA) officer who’d been trying to make an arrest. Mistaken as one of the bad guys, uniformed officers shot him dead before realizing he was one of their own. Complete overview and analysis on safety precautions for undercover cops working near uniforms.

V7P6 South Carolina Officer Struck by Suspect in Vehicle / Subsequent Shooting Death (43 Minutes)
A drug suspect refuses to get out from behind the wheel of a vehicle during a bust. instead, he drives forward and bumps an officer. Fearing for their lives, other officers open fire, killing the subject.

V7P9 Iron Will to Survive Part II / Blinded Trooper Discusses Survival and Motivation (39 Minutes)
Iron Will to Survive-Part II features the story of survival and rehabilitation of a Louisiana state trooper, blinded by a gunshot injury and his incredible fight back. Now, he travels the nation sharing his fantastic story with other officers, and for the first time you’ll be able to see it as well. Lessons learned and motivational uplift for every officer no matter where he / she may be.
V8P1 Iron Will to Survive-Part III (38 Minutes)
An ex-L.A.P.D. officer grievously wounded in the celebrated North Hollywood shootout discusses his determination to survive his wounds and fight back.

V8P3 TN Officers Shoot, Kill Bank Robber (49 Minutes)
Dramatic video of shootout with Tennessee bank robbery suspect. The suspect was killed, and several officers were wounded. A young female officer showed a “textbook” reload during the incident.

V8P6 Baltimore Officer Shoots Homeless Person (39 Minutes)
A Baltimore officer in the heat of a crowded marketplace fatally shoots a homeless man who appears to be pulling an edged weapon on him. This program is a must for any officer who could easily find himself / herself in a similar, highly charged scenario. It also includes in-depth training analysis and tutorial.

V8P8 Las Vegas Cops Deal with Biker Shoot-Out (46 Minutes)
A wild biker shoot-out at a Laughlin, Nevada casino. Learn how Metro Las Vegas officers responded to this extraordinary incident.

V8P11 Officer Tries to Block Moving Subject’s Car (34 Minutes)
A highway patrol officer stands in front of a stopped subject's car ordering the individual not to proceed. When the subject, however DOES continue driving forward, the officer draws his service weapon and fires numerous times at the fleeing individual striking him.

V8P12 Police Face Man with Explosive Device (42 Minutes)
A mentally deranged man attempts to firebomb the house where his estranged wife is staying. Police confront the suspect in a gas station. He detonates an explosive device… in a gas station. Scary AND dangerous.

V9P1 DeKalb County TN Police Shooting (42 Minutes)
An escaped prisoner with apparent mental problems abducts her own son and threatens him with a gun. Police negotiations get nowhere. A deputy, convinced the woman is about to kill the child, fires, striking her in the head.

V9P4 Connecticut Officer Attacked (44 Minutes)
A Connecticut officer has less than four seconds to decide what to do when a subject he had been pursuing jumps out of his car and lunges at him with a tire iron. In an instant, the officer had to decide whether to use lethal force. His decision? Shoot the suspect.

V9P5 Knives Can Kill You--Fast (42 Minutes)
This is an extremely important training program for your library. In it, one of the leading law enforcement experts in the world teaches and trains you to survive a knife attack / assault. The program provides step-by-step training.
**V9P11 Tampa Massacre (60 Minutes)**
Two Tampa detectives and a Florida State Trooper are killed by a career criminal who had just been taken into custody for the shooting death of his girlfriend’s child. This video, subject of Line of Duty seminars all over the country, is fraught with lessons learned.

**V9P12 Tallahassee Ambush (37 Minutes)**
An alert officer sees a suspicious car lurking behind a bank. When he approaches the vehicle, the car takes off. During the ensuing pursuit, the car stops and the passenger steps out firing an automatic weapon at the pursuing officer, then returns to the car. The pursuit continues until the suspect’s auto crashes.

**V10P1 Montana Officers on Multi-Jurisdictional Chase and Shootout (56 Minutes)**
This has been called a breathtaking chase and shootout and it’s all on tape. Montana law enforcement officers from several jurisdictions pursued a suspect in a bar shooting in which one person was killed and seven others wounded. The subject, at one point stopped his car causing a pursuing officer to crash into his vehicle. There was a shootout then the chase resumed until the shooter was captured when spike strips brought the pursuit to an end.

**V10P5 What Dogs Try to Tell Cops (36 Minutes)**
Within a period of less than a year, 2 Tennessee officers put down dogs in separate incidents. Evidence indicates the animals were non-threatening. While there are two sides to every story, there was a huge public outcry over the incidents. Also, a tutorial on how to recognize innocent and/or menacing animal behavior.

**V10P7 SC Officer Run Over by SUV Survives to Nab His Assailant (45 Minutes)**
Remarkable video of the confrontation. At the end of the chase, with the driver of a stolen vehicle cornered, the driver steps on the gas as an veteran officer approaches. The officer is struck, but comes up firing. More than a dozen rounds later, the driver is in custody.

**V10P6 Cincinnati White Castle Incident—Updated (54 Minutes)**
This is an updated version of the celebrated In the Line of Duty video on how officers can do everything right and things go wrong. In this case, a druggie high on a variety of drugs resists officers. After a long struggle, he is subdued, but moments later, dies. This program is a must for every street cop.

**V10P11 Shreveport Officer Shoots Man with Phone, Not Gun (32 Minutes)**
Months and months after this incident, it is still generating conversation. Imagine yourself chasing a suspect who turns and points what appears to be a gun at you. You fire. The “gun” turns out to be a cell phone. You can imagine the outcry. We have the lessons learned.

**V10P12 Iron Will to Survive Part IV---LAPD Female Officer Survives Gunshot to Heart (30 Minutes)**
An extraordinary officer in an extraordinary circumstance. You will be moved and motivated by this exceptional story.
V11P6 Texas Trooper Shot Dead by Elderly Man (32 Minutes)
The trooper was gunned down by an elderly man off a busy highway; The man called dispatch
telling what he had just done. Other officers arrive to find the man non-compliant and defiant.
Expert analysis included.

V11P7 Indiana Bank Robbery-Chase-Shootout (40 Minutes)
This scenario is complicated by the fact the chase crosses state lines raising jurisdictional and communications issues.

V11P8 Iron Will to Survive # 4 GA Deputy Shot in Face (31 Minutes)
GA Deputy's 'Iron Will to Survive'; Shot in face, he kills assailant.

V11P10 Could a 'Russian School Siege' Happen Here? (31 Minutes)
The attack by terrorists at an elementary school in Russia. may not be as far off as it seems.
Shortly after this deadly incident in which more than 300 people died, detailed plans of several U.S. Schools were found in raids against Islamic terrorists.

V11P11 The Danger of Response to Naked Person Calls (32 Minutes)
Information compiled by the prestigious Force Science Research Center at the University of Minnesota-Mankato provides the basis for this video. A lot can be going on when law enforcement is called to deal with a naked person. And, there are dangers you may not have thought about.

V12P2 GA Officer Shot in Face (31 Minutes)
GA officer was shot in face, is amazingly, able to return fire after keeping subject from getting his back-up gun. Complete video and interviews

V13P7 Fort Oglethorpe Shootout (30 Minutes)
In this program, we will watch as a Georgia officer stops a subject with an active warrant. This stop soon turns lethal and we will discuss the many lessons learned covering topics such as use of lethal force, communications and back-up.

V13P10 Middletown, OH Groundfight (28 Minutes)
In this program, an Ohio officer stops a vehicle for a suspected hit-and-run incident. The stop soon turns into a violent physical confrontation. Many issues are covered such as knowing when to move up the force continuum, detecting signs that a suspect is getting ready to engage you physically and reacting when your taser doesn’t work properly.

V13P12 Traffic Stops of Sovereign Citizens: What Every Cop Needs to Know (40 Minutes)
During a broad daylight traffic stop, two officers are killed by a 16-year old boy with an AK- 47.
The teen and his father were “sovereign citizens.” In this program we will discuss the sovereign citizen movement and look at what happened during this traffic stop. Analysis of the incident along with discussion of sovereign traits, beliefs and indicators to help identify this potentially dangerous group is also covered in this program.
V14P4 Shootout in Conroe: What Would You Have Done? (25 Minutes)
A veteran Texas officer responds to a call for a man with a shotgun outside a local bakery. But his decision not to pull the trigger on the rifle wielder, for the sake of potentially innocent bystanders, nearly cost him his life. What would you have done?

V15P6 ‘What If…” Scenarios That Can Save Cops’ Lives (34 Minutes)
One of the shortest, most powerful sentences in any language is ‘what if’. ‘What if’ scenarios have saved the lives of many officers. Use them to your benefit. Don’t use them and you may pay the ultimate price.

SI27 Rapid Response: Saving Lives in the Golden Hour (31 Minutes)
How critical is the need for an integrated approach to rapid response and one that includes every member of the public safety community? Find out how Hillsboro, OR Police, Fire, and EMS made this approach a reality, and see the effect it has had on their emergency response times and level and effectiveness.

SI28 Use of Force: The Death of Eric Garner (30 Minutes)
In a day and age when cameras and video are becoming omnipresent in law enforcement's responses 24/7, it is critical to learn and benefit from officer's experiences on the street. We present this program of the incident with Eric Garner with one question in mind - are there lessons that could have been learned? This program is meant to offer the feedback, thoughts, and knowledge of one veteran trainer in the hopes that it will elicit much food for thought, interactive discussion, and even opportunity to always keep that eternal question at the forefront of officer's minds - What Would You Do?

SI30 Use of Force Report Writing (35 Minutes)
This program deals with the issue of accurate and precise reporting writing of use of force events. This is a course taught by Lt. Kevin Dillon, a 25-year law enforcement veteran who retired from the Wethersfield (CT) P.D. He is a graduate of the FBI National Academy. Kevin is certified by the Force Science Institute for Analysis of Use of Force Incidents. This is a program on the proper way to write a report to present a situation as accurately as it happened and find out how good report writing could actually be one of your greatest allies.

SI32 What Would You Do?/Recruit Class 184-Program II/Shooting Restraint, DUI Checkpoints (31 Minutes)
Like Special Issue 31, this training program features members of the St. Louis County(MO) Municipal and Police Academy’s Recruit Class 184. In this edition, they analyze and discuss a major law enforcement incident and a challenging scenario. In the first, the recruits provide their insight on an incident in Ohio in which an officer has stopped a suspect in a double homicide. Although the subject has his hand in his pocket and is rapidly advancing on the officer while yelling “shoot me, shoot me”, the officer refuses to shoot the man. This dramatic video combined with the recruits’ remarks and those of their training instructor make for an excellent interactive training resource. In the second segment recruits comment and interact after watching video of stops at a DUI checkpoint in Florida in which motorists are advised not to open their windows and, rather, show a sign refusing to cooperate with the officers, other than to display their driver’s license.
RCR6 Officer Tries to Block Moving Subject’s Car
A highway patrol officer stands in front of a stopped subject's car ordering the individual not to proceed. When the subject, however, DOES continue driving forward, the officer draws his service weapon and fires numerous times at the fleeing individual striking him.
Verbal Judo

V2P7 Pursuit Nabs Naked Cowboy (32 Minutes)
Sheriff's deputies in Idaho make successful use of spike strips and canine training in the high-speed pursuit and subsequent arrest of an inebriated, naked motorist with a high powered rifle in his truck.

V3P5 Hood River Multi-Speed Chase (30 Minutes)
When a subject steals a truck and large boat, law enforcement officials in Hood River, Oregon swing into action. They are faced with a pursuit that covers all the bases: high speed, low speed, hard surface, and off-road. Also, learn a defensive tactics expert has vital follow-up analysis of the Georgia Knife Fight

V4P6 Large Vehicle Stop Turns Almost Violent (39 Minutes)
A sheriff's deputy stops a speeding truck driver who becomes extremely belligerent, even though he'd been stopped a short time earlier for the same infraction. In-depth interview with the contact officer. Additionally, complete analysis and review of this very tense situation, its outcome, and many lessons learned. Also, an excellent tutorial by Jim Crotty of 'Strategies for Officer Survival' on the unique situations officers face stopping large vehicles. Backup features more on sophisticated drug hiding places in vehicles.

V4P8 Kehoe Brothers OH Shoot-Out Concealment and Cover Tutorial (47 Minutes)
This video details the dramatic shoot-out in Ohio between law enforcement and the Kehoe brothers, known paramilitary extremists. This will include in-depth training interviews with both officers involved and will provide the first-ever crucial "lessons learned" and officer safety and survival tips. Additionally, a training tutorial from Jim Crotty of 'Strategies for Officer Survival' will be included zeroing in on the critical first moments of concealment and cover for an officer in a lethal force incident.

V5P2 Verbal Judo I (38 Minutes)
It's called "martial arts for the mouth" and is yet another weapon in the street officer's arsenal. George Thompson has a national reputation for teaching officers how to communicate with subjects in a manner which will maximize compliance, and minimize risk. In this program, Thompson goes over his 5 and 8 step programs point by point and explains why and how you can be more effective in communicating on the street. His program is a proven success and all but guarantees to upgrade your effectiveness.

V5P3 Verbal Judo II (33 Minutes)
We continue with Dr. George Thompson's Verbal Judo tutorial on tactical communications from 015-2. Thompson says words may fail, but verbal judo does not. In this program, we examine his pioneering technique called SAFER: what to do when words do fail. This is a must for all street officers. In addition, we discuss heart attacks from the cop's perspective Including the stresses that cause heart problems, the warning signs, and treatment.
V7P11-12 Groundfighting Training Parts I and II (29 and 42 Minutes)
Both these programs feature superb groundfighting training scenarios taught by nationally-regarded D.T. instructor Sgt. Herb Hood of the Cincinnati Police Division. Not only the training but also many video clips are analyzed in which both police and security officers found themselves in groundfighting situations.

V11P2 Arrested Female Steals Utah Officer’s Cruiser (29 Minutes)
Utah officer’s cruiser taken, when arrested female somehow gets behind wheel, drives away.

In this program, a Dayton(OH) police officer initiates a traffic stop with an older subject. During the course of the stop, the subject attacks the officer and tries to go for his gun. The subject is finally subdued with the help of a passing motorist who witnessed the attack. We will break down the struggle and review the factors leading up to this attack. We will also look at the officer’s options and choices that he made during the struggle.

SI30 Use of Force Report Writing (35 Minutes)
This program deals with the issue of accurate and precise reporting writing of use of force events. This is a course taught by Lt. Kevin Dillon, a 25-year law enforcement veteran who retired from the Wethersfield (CT) P.D. He is a graduate of the FBI National Academy. Kevin is certified by the Force Science Institute for Analysis of Use of Force Incidents. This is a program on the proper way to write a report to present a situation as accurately as it happened and find out how good report writing could actually be one of your greatest allies.

RCR18 Verbal Judo (8 Minutes)
This is the shortened version of Volume 5, Programs 2 and 3 as detailed above. These are perfect refreshers in verbal judo techniques.
Warrant Service

V7P7 Deputies Murdered in Warrant Service (29 Minutes)
Two Idaho deputies are shot and killed during a warrant service in a rural area. Our training video should be watched by all officers who have ever been or ever will be on a warrant service. Includes in-depth analysis of the incident plus critical safety tips and learning points for all law enforcement personnel doing warrant services.

SI3 The Do’s and Don’ts of Serving Warrants (30 Minutes)
It can be the law enforcement officer’s most dangerous task. This 11-minute video hits the major points of how to prepare for serving the warrant, and executing it. It’s a bargain at our price.
Weapon Retention

V2P11 Trooper Knife Fight (33 Minutes)
A Georgia State Trooper is involved in a knife fight with an ex-offender at a truck stop. This amazing incident will prove the immeasurable value of preparation and training for the unexpected, of which all officers must be aware. In-depth interview with trooper is included. There are several facets to this incident, each with valuable training applications. Backup centers on a unique testing program conducted by the St. Louis Police Department in deciding on new holster purchases for the department.

V5P1 Alabama Officer Beating (42 Minutes)
An Alabama officer is severely beaten after a subject attacks him during a nighttime traffic stop. The assault occurs as the officer attempts to handcuff and arrest the individual for D.U.I. The incident is analyzed and critiqued from top to bottom including in-depth interviews with the officer and his back-up. The program includes an excellent tutorial on subjects' body language which will help all officers identify potential danger signs.

V6P1 Groundfighting (39 Minutes)
An Alabama officer gets into a violent fight with a subject who takes a gun from the officer's ankle holster. The resulting shoot-out ends with the subject's death. This dramatic segment features an in-depth interview with the officer and a training segment dealing with groundfighting.

V6P9 Deputy Murdered Transporting Prisoner (32 Minutes)
This program is cored around the tragic shooting death of a New Mexico deputy who was transporting a prisoner. It will have an in-depth report on the shooting, “lessons learned” and many important safety tips for officers transporting prisoners.

V6P10 Cop Shot During Foot Pursuit / Safe Foot Pursuits (32 Minutes)
A South Carolina officer is shot to death during a foot pursuit when he is surprised by the subject who has hidden---and leaps out, shoots and kills the patrolman. Tremendous video of the search for the killer and an in-depth training foot pursuit do’s and don’ts.

V7P11-12 Groundfighting Training Parts I and II (29 and 42 Minutes)
Both these programs feature superb groundfighting training scenarios taught by nationally-regarded D.T. instructor Sgt. Herb Hood of the Cincinnati Police Division. Not only the training but also many video clips are analyzed in which both police and security officers found themselves in groundfighting situations.

V8P3 TN Officers Shoot, Kill Bank Robber (49 Minutes)
Dramatic video of shootout with Tennessee bank robbery suspect. The suspect was killed, and several officers were wounded. A young female officer showed a “textbook” reload during the incident
**V9P2 Weapon Retention (34 Minutes)**
One of the nation's premiere law enforcement trainers, Herb Hood, provides complete and thorough training on his newly-developed and easy-to-learn weapons retention system. This is a must and possible life-saver for any officer working the street.

**V9P5 Knives Can Kill You--Fast (42 Minutes)**
This is an extremely important training program for your library. In it, one of the leading law enforcement experts in the world teaches and trains you to survive a knife attack / assault. The program provides step-by-step training.

**V9P11 Tampa Massacre (60 Minutes)**
Two Tampa detectives and a Florida State Trooper are killed by a career criminal who had just been taken into custody for the shooting death of his girlfriend’s child. This video, subject of Line of Duty seminars all over the country, is fraught with lessons learned.

**V12P7 Michigan Cops in Courtroom Battle (24 Minutes)**
Battle in a Battle Creek courtroom, when a newly-sentenced killer turns on the nearest deputy, going for his duty weapon and apparently attempting “suicide by cop.” Several deputies respond, putting their TASERs to use and stopping the threat.

**V13P7 Fort Oglethorpe Shootout (30 Minutes)**
In this program, we will watch as a Georgia officer stops a subject with an active warrant. This stop soon turns lethal and we will discuss the many lessons learned covering topics such as use of lethal force, communications and back-up.

In this program, a Dayton(OH) police officer initiates a traffic stop with an older subject. During the course of the stop, the subject attacks the officer and tries to go for his gun. The subject is finally subdued with the help of a passing motorist who witnessed the attack. We will break down the struggle and review the factors leading up to this attack. We will also look at the officer's options and choices that he made during the struggle.

Officer Joshua Campbell is dispatched to a Walgreens pharmacy to pick up surveillance video of an armed robbery that took place just a few hours earlier around 2:15 am. As he enters there is a customer in the store at the counter allegedly buying a pack of gum. Even with Officer Campbell standing right behind the counter in the direct line of sight of the checker (the same checker involved in the armed robbery just a few hours earlier) he witnesses this 'customer’ reach over the counter and start emptying the register. He must then quickly decide how best to proceed after witnessing this felony right before his eyes.

**V15P6 ‘What If…” Scenarios That Can Save Cops’ Lives (34 Minutes)**
One of the shortest, most powerful sentences in any language is ‘what if’. ‘What if’ scenarios have saved the lives of many officers. Use them to your benefit. Don’t use them and you may pay the ultimate price.
**RCR1 Tampa Detectives Murdered (8 Minutes)**
The short version of V9P11. Two Tampa detectives and a Florida State Trooper are killed by a career criminal who had just been taken into custody for the shooting death of his girlfriend’s child. This video, subject of Line of Duty seminars all over the country, is fraught with lessons learned.

**RCR8 The Darrell Lunsford Murder / Lessons Learned (8 minutes)**
Texas constable murdered during stop by 3 subjects who overwhelmed him. This is the first officer murder ever recorded on cruiser-cam video.
Programs by Volume

Volume 1

V1P1 Georgia State Trooper (24 Minutes)
A traffic stop on a Georgia interstate involves lethal force; an outstanding example of the hazards of any traffic stop and use of backup. In this case, backup was a critical issue. Proper backup procedures are also addressed separately in this program.
Issues Addressed: Body Language / Contact and Cover / Backup / Officer Safety / Use of Force

V1P2 Large Vehicle Hijacking / Pursuit / Lethal Force (26 Minutes)
Any law enforcement agency could face the same thing, a disturbed or unbalanced subject hijacks a large vehicle and runs amok in traffic. Whether it's a huge semi-truck, a large bus, or four-wheel drive vehicle, it could happen. See how the San Diego P.D. responded with tremendous communication and skillful planning after a disturbed military veteran commandeered a tank from a national guard armory.
Issues Addressed: Pursuits / High Risk Response / Officer Safety / Use of Force

V1P3 Grateful Dead Concert Negotiation (27 Minutes)
Negotiators talk down a potential suicide at a Grateful Dead concert. The concertgoers were unable to get to the venue until the negotiation with the gunman was over. The cops had two fronts, the gunman and the crowd. The issues of frisk vs. pat down is also addressed in this program.
Issues Addressed: Supervision / Body Language / Use of Force / Media Issues / Crowd Control / Supervision

V1P4 Trooper Coates Shooting (32 Minutes)
One of the most powerful and emotional law enforcement training videos ever produced. A veteran trooper is killed along a South Carolina highway, despite the fact that he shoots and hits the suspect five times.

V1P5 Irate Motorist (24 Minutes)
A traffic stop in Maine enrages a motorist to the point where extraordinary restraint must be used by the officer involved. We interview Maine State Police to learn how a potentially dangerous situation was effectively quelled.
Issues Addressed: Traffic Stops / Officer Safety / Interviewing-Interrogation

V1P6 Gun-Wielding Woman (23 Minutes)
Kern County (CA) Sheriff's Officers resort to lethal force despite concerted efforts to negotiate a gun-wielding woman from her vehicle on a California interstate.
Issues Addressed: Use of Force / Crisis Negotiations / Dealing with EDP / Body Language
V1P7 Idaho High-Speed Pursuit (27 Minutes)
Multi-jurisdictional high-speed chase in Idaho leads to shoot-out with suspected bank robbers. Issues Addressed: Pursuits / Officer Safety / Dispatch-Communications / Use of Force / High Risk Response / Foot Pursuits / Felony Stop

V1P8 Idaho Pursuit Follow-Up (23 Minutes)
Critical training elements following the pursuit and resulting shoot-out with the Idaho State Police (Program V1-P7) are analyzed. Issues Addressed: Crime Scene Investigation-Protection / High Risk Stops / Communications / Supervision

V1P9 "Jack-in-The-Box" (27 Minutes)
Officers in Livonia, Michigan are startled to find a gun-toting woman in the trunk of a car during a traffic stop following an armed robbery. Issues Addressed: High Risk Response / Use of Force / Officer Safety

V1P10 Flea Market Shooting (29 Minutes)
Pennsylvania police kill a deranged homicide suspect at a crowded flea market after he throws car parts, and then himself, at them. The Backup segment deals with the use of Polaroid cameras in domestic abuse cases. Issues Addressed: Use of Force / Crowd Control / Officer Safety

V1P11 Safeway Store Hostage (32 Minutes)
Renton (WA) Police implement successful use of O-C spray after a mentally disturbed woman uses a butcher knife to take a hostage at a neighborhood Safeway store. Issues Addressed: Less Lethal / Use of Force / Dealing with EDP / Hostage Negotiations / Edged Weapons / Crowd Control

V1P12 Hostage-Taker Interview (30 Minutes)
In-depth jailhouse interview with Renton (WA) Safeway store hostage-taker (Program V1P11). Excellent training elements for officers who deal with complex human personalities and thought processes. Issues Addressed: Dealing with EDP / Hostage Negotiations / Suicide by Cop
Volume 2

V2P1 Hit and Run (30 Minutes)
A South Carolina State Trooper was nearly killed by a drunken motorist while he was on the side of a highway making a traffic stop. Also, a Georgia State Trooper is severely injured by a drunken motorist while in the process of citing a motorist during a late-night traffic stop. Critical issues analyzed and explored.

Issues Addressed: Officer Safety / Traffic Stops / Accident Response-Reconstruction / Dispatching-Communications / DUI / Pursuits

V2P2 D.U.I. Analysis (34 Minutes)
In the Line of Duty Worked closely with the Champaign, IL Police Department on this close look at the techniques used there in dealing with the D.U.I. problem. This college town has more than its share of problems related to drinking and the Champaign P.D. has established excellent tactics for dealing with them. From strategies for spotting and tracking drunk drivers, to verbal judo and field sobriety testing, this video has it all, analyzed for safety, procedure, tactics and technique.

Issues Addressed: DUI, Body Language / Interrogation-Interviewing / Accident Response-Reconstruction / Traffic Stops / Officer Safety

V2P3 Convenience Store Robberies Decline (33 Minutes)
The Gainesville (FL) Police Department has had tremendous success in cutting down convenience store robberies through simple pro-active measures and new laws. This program will be of interest to any agency attempting to thwart robberies at convenience stores in their own municipalities. Dramatic surveillance video is included.

Issues Addressed: Community Policing-Cultural Awareness

V2P4 Coates' Killer Interview (34 Minutes)
Richard Blackburn, the convicted killer of South Carolina State Trooper Mark Coates, is interviewed for the first time. Learn from Blackburn's personal insights as to his motivation and state of mind during this tragic incident. Blackburn explains what he believes might have defused the situation before it got "out of control." This program will be an expanded version (approx. 45 minutes) of our normal format.

Issues Addressed: Dispatching-Communications / Handcuffing-Patdown-Strip Searches / Officer Safety / Groundfighting / Defensive Tactics / Use of Force / Body Language

V2P5 Gun Safety / 311 Non-Emergency (37 Minutes)
A Los Angeles police officer loses a finger while retrieving a shotgun from a rooftop. His accidental injury should reawaken in all officers the necessity of handling any and all firearms with care. Plus, the Baltimore (MD) Police Department's success with their new 3-1-1 system for non-emergency calls is covered.

Issues Addressed: Firearms Training / Officer Safety
V2P6 Police Response / Halloween Riot (35 Minutes)
Police in Carbondale, IL react quickly and decisively after Halloween festivities involving thousands of college-age students turns violent and destructive. Analysis of "lessons learned" and tactics used by the officers involved is excellent.
**Issues Addressed: Crowd Control-Riots / Campus Policing / Defense Tactics**

V2P7 Pursuit Nabs Naked Cowboy (32 Minutes)
Sheriff's deputies in Idaho make successful use of spike strips and canine training in the high-speed pursuit and subsequent arrest of an inebriated, naked motorist with a high powered rifle in his truck. **Issues Addressed: DUI / Pursuits / Traffic Stops / Dispatching-Communications / Felony Stop**

V2P8 Vest Saves Deputy’s Life (37 Minutes)
Dramatic documentation of a Georgia sheriff's deputy who was shot twice at point-blank range by a teenager, but was saved thanks to his body armor. Complete, in-depth interview with the deputy provides invaluable officer safety and survival tips. The “Backup” segment deals with the proper fit for the protective vest.
**Issues Addressed: Defensive Tactics / Dispatching-Communications / Equipment, Firearms Training / Use of Force / Officer Safety Traffic Stops**

V2P9 Officer Killed / Rail Safety (32 Minutes)
A Southern California detective dies after being struck by a train during an evidence search alongside railroad tracks. The Brea (CA) Police Department shares critical safety lessons it learned from the detective's unfortunate death. Includes graphic and dramatic video footage of the accident scene.
**Issues Addressed: Officer Safety, Accident Response-Reconstruction**

V2P10 Gang Violence Stopped (33 Minutes)
Members of the Fort Myers (FL) Police Department share lessons they learned after breaking up a violent youth gang which killed a high school teacher, then plotted to enter Disney World and kill employees and visitors of minority backgrounds / ethnicities. These were basically good kids gone wrong. This video will help alert you to signs that trouble lies ahead with some youngsters. In Backup, Lee County School Resource officer Larry Montgomery shows weapons seized in schools, and how he uses them to convince school administrators of problems that must be addressed.
**Issues Addressed: Crime Scene Preservation / Juvenile Issues / Hate Crimes / Gangs**

V2P11 Trooper Knife Fight (33 Minutes)
A Georgia State Trooper is involved in a knife fight with an ex-offender at a truck stop. This mazing incident will prove the immeasurable value of preparation and training for the unexpected, of which all officers must be aware. In-depth interview with trooper is included. There are several facets to this incident, each with valuable training applications. Backup centers on a unique testing program conducted by the St. Louis Police Department in deciding on new holster purchases for the department.
V2P12 Full-Scale Riot Response (39 Minutes)
St. Petersburg, Florida Police provide detailed analysis of tactics, strategy, and response in the only training documentary available of rioting after a white officer shot an African-American motorist. This dramatic and in-depth report includes interviews with commanding officers and complete critical incident analysis. Complete, never-before seen video of rioting and officer response.

Issues Addressed: Crowd Control-Riots / Defensive Tactics / Incident Command / Media Issues / Use of Force / Equipment / Dispatching-Communications / Officer Safety / Less Lethal Weapons / Supervision
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V3P1 Child Abduction Stopped by Deputies (40 Minutes)
Sheriff's deputies in rural Arkansas save a baby from being drowned in a swamp by a mentally-unbalanced subject. This program also features a revealing segment on unusual places for hiding firearms.
Issues Addressed: Hostage Negotiation / Shoot Don’t-Shoot / Dealing with Mentally Ill-EDP

V3P2 Law Enforcement and the News Media (36 Minutes)
This program provides a comprehensive look at the St. Petersburg (FL) Police Department's handling of national news media following two major rioting incidents Excellent training for every department which could find itself in a similar situation at any time.
Issues Addressed: Media Issues / Supervision

V3P3 Perpendicular Shoot (42 Minutes)
Sheriff's deputies in North Carolina resort to lethal force after a passenger in a vehicle stopped for minor driving violations reaches for a gun. Two deputies fire from diagonal positions fatally injuring the subject. There are innumerable lessons learned regarding safe traffic stops and being prepared for the unexpected.
Issues Addressed: Traffic Stops / Use of Force / Shoot Don’t Shoot / Verbal Judo / Firearms Training / DUI / Contact and Cover / Communications / Stress-Trauma

V3P4 Domestic Violence (60 Minutes)
Anne O’ Dell, a former veteran street cop provides highly-touted training for officers dealing with issues of domestic violence. Invaluable information and lessons for departments wanting to lower domestic violence also included. Issues Addressed: Domestic Violence / Interrogation-Interviewing / Report Writing / Crime Scene Investigation

V3P5 Hood River Multi-Speed Chase (30 Minutes)
When a subject steals a truck and large boat, law enforcement officials in Hood River, Oregon swing into action. They are faced with a pursuit that covers all the bases: high speed, low speed, hard surface, and off-road. Also, learn a defensive tactics expert has vital follow-up analysis of the Georgia Knife Fight.
Issues Addressed: Pursuits / Verbal Judo / Dispatching-Communications / Contact and Cover

V3P6 San Francisco Firefight (45 Minutes)
A gunman with a veritable arsenal of weaponry and ammunition, and covered in body armor, opens fire in a posh San Francisco neighborhood. The resulting chaos is documented visually and with in-depth interviews with responding officers.
Issues Addressed: High Risk Response / Active Shooter / Officer Safety / Firearms Training / Suicide by Cop / Dispatching-Communications / Contact and Cover
V3P7 Contact and Cover (38 Minutes)
The San Diego P.D.'s "Contact and Cover" program, developed after two of its officers were shot and killed, is analyzed. Also, the Collinsville (IL) P.D. provides dramatic video and analysis of an incident in which contact and cover was not used to its fullest, leading to near disaster. Non-verbal communication using hand signals is a key element of this excellent tactical strategy.

Issues Addressed: Contact and Cover / Traffic Stops / Officer Safety / Communications / Felony Stop

V3P8 Corpus Christi Knife Assault (35 Minutes)
This program evaluates two incidents in which officers were assaulted; one by a knife-wielding inmate; the other by an inebriated subject during a DUI / Sobriety test. Both incidents were captured on video by the Corpus Christi (TX) P.D., and are absolute proof positive that officers need to be constantly aware and in communication with one another during any situations.

Issues Addressed: Edged Weapons / Handcuffing / Patdown Strip Search / Body Language / Defensive Tactics

V3P9 Traffic Safety / Passenger Side Approach (29 Minutes)
Several incidents in which officers have either been injured or killed during traffic stops are examined. An Idaho deputy is nearly struck and killed by an inebriated teenage motorist and analyzes his own response. Also, Jim Crotty of 'Strategies for Officer Survival' demonstrates excellent passenger-side approaches while making traffic stops.

Issues Addressed: Traffic Stops / Officer Safety

V3P10 High Risk Felony Stop (35 Minutes)
This program is two important parts: 1) a follow-up to Program 013-9 in which Bonner County (ID) Deputy John Lunde is hit by a fleeing motorist. The resulting high-risk stop is studied and analyzed by Lunde and his fellow back-up officers and 2) Jim Crotty of 'Strategies for Officer Survival, Inc.' provides a demonstration of a 'textbook' felony vehicle stop with the cooperation of the Brunswick, GA P.D.

Issues Addressed: Felony Stop / DUI / Contact-Cover / Officer Safety

V3P11 K-9 Saves Fellow Officer / K-9 Training for street Cops (30 Minutes)
In an extraordinary incident, a police K-9 saves the life of another K-9 which had been sent into a river attempting to apprehend an armed robbery suspect. The suspect attempted to drown the first dog until the other animal swam to his partner's rescue. Also, vital tips for any street patrol officer who may ever have dealings with K-9's. This important information is provided by K-9 expert with the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department.

Issues Addressed: Pursuits / K-9
V3P12 Tinted Window Shooting / Tinted Window Training (30 Minutes)

Two sheriff's deputies stop a car with tinted windows and are forced to resort to lethal force. Once the subject is stopped the deputies must shoot out the vehicle's tires as it rolls down the highway toward traffic. Excellent analysis and lessons provided by both deputies, who happen to be brothers. Also, Jim Crotty of 'Strategies for Officer Survival' joins the Orange County (FL) Sheriff's Department in demonstrating the best methods of approaching vehicles with tinted windows, both day and night.

**Issues Addressed:** Use of Force / Shoot Don’t Shoot / Firearms / Training / Contact and Cover / Traffic Stops / Officer Safety / Felony Stop
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V4P1 Trooper Shot Point Blank (40 Minutes)
An Idaho State Trooper is shot at point blank range yet still assists in the arrest of the offender. Analysis and interviews with the trooper. Backup centers on proper handcuffing techniques, and a new product which allows handcuff practice without a cumbersome key.
Issues Addressed: Traffic Stops / Officer Safety / Equipment / Firearms Training

V4P2 Homicide Suspect Suicide / Short Stroke Prevention (35 Minutes)
A homicide suspect driving through a rural Texas community is stopped by D.P.S. officers. He exits his vehicle - then returns to it and pulls out a gun. Despite verbal commands and facing drawn service weapons, the subject points the gun to his head and pulls the trigger. Officers involved discuss and analyze their response to this incident and the "lessons learned". Short stroke prevention deals with the jamming problem faced by Idaho State Police Officer Junior Gonzalez in program 014-1, and how to deal with that emergency.
Issues Addressed: Traffic Stops / Officer Safety / Body Language / Suicide by Cop

V4P3 Albuquerque Bank Hostage / Sniper Training (36 Minutes)
A bank robbery suspect who had taken a female employee hostage is mortally wounded by a sniper on the Albuquerque S.W.A.T. team. This is only training documentation of the incident and includes complete information and analysis by the sniper. In "Backup" we focus on an almost successful escape by a Tampa Juvenile using a hidden handcuff key. Also, a refresher on the Standing Modified Search.
Issues Addressed: Hostage Negotiations / Shoot Don’t Shoot / Firearms Training / Dispatch / Handcuffing-Patdown-Strip Search

V4P4 Child Abuse (38 Minutes)
Critical information for street cops in the recognition of child abuse as first responders. Included is a debriefing from Dr. Armand Brodeur, a foremost expert in recognizing and dealing with child abuse and in-depth information from the Minneapolis Police Department's "Child Abuse" Unit.
Issues Addressed: Domestic Violence Response / Forensics / Interrogation-Interviewing / Report Writing

V4P5 Mass Traffic Accidents (38 Minutes)
Two huge mass traffic accidents are analyzed by the Missouri Highway Patrol and the Virginia State Police. Vital first-time training for dealing with large-scale traffic accidents and multiple injury incidents.
V4P6 Large Vehicle Stop Turns Almost Violent (39 Minutes)
A sheriff's deputy stops a speeding truck driver who becomes extremely belligerent, even though he'd been stopped a short time earlier for the same infraction. In-depth interview with the contact officer. Additionally, complete analysis and review of this very tense situation, its outcome, and many lessons learned. Also, an excellent tutorial by Jim Crotty of 'Strategies for Officer Survival' on the unique situations officers face stopping large vehicles. Backup features more on sophisticated drug hiding places in vehicles.

Issues Addressed: Traffic Stops / Verbal Judo / Body Language

V4P7 Crime Scene Preservation for Street Cops (38 Minutes)
This program promises to be an invaluable edition for police officer training. It features D. Wayne Heil, formerly a lead homicide investigator for the Illinois State Police. Mr. Heil brings his many years of expertise to bear graphically showing street officers the critical first steps needed when coming onto a major crime scene. He also details the areas of utmost concern for officers charged with protecting crime scenes. Backup focuses on new computer technology changing the way police artists draw mug shots.

Issues Addressed: Crime Scene Investigation / Equipment / Forensics

V4P8 Kehoe Brothers OH Shoot-Out / Concealment and Cover Tutorial (47 Minutes)
This video details the dramatic shoot-out in Ohio between law enforcement and the Kehoe brothers, known paramilitary extremists. This will include in-depth training interviews with both officers involved and will provide the first-ever crucial "lessons learned" and officer safety and survival tips. Additionally, a training tutorial from Jim Crotty of 'Strategies for Officer Survival' will be included zeroing in on the critical first moments of concealment and cover for an officer in a lethal force incident.

Issues Addressed: Traffic Stops / Use of Force / Body Language / Pursuits / Equipment / Foot Pursuits / Firearms Training / Verbal Judo / Communications

V4P9 Fresno, CA-Multi-Ethnic Community Policing (39 Minutes)
Many agencies now must deal with the dilemma of communities which have a multitude of ethnic groups and languages. Now, learn how the Fresno(CA) P.D. has developed one of the nation's most visionary community policing programs in a multi-ethnic environment. Also featured is the St. Louis (MO) Police Department which is dealing with one of the largest Bosnian communities in the country. Backup how the movie "Deliverance" helps male officers better understand a female’s reluctance to tell male officers what happened during a battering, or rape.

Issues Addressed: Community Policing / Cultural Awareness

V4P10 Suicide by Cop (42 Minutes)
A chase ends when a robbery suspect exits his vehicle, and points his weapon directly at the first arriving officer. The result, recorded dramatically by two cruiser cameras, is "suicide by cop". The program includes in-depth interviews with the officer and his back-up plus details the many issues surrounding "suicide by cop." A first- of-its-kind program which is a must for police officers everywhere who could easily find themselves in similar predicaments.

Issues Addressed: Suicide by Cop / Pursuits / Officer Safety / Firearms Training / Backup / Felony Stop
V4P11 Warren High Speed Chase / Chase Tutorial (36 Minutes)
A suburban Detroit police officer robs a bank and leads Warren, Michigan officers on a high speed pursuit. His expertise in eluding the officers is analyzed in this incident completely captured on tape. In Backup, we look at EVOC training provided by the San Bernardino, CA Sheriff’s office.
Issues Addressed: Pursuits / High Risk Response / Officer Safety

V4P12 Gangs Update (52 Minutes)
Through in-depth interviews with law enforcement gang experts, learn about trends in a wide variety of gang-related activity. To be included are updates on Hispanic gangs; Russian gangs; Asian gangs; and Street gangs.
Issues Addressed: Gangs / Cultural Awareness
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V5P1 Alabama Officer Beating (42 Minutes)
An Alabama officer is severely beaten after a subject attacks him during a nighttime traffic stop. The assault occurs as the officer attempts to handcuff and arrest the individual for D.U.I. The incident is analyzed and critiqued from top to bottom including in-depth interviews with the officer and his back-up. The program includes an excellent tutorial on subjects' body language which will help all officers identify potential danger signs.


V5P2 Verbal Judo I (38 Minutes)
It's called "martial arts for the mouth" and is yet another weapon in the street officer's arsenal. George Thompson has a national reputation for teaching officers how to communicate with subjects in a manner which will maximize compliance, and minimize risk. In this program, Thompson goes over his 5 and 8 step programs point by point and explains why and how you can be more effective in communicating on the street. His program is a proven success and all but guarantees to upgrade your effectiveness.

Issues Addressed: Verbal Judo / Interrogation-Interviewing

V5P3 Verbal Judo II (33 Minutes)
We continue with Dr. George Thompson's Verbal Judo tutorial on tactical communications from 015-2. Thompson says words may fail, but verbal judo does not. In this program, we examine his pioneering technique called SAFER: what to do when words do fail. This is a must for all street officers. In addition, we discuss heart attacks from the cop's perspective Including the stresses that cause heart problems, the warning signs, and treatment.

Issues Addressed: Verbal Judo / Interrogation-Interviewing

V5P4 Texas Hostage Incident (40 Minutes)
A Texas D.P.S. officer is briefly held at gunpoint after approaching a passenger during a rural traffic stop. His partner is attempting to cover the driver who had been stopped earlier for questioning. The officer is able to break free and both he and his partner fire a volley of rounds at the fleeing gunman. A tutorial on field interrogation is also included in this excellent addition to the In the Line of Duty library.


V5P5 Less Lethal Force (46 Minutes)
This program details the Seattle, Washington P.D.’s efforts to disarm a mental subject who was waving and flourishing a samurai sword for hours in front of a Seattle restaurant. It details the department's efforts to disarm the subject with everything from verbal tactics, to beanbags, to water cannon and includes in-depth interviews with officer lethal force from beanbags to TASERS.

Issues Addressed: Use of Force / Less Lethal Weapons / Equipment / Shoot Don’t Shoot / Dealing With Mentally Ill-EDP
V5P6 Explosive Recognition for Street Cops (38 Minutes)
This is a must training addition for any law enforcement library. It includes complete explosives recognition training and information for street officers and dramatic video of two incidents in which one officer died and another was injured after approaching unrecognized explosives. Scott Baker the chief of arson and bomb investigations for the California Department of Forestry and Fire Prevention is the featured expert.
Issues Addressed: Explosives Recognition / Terror

V5P7 Low-Light Shooting (37 Minutes)
With the assistance of the Fairfax County (VA) Police Department and via their new state-of-the-art training facilities and shooting range, we'll provide the first ever training coverage of this most crucial aspect of police training. It's a must training program for any law enforcement agency.
Issues Addressed: Firearms Training / Use of Force

V5P8 Dealing with Meth Labs (39 Minutes)
Many law enforcement agencies have requested we provide a street officer's informational and training program on methamphetamine use and lab detection. This program, therefore, will address the skyrocketing use of methamphetamines and the accompanying problems faced by law enforcement. Many meth safety issues for street officers will also be addressed.
Issues Addressed: Crime Scene Investigation / Drugs—Controlled Substances / Equipment / Explosives Recognition / Officer Safety

V5P9 Iron Will to Survive (30 Minutes)
This is one of the most extraordinary training programs In the Line of Duty has ever produced. It features dramatic audio dispatch, photos and video during and after an incident in which a policewoman shot and killed a subject who had leaped into her cruiser, shot her several times, and taken her hostage. A thorough interview with the officer is included as is an in-depth training module which includes specific Cincinnati Police Department training which she credits with saving her life.
Issues Addressed: Defensive Tactics / Dispatching-Communications / Firearms Training / Motivation - Iron Will to Survive

V5P10 Road Rage (46 Minutes)
Featuring innovative programs for dealing with road rage and aggressive driving. The video highlights the pioneering approaches of the Illinois State Police which will be of utmost interest to all law enforcement dealing with this growing national problem.
Issues Addressed: Officer Safety / Traffic Stops / Community Policing

V5P11 Crowd Control (42 Minutes)
After years of dealing with unruly, often violent crowds during various Octoberfest events, the La Crosse, Wisconsin Police Department has developed an approach which has become a national—even international—model for any law enforcement agency faced with crowd or even riot control. Highly recommended for all law enforcement agencies which ever find themselves dealing with unruly crowds that could become potentially violent or unmanageable.
Issues Addressed: Crowd Control-Riots / Community Policing / Defensive Tactics / Supervision
V5P12 Courtroom Testimony (29 Minutes)
One of the most crucial aspects of any officer’s responsibilities is also one of the most difficult and least understood: courtroom testimony. Proper handling of oneself during courtroom proceedings can make or break cases for law enforcement. This program will feature proper tactics, and courtroom procedure for cops from an expert in the field for officers who could ever face the ominous responsibilities testifying in a courtroom setting.

Issues Addressed: Courtroom Testimony / Legal Issues / Report Writing
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V6P1 Groundfighting (39 Minutes)
An Alabama officer gets into a violent fight with a subject who takes a gun from the officer's ankle holster. The resulting shoot-out ends with the subject's death. This dramatic segment features an in-depth interview with the officer and a training segment dealing with groundfighting.
Issues Addressed: Groundfighting / Officer Safety / Weapon Retention / Use of Force / Shoot Don’t Shoot

V6P2 Crisis Intervention Training - Dealing with the Mentally Ill (50 Minutes)
An in-depth look at the excellent Crisis Intervention Training program many departments are using successfully in dealing with the mentally ill. This program features what's working for officers who must consistently deal with mentally ill subjects and provides vital “lessons learned.”
Issues Addressed: Dealing with the Mentally Ill-EDP / Community Policing / Use of Force

V6P3 Report Writing (23 Minutes)
Includes Point by Point tips and lessons for officers on report writing and features the lead instructor for report writing from the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department.
Issues Addressed: Report Writing / Legal Issues / Courtroom Testimony

V6P4 New Mexico Trooper Held at Gunpoint (32 Minutes)
When a New Mexico trooper makes a ‘low risk” daylight stop of a car full of speeding youths, little does he know that he’ll have to use every strategy he can muster to save his life---when the driver bears down on him with a loaded gun. Interview with the trooper and analysis by In the Line of Duty Technical Advisors.
Issues Addressed: Officer Safety / Firearms Training / Traffic Stops / Use of Force

V6P5 Officer Restraint / Serving Warrants (30 Minutes)
This program details the tremendous restraint shown by Kentucky officers when a mentally disturbed woman steals a police cruiser and leads officers on a long low-speed pursuit. In-depth interviews with officers involved and important analysis. Our Backup segment deals with the often dangerous task of serving warrants. We have do’s and don'ts.
Issues Addressed: Officer Safety / Shoot Don’t Shoot / Backup / Body Language / Pursuits / Dispatch and Communications

V6P6 Officer Shot / Subject Commandeers Car (32 minutes)
Moments after a Beaumont, Texas officer was shot, videographer Chuck McClurg was on the scene as officers and paramedics tend to the wounded officer. It includes audio dispatch of the incident, video of the search for the shooter, and an in-depth interview with the officer for analysis and "lessons learned."
Issues Addressed: Foot Pursuits / Officer Safety / Body Language / High Risk Stop / Use of Force / Shoot Don’t Shoot / Dispatch-Communications / Stress-Trauma
V6P7 Detecting Danger Part 1 (34 Minutes)
A 3-time police medal of valor winner and teacher discusses the crucial elements for officers to know about themselves when detecting danger. This important program focuses on what cops need to know about their own verbiage and body language when dealing with potential danger. The “Back-Up” segment features a refresher on patdown searches and how a missed weapon can be lethal for police officers.

Issues Addressed: Officer Safety / Body Language / Interrogation-Interviewing

V6P8 Detecting Danger Part 2 (38 Minutes)
Police Medal of Valor winner, Chief Steve Rhodes, presents part 2 of his detecting danger seminar. This program includes a careful analysis of what officers need to be aware of (about subjects) when dealing with potentially violent individuals, including important new information and tips on subjects' verbal and body language. Also, on "Back-Up," two high speed chases, one in Missouri and one in Michigan, are reviewed and analyzed for critical officer safety issues.

Issues Addressed: Officer Safety / Body Language / Interrogation-Interviewing

V6P9 Deputy Murdered Transporting Prisoner (32 Minutes)
This program is cored around the tragic shooting death of a New Mexico deputy who was transporting a prisoner. It will have an in-depth report on the shooting, “lessons learned” and many important safety tips for officers transporting prisoners.

Issues Addressed: Officer Safety / Transporting Prisoners / Weapon Retention / Corrections-Jailer Safety

V6P10 Cop Shot During Foot Pursuit / Safe Foot Pursuits (32 Minutes)
A South Carolina officer is shot to death during a foot pursuit when he is surprised by the subject who has hidden---and leaps out, shoots and kills the patrolman. Tremendous video of the search for the killer and an in-depth training foot pursuit do’s and Don’ts

Issues Addressed: Foot Pursuits / Officer Safety / Defensive Tactics / Weapon Retention

V6P11 Blood-Borne Pathogens (28 Minutes)
Every officer who is ever exposed to blood or other body fluids faces danger from blood-borne diseases including HIV, hepatitis C, syphilis and many other diseases. The exposure can be deadly. St. Louis Police Surgeon, Dr. Jeffrey Lowell discusses the danger and how to deal with it. The job related duties of most officers put them at risk.

Issues Addressed: Forensics / Officer Safety

V6P12 Next-of-Kin-Notification (40 Minutes)
One of the country’s leading experts in notification of next-of-kin provides law enforcement officers with invaluable tools they need to have for the most professional notification of next-of-kin. This includes vital information regarding notification of kin, officer’s families and dealing with the trauma any officer is likely to face in the aftermath of such a responsibility.

Issues Addressed: Community Policing / Stress-Trauma
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V7P1 Police Officer Stress (50 Minutes)
How officers can deal with the stress and trauma of everyday police work; Featuring nationally-respected police clinician Dr. Angela Wingo with emphasis on earth-shattering incidents i.e. 9 / 11 / 01 to day-in-day-out cop stresses and stressors. A vital program for officers for dealing successfully with the rigors of the job.

Issues Addressed: Stress-Trauma / Dealing with EDP / Off-Duty Considerations / Supervision

V7P2 Murder of Georgia Deputy (56 Minutes)
The complete training overview and analysis of the murder of Georgia Deputy Kyle Dinkheller. This program includes the complete in-car cruiser cam video from Dinkheller's patrol car. Also, interviews with back-up officers and administrators with the agency involved. Many critical lessons learned are imparted in this tragic, dramatic and absolutely critical training video for cops.

Issues Addressed: Officer Safety / Body Language / Shoot Don't Shoot / Stress-Trauma / Traffic Stops

V7P3 Accident Scene Preservation: What Every Street Officer Should Know (32 Minutes)
Featuring the nationally-respected Georgia State Patrol accident reconstruction team; the highly-trained members of the team teach officers the many crucial do's and don'ts at accident scenes; how to preserve evidence; how to maintain perimeter and crowd control; interviewing witnesses; preparation for court; and many other elements. Issues Addressed: Accident Scene Reconstruction / Report Writing / Interrogation-Interviewing

V7P4 High Speed Pursuit Takes on Epic Proportions (44 Minutes)
A pursuit through Ohio countryside takes on epic proportions when officers from many agencies become involved. The pursuit on narrow, rain-slicked roads will offer many points for discussion and training and includes interviews with the officers involved.

Issues Addressed: Pursuits / Foot Pursuits / Backup / Dispatch-Communications

V7P5 How Friendly Fire Led to Undercover Officer’s Death and How to Protect Against It (32 Minutes)
This training video is vital to law enforcement agencies which have a strong undercover program. It is cored around the tragic, accidental shooting death of an undercover Oakland (CA) officer who’d been trying to make an arrest. Mistaken as one of the bad guys, uniformed officers shot him dead before realizing he was one of their own. Complete overview and analysis on safety precautions for undercover cops working near uniforms.

Issues Addressed: Officer Safety / Dispatch-Communications / Use of Force / Shoot Don't Shoot
V7P6 South Carolina Officer Struck by Suspect Vehicle / Subsequent Shooting Death (43 Minutes)
A drug suspect refuses to get out from behind the wheel of a vehicle during a bust. Instead, he drives forward and bumps an officer. Fearing for their lives, other officers open fire, killing the subject.
Issues Addressed: Officer Safety / Dispatch-Communications / Backup / Use of Force / Supervision

V7P7 Deputies Murdered in Warrant Service (29 Minutes)
Two Idaho deputies are shot and killed during a warrant service in a rural area. Our training video should be watched by all officers who have ever been or ever will be on a warrant service. Includes in-depth analysis of the incident plus critical safety tips and learning points for all law enforcement personnel doing warrant services.
Issues Addressed: Officer Safety / Backup / Dispatching-Communications / Contact and Cover / Warrant Service

V7P8 DUI Patrol: Winning in Court (41 Minutes)
One of the most successful DUI programs in the country is featured for training purposes; the Indianapolis P.D.’s nationally-recognized DUI arrest / prevention program is shown and includes information officers need to know about testifying in court in DUI cases.
Issues Addressed: Courtroom Testimony / Report Writing

V7P9 Iron Will to Survive Part II / Blinded Trooper Discusses Survival and Motivation (39 Minutes)
Iron Will to Survive-Part II features the story of survival and rehabilitation of a Louisiana state trooper, blinded by a gunshot injury and his incredible fight back. Now, he travels the nation sharing his fantastic story with other officers, and for the first time you'll be able to see it as well. Lessons learned and motivational uplift for every officer no matter where he / she may be.
Issues Addressed: Motivation-Iron Will to Survive / Officer Safety / Use of Force / Traffic Stops / Stress-Trauma

V7P10 Officer Shot and Killed After Missing Weapon on Patdown (35 Minutes)
A suspected cop shooter is arrested by two St. Louis officers. It turned tragic when they missed a weapon on a patdown. The subject uses the hidden weapon to kill one of the arresting officers. This program also features complete and thorough patdown training. It's a must in every law enforcement agency’s video training library. Issues Addressed: Patdown-Searches-Handcuffing / Backup / Officer Safety / Body Language / Transporting Prisoners

V7P11-12 Groundfighting Training Parts I (29 Minutes) and II (42 Minutes)
Both these programs feature superb groundfighting training scenarios taught by nationally-regarded D.T. instructor Sgt. Herb Hood of the Cincinnati Police Division. Not only the training but also many video clips are analyzed in which both police and security officers found themselves in groundfighting situations.
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V8P1 Iron Will to Survive-Part III (38 Minutes)
An ex-L.A.P.D. officer grievously wounded in the celebrated North Hollywood shootout discusses his determination to survive his wounds and fight back.
**Issues Addressed:** Active Shooters / Dispatching-Communications / Firearms Training / High Risk Response / Use of Force / Motivation-Iron Will / Stress-Trauma / Weapon Retention

V8P2 IL Cop's Intuition Pays Off; Huge Drug Bust (36 Minutes)
Excellent police work by young IL officer who stopped a suspicious vehicle and ultimately found nearly a million dollars in drugs hidden. Top to bottom video of incident and complete analysis / interviews pertaining to the release of a suspect from a legal standpoint.
**Issues Addressed:** Traffic Stops / Controlled Substances / Legal Issues / Dispatching-Communications

V8P3 TN Officers Shoot, Kill Bank Robber (49 Minutes)
Dramatic video of shootout with Tennessee bank robbery suspect. The suspect was killed, and several officers were wounded. A young female officer showed a “textbook” reload during the incident.
**Issues Addressed:** High Risk Response / Use of Force / Backup / Dispatching-Communications / Equipment / Firearms Training / Officer Safety / Weapon Retention

V8P4 Corrections / Jailers Safety (32 Minutes)
The program provides in-depth information and training for corrections officers / jailers regarding safe dealings with inmates / convicts; to include scams which cons use to try to get over on officers; weapons and equipment safety; what to do when melee, riot breaks out; and many other issues critical to officer safety.
**Issues Addressed:** Corrections / Jailer Safety

V8P5 Corrections / Jailers Safety II (31 Minutes)
In part two, officers gain critical insight into response to jail / prison melees and remaining calm and observant...mental preparation for riot situations...also, inmate scams on officers are explored which is vital especially for new officers; awareness of inmate lying and subterfuge is examined.
**Issues Addressed:** Corrections / Jailer Safety

V8P6 Baltimore Officer Shoots Homeless Person (39 Minutes)
A Baltimore officer fatally shoots a homeless man who appears to be pulling an edged weapon on him in a crowded marketplace. This program is a must for any officer who could easily find himself / herself in a similar, highly charged scenario.
**Issues Addressed:** Edged Weapons / Crisis Negotiations / Backup / Dealing with Mentally Ill-EDP / Crowd Control / Use of Force
V8P7 MO Trooper Talks Bank Robber into Releasing Hostage (32 Minutes)
After a rural Missouri bank is robbed, the robber flees with a terrified customer as hostage. An accident ends a long pursuit. A veteran Missouri trooper successfully negotiates with the suspect.
Issues Addressed: Pursuit / Hostage Negotiations / Use of Force / Shoot-Don’t-Shoot / Supervision

V8P8 Las Vegas Cops Deal with Biker Shoot-Out (47 Minutes)
A wild biker shoot-out at a Laughlin, Nevada casino. Learn how Metro Las Vegas officers responded to this extraordinary incident.
Issues Addressed: High Risk Response / Use of Force / Backup / Active Shooter / Building Search

V8P9 San Francisco Officers Die in Response Crash (35 Minutes)
A horrific T-bone accident kills one San Francisco officer and critically injures two others during an emergency response. The officers' two cruisers' sirens were 'washed out.' They could not hear one another during this pursuit. For any officer ever involved in high-speed, high-risk responses / pursuits.
Issues Addressed: Pursuits / Officer Safety / Accident Response-Reconstruction

V8P10 Cops' Response to Hate Crimes (32 Minutes)
Virtually all law enforcement agencies have dealt with them: hate crimes. Whether they’re ethnic, gangs, sexual preference, economic or without category, police officers need to learn how to best approach and deal with this problem.
Issues Addressed: Hate Crimes / Interrogation-Interviewing / Crime Scene Investigation / Report Writing

V8P11 Officer Tries to Block Moving Subject’s Car (34 Minutes)
A highway patrol officer stands in front of a stopped subject’s car ordering the individual not to proceed. When the subject, however DOES continue driving forward, the officer draws his service weapon and fires numerous times at the fleeing individual striking him.
Issues Addressed: Traffic Stops / Officer Safety / Pursuits / Use of Force

V8P12 Police Face Man with Explosive Device (41 Minutes)
A mentally deranged man attempts to firebomb the house where his estranged wife is staying. Police confront the suspect in a gas station. He detonates an explosive device… in a gas station. Scary AND dangerous.
Issues Addressed: Backup / Explosives Recognition / Use of Force / Fire Emergencies / Supervision
V9P1 DeKalb County TN Police Shooting (42 Minutes)
An escaped prisoner with apparent mental problems abducts her own son and threatens him with a gun. Police negotiations get nowhere. A deputy, convinced the woman is about to kill the child, fires, striking her in the head. **Issues Addressed:** Hostage Negotiations / Use of Force / Corrections / Jailer Safety / Dealing with The Mentally Ill-EDP / Shoot-Don’t Shoot / Supervision

V9P2 Weapon Retention (34 Minutes)
One of the nation's premiere law enforcement trainers, Herb Hood, provides complete and thorough training on his newly-developed and easy-to-learn weapons retention system. This is a must and possible life-saver for any officer working the street. **Issues Addressed:** Weapon Retention / Groundfighting / Defensive Tactics / Officer Safety

V9P3 Jason’s Story (46 Minutes)
Phoenix Officer Jason Schechterle was nearly burned when his cruiser was struck at 90 miles an hour by a taxi driven by an epileptic cab driver. Learn some of life’s most important lessons for survival from this incredible Phoenix cop. **Issues Addressed:** Motivation / Iron Will to Survive / Fire Emergencies / Officer Safety / Dispatch-Communications

V9P4 Connecticut Officer Attacked (44 Minutes)
A Connecticut officer has less than four seconds to decide what to do when a subject he had been pursuing jumps out of his car and lunges at the officer with a tire iron. In an instant, the officer had to decide whether to use lethal force. His decision? Shoot the suspect. **Issues Addressed:** Use of Force / Firearms Training / Backup / Officer Safety / Pursuits / Dispatching-Communications

V9P5 Knives Can Kill You--Fast (42 Minutes)
This is an extremely important training program for your library. In it, one of the leading law enforcement experts in the world teaches and trains you to survive a knife attack / assault. The program provides step-by-step training. **Issues Addressed:** Edged Weapons / Groundfighting / Officer Safety / Weapon Retention / Use of Force

V9P6 Strip Searches (35 Minutes)
One of the most distasteful, dangerous, yet absolutely necessary procedures some officers must undertake is the strip search. In this pioneering program, you’ll learn how corrections officers at a major prison conduct proper, safe and thorough strip searches. **Issues Addressed:** Handcuffing-Patdown-Strip Searches / Legal Issues
V9P7 Knoxville Cop Hit (42 Minutes)
A Knoxville (TN) officer is winding up special patrol at a busy area where local university students party well into the morning hours before the Saturday football game. She is struck by a car driven by a heavily intoxicated woman. Miraculously, she survives.
Issues Addressed: Officer Safety / DUI / Stress-Trauma / Interrogation-Interviewing / Supervision

V9P8 Facing Disaster Part I (48 Minutes)
Any community can face disaster in the form of a vicious storm, an accidental calamity, and now potentially, a terrorist attack. This first of a two part series of training videos deals with the havoc wrought by catastrophe. Although this was an anticipated event, because there were warnings, preplanning proved insufficient.
Issues Addressed: Disaster Response / Dispatching-Communications / Equipment / Crowd Control / Media Issues / Stress-Trauma / Terror / Supervision / Incident Command

V9P9 Facing Disaster Part II (44 Minutes)
This second of the two part series discusses preplanning and response to such unexpected disasters as a terror attack, possibly involving weapons of mass destruction, or a catastrophic accident. Such events are possible anywhere, and law enforcement will be right in the thick of it.
Issues Addressed: Disaster Response / Terror / Crowd Control / Dispatching - Communications / Equipment / High Risk Response / Media Issues / Stress-Trauma / Supervision / Incident Command

V9P10 Hospital Security (35 Minutes)
When a criminal is hurt, injured or wounded, he / she must receive proper treatment. However, the security challenges for law enforcement can be innumerable. Learn from viewing and hearing how one of the U.S.’s largest law enforcement agencies deals with this vital task.
Issues Addressed: Officer Safety / Prisoner Transport

V9P11 Tampa Massacre (60 Minutes)
Two Tampa detectives and a Florida State Trooper are killed by a career criminal who had just been taken into custody for the shooting death of his girlfriend’s child. This video, subject of Line of Duty seminars all over the country, is fraught with lessons learned.
Issues Addressed: Handcuffing-Patdown / Weapon Retention / Pursuits / Active Shooter / Crowd Control / Backup / Media Issues / Dispatching-Communications / High Risk Response / Interrogation-Interviewing / Prisoner Transport / Stress-Trauma / Use of Force

V9P12 Tallahassee Ambush (37 Minutes)
An alert officer sees a suspicious car lurking behind a bank. When he approaches the vehicle, the car takes off. During the ensuing pursuit, the car stops and the passenger steps out firing an automatic weapon at the pursuing officer, then returns to the car. The pursuit continues until the suspect’s auto crashes.
Issues Addressed: Pursuits / Active Shooters / Dispatching-Communications / High Risk Response / Use of Force / Backup
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V10P1 Montana Officers on Multi-Jurisdictional Chase and Shootout (56 minutes)
This has been called a breathtaking chase and shootout and it’s all on tape. Montana law enforcement officers from several jurisdictions pursued a suspect in a bar shooting in which one person was killed and seven others wounded. The subject, at one point stopped his car causing a pursuing officer to crash into his vehicle. There was a shootout then the chase resumed until the shooter was captured when spike strips brought the pursuit to an end.
Issues Addressed: Pursuits / Use of Force / Defensive Tactics

V10P2 Wisconsin Officers Stop Jumper and Save Baby Dumped from Car (47 Minutes)
Law enforcement at its very best. Two separate incidents. Two lives saved! You will be proud of your fellow officers when watching this video. And, you will learn from their heroics.
Issues Addressed: Dealing With the Mentally Ill-EDP

V10P3 Utah Trooper Saved by Passenger-Side Approach (38 Minutes)
Law enforcement officers all over the country are changing their approach (literally and figuratively) as a result of this video. The whys and wherefores of the passenger-side approach with dramatic evidence of how it saved one officer’s life.
Issues Addressed: Officer Safety / Traffic Stops

V10P4 Missed Patdown Horror Story (36 Minutes)
San Bernardino municipal and county officers made a mistake that could have been more deadly than it was when they arrested a man accused of shooting an officer. A gun hidden in the man’s waistband was missed in a patdown. The man pulled the gun in a holding cell and committed suicide. He could have shot an officer. Important lessons learned here.
Issues Addressed: Searches, Transporting Prisoners

V10P5 What Dogs Try to Tell Cops (36 Minutes)
Within a period of less than a year, 2 Tennessee officers put down dogs in separate incidents. It led to a national outcry and to a need for officers to better understand animal behavior. This program is designed to do just that, and to provide useful information for officers to protect themselves if attacked by dogs.

V10P6 Cincinnati White Castle Incident--Updated (54 Minutes)
This is an updated version of the celebrated In the Line of Duty video on how officers can do everything right and things go wrong. In this case, a druggie high on a variety of drugs resists officers. After a long struggle, he is subdued, but moments later, dies. This program is a must for every street cop.
Issues Addressed: Use of Force / Drugs / Dealing with the Mentally Ill-EDP / Officer Safety / Defensive Tactics / Equipment
V10P7 SC Officer Run Over by SUV Survives to Nab His Assailant (45 Minutes)
Remarkable video of the confrontation. At the end of the chase, with the driver of a stolen vehicle cornered, the driver steps on the gas as an veteran officer approaches. The officer is struck, but comes up firing. More than a dozen rounds later, the driver is in custody.
Issues Addressed: Pursuits / Traffic Stops / Use of Force / Backup

V10P8 Courthouse Security (48 Minutes)
The deadly Fulton County Courthouse triple murder in Atlanta has brought new attention to the courthouse security issue. This program focuses on what any law enforcement officer who is involved in aspect of courthouse / courtroom security needs to know to make that security more effective whether the jurisdiction is large or small; rich or lacking in financial resources.
Issues Addressed: Officer Safety / Handcuffing-Searches / Prisoner Transport

V10P9 MO Deputy Uses Street Smarts to Nab Twin Killers (43 Minutes)
A young man and his sister were en-route to Las Vegas after killing their mother and grandparents in Indianapolis. Traveling over the speed limit in Missouri, they were stopped by a deputy. His alert questioning produced indicator after indicator that something was wrong. Roadside cooperation with Indiana officers and professional questioning soon brought a confession and arrests.
Issues Addressed: Backup, Interrogation / Field Interviewing

V10P10 Interrogation / Field Interviewing (45 Minutes)
Proper questioning can be a key ingredient in solving crimes and providing evidence for a conviction. It can be a patrol officer interrogating a subject at the scene, or a detective back at headquarters. Cases are made and broken through the interrogation process. Learn the proper techniques from experts.
Issues Addressed: Interrogation-Interviewing

V10P11 Shreveport Officer Shoots Man with Phone, Not Gun (32 Minutes)
Months and months after this incident, it is still generating conversation. Imagine yourself chasing a suspect who turns and points what appears to be a gun at you. You fire. The “gun” turns out to be a cell phone. You can imagine the outcry. We have the lessons learned.
Issues Addressed: Use of Force / Officer Safety

V10P12 Groundfighting for Female & Smaller Officers (30 minutes)
It happens every day. Smaller officers, many of them female, are confronted by much larger subjects. It doesn’t have to be a disadvantage and won’t be after viewing this very instructive video. Trainer Herb Hood, one of the most respected groundfighting instructors in the country is featured with ground fighting tactics smaller officers and all officers can use.
Issues Addressed: Groundfighting / Officer Safety / Defensive Tactics
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V11P1 Michelle Jeter Beating (35 Minutes)
TX female Officer Michelle Jeter nearly beaten to death during traffic stop. First ever in-depth training interview from Officer Jeter.
Issues Addressed: Officer Safety / Traffic Stops / Communications / Defensive Tactics / Body Language

V11P2 Arrested Female Steals Utah Officer's Cruiser (29 Minutes)
A Utah trooper's cruiser is taken by a young woman who is able to clip her cuffs; the trooper is nearly run over diving onto the hood in an effort to stop the fleeing suspect. Entire incident is captured on cruiser cam recording; important training program includes complete interview w/ trooper and lessons / analysis.
Issues Addressed: Officer Safety / Traffic Stops / Searches / Verbal Judo

V11P3 Mobile (AL) Officer in Chase / Shootout W/ O Backup (32 Minutes)
One of the most dramatic training videos for law enforcement ever produced. An Alabama officer displays extraordinary courage and tenacity as he is involved in, literally, three separate gunfights during a pursuit, entirely caught on tape. In depth interview with officer and expert analysis / lessons learned.
Issues Addressed: Pursuits / Officer Safety / Use of Force / Backup

V11P4 Poise Under Pressure (29 Minutes)
Black TX Deputy profaned during traffic stop. Lessons learned on maintaining professionalism and poise under pressure.
Issues Addressed: Ethics / Legal Issues

V11P5 LA Officer Allows Escaped Murderer Free After Stop (29 Minutes)
An escaped Federal prisoner is stopped by a Louisiana officer, but the subject is allowed to leave despite many signs pointing to him as the escapee. Top to bottom cruiser cam video. Lessons and analysis.
Issues Addressed: Officer Safety / Use of Force / Backup / Traffic Stops

V11P6 Texas Trooper Shot Dead by Elderly Man (32 Minutes)
Entirely caught on tape, an elderly rifle wielder guns down a Texas trooper and then stands idly by, rifle in hand, as back-up officers arrive. One of the most stark and overwhelming training videos and an absolute must for any lea training library. Interviews with officers involved; innumerable lessons learned and expert analysis.
Issues Addressed: Traffic Stops / DUI

V11P7 Indiana Bank Robbery-Chase-Shootout (40 Minutes)
This scenario is complicated by the fact the chase crosses state lines raising jurisdictional and communications issues.
Issues Addressed: Pursuits / Communications / Use of Force / Officer Safety
V11P8 Iron Will to Survive # 4 GA Deputy Shot in Face (31 Minutes)
GA Deputy's 'Iron Will to Survive'; Shot in face, he kills assailant.
Issues Addressed: Use of Force / Officer Safety / Motivation

V11P9 The McVeigh Stop / Trooper Hanger Talks (33 Minutes)
The Oklahoma State Trooper who stopped Timothy McVeigh after the Oklahoma City bombing talks about one of the most important stops in history. Learn how it all came about and how little things can mean a lot.
Issues Addressed: Traffic Stops / Body Language / Interrogation Interviewing / Searches

V11P10 Could a 'Russian School Siege' Happen Here? (31 Minutes)
The attack by terrorists at an elementary school in Russia may not be as far off as it seems. Shortly after this deadly incident in which more than 300 people died, detailed plans of several U.S. Schools were found in raids against Islamic terrorists.
Issues Addressed: Terror / Active Shooters / Communications / Officer Safety / Use of Force / Disaster Response

V11P11 The Danger of Response to Naked Person Calls (32 Minutes)
Information compiled by the prestigious Force Science Research Center at the University of Minnesota-Mankato provides the basis for this video. A lot can be going on when law enforcement is called to deal with a naked person. And, there are dangers you may not have thought about.
Issues Addressed: Body Language / Dealing with EDP / Controlled Substances / Use of Force / Officer Safety

V11P12 UT Officers Nearly Hit During Stop (30 Minutes)
Utah officers are nearly wiped out during a snowy stop, by an out-of-control vehicle. This incident is entirely caught on tape and includes in-depth interviews with the officers involved and analysis / lessons learned.
Issues Addressed: Traffic stops, Officer Safety
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V12P1 Trolley Square: The Night Rapid Response Worked (46 Minutes)
When a man walks into a Utah Mall and opens fire on shoppers, an off-duty officer takes action holding the gunman in place until Salt Lake City officers arrive. Addresses: Rapid Response, Off-Duty Considerations, Dispatch Topics Issues Addressed: Officer Safety, Communications-dispatch, Shoot-Don’t Shoot, Active Shooter, Backup

V12P2 GA Officer Shot in Face (31 Minutes)
GA officer was shot in face, is amazingly, able to return fire after keeping subject from getting his back-up gun. Complete video and interviews. Issues Addressed: Motivation-Iron Will to Survive, Officer Safety, Use of Force, Traffic Stops, Stress-Trauma.

V12P3 Drug-Terror Related Traffic Stops (36 Minutes)
Retired Maryland State Trooper Mike Lewis, now Sheriff of Wicomico County, Maryland, takes us step-by-step through effective interdiction stops, legal and officer safety considerations, and effective case documentation and presentation. Issues Addressed: Office Safety, Traffic Stops, Drugs / Controlled Substances

V12P4 Drug Concealment Spots (32 Minutes)
Hidden compartments (traps) and what they contain are limited only by the imaginations of those who transport contraband. In this program, Retired Maryland Trooper Mike Lewis, Fairview Heights (IL) Police Chief Ed Delmore, and Agent Chris Utley from the 21st Judicial District (TN) Drug Task Force demonstrate these hiding places and their contents, discovered in traffic stops on US interstate highways. Issues Addressed: Drugs / Controlled Substances

V12P5 Textbook Traffic Stops (32 Minutes)
Some of the best arrests an officer will make will begin with a traffic violation. It’s essential to know the traffic code in their jurisdiction, and the best practices for conducting such stops to make each encounter as safe and professional as possible. Issues Addressed: Traffic Stops, Officer Safety,

V12P6 Drug Recognition Experts (32 Minutes)
Begun by the Los Angeles Police Department in the 1970’s, the Drug Recognition Expert program takes the laboratory to the streets. These specially-trained law enforcement professionals can identify chemical and medical causes for impaired driving, and are improving their departments’ legal cases in the process. Issues Addressed: Drugs

V12P7 Michigan Cops in Courtroom Battle (24 Minutes)
Battle in a Battle Creek courtroom, when a newly-sentenced killer turns on the nearest deputy, going for his duty weapon and apparently attempting “suicide by cop.” Several deputies respond, putting their TASERs to use and stopping the threat. Issues Addressed: Jailer Safety, Officer Safety, Weapon Retention
V12P8 Forensic Death Investigations: What Cops Need to Know (32 Minutes)
Most law enforcement professional encounter a deceased person in their career. actions taken upon arrival on the scene will affect the investigation, and likely the prosecution, of the case. This program offers the basics every patrol officer should know about death scene preservation and information collection.
**Issues Addressed:** Crime Scene Preservation, Report Writing

V12P9 Cattle Truck Overturns: Dealing with Livestock Vehicle Accidents (29 Minutes)
Dispatchers started receiving calls about 2:00 A.M. concerning cows running loose on the highway. What first responders came upon was quite unusual for a major metropolitan city. A large cattle trailer had overturned and some of the cattle had escaped, roaming free on the exit ramp.
**Issues Addressed:** Traffic, Officer Safety, Communication-dispatch, Supervision

V12P10 Cops and Hazardous Materials: What Officers Need to Know (30 Minutes)
Whether it is ricin in a Las Vegas hotel, anthrax in a D.C. post office, rolling meth labs in upstate New York or a huge chlorine explosion in downstate Missouri, cops are usually the first responders to these scenes. And because of that, they need to know what precautions to take to keep themselves and the surrounding area safe.
**Issues Addressed:** First Responders, Officer Safety, Drugs / Controlled Substances, Disaster Response

V12P11 EVOC – Police Driving Part 1 (26 Minutes)
This program takes a look at the topic of deadly driving. Every year, law enforcement officers are killed or severely injured needlessly because of unsafe practices behind the wheel. We will discuss the elements that go into safe driving, vehicle maintenance and when pursuits become too dangerous.
**Issues Addressed:** Officer Safety, Pursuits, First Responders, Accident Response / Reconstruction

V12P12 EVOC – Police Driving Part 2 (37 Minutes)
This program is a continuation of Volume 12 Program 11. More concepts and techniques for safe driving will be covered. Since operating a motor vehicle is something street officers do with great regularity, it makes good sense that safe driving techniques are taught and regularly practiced and updated.
**Issues Addressed:** Officer Safety, Pursuits, First Responders, Accident Response / Reconstruction
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**V13P1 Amber Alert Victim and Suspect Pursuit (35 Minutes)**
In this program, an Illinois officer embarks on a high-speed pursuit. The suspect is wanted for kidnapping and an AMBER Alert has been issued. The chase covers two states before ending in St. Louis, Missouri. Many issues are covered in this program; pursuit policy, safety to the public, driver awareness and inter-department cooperation. **Issues Addressed:** Communications, Pursuits, Officer Safety

**V13P2 Groundfight at Walgreens (35 Minutes)**
An off-duty Nevada police officer, on a shopping errand for his daughter, suddenly finds himself in a groundfight with no backup weapon. In this program, see what tactics the officer used to stop a crime and save his life.
**Issues Addressed:** Groundfighting; Officer Safety; Off-duty considerations

**V13P3 Robbery and Response in Neighboring Jurisdiction (32 Minutes)**
In this program, a South Carolina officer responds to a robbery at a gas station. Many different factors come into play during his response. First of all, it is not even in his jurisdiction. From there, it takes on many different twists. We will discuss all of the lessons he learned during this incident.
**Issues Addressed:** communications and response; pursuit; shoot-don’t shoot

**V13P4 Domestic Violence Response (32 Minutes)**
In this program, we will look at the subject of domestic violence. A South Dakota teenager attacked his family, killing his mother and injuring his sister. We will review how officers responded to this incident and cover the many dangers of responding to domestic violence calls.
**Issues Addressed:** domestic violence; crime scene preservation

**V13P5 Investigating and Prosecuting Domestic Violence (32 Minutes)**
In this program, we will discuss the elements involved in investigating and prosecuting a domestic violence case. Thorough police work can make the prosecutor’s job much easier by documenting the incident with copious note-taking, use of cameras, and even audio recordings of the victim’s account.
**Issues Addressed:** domestic violence; report writing; communications; courtroom testimony

**V13P6 Cops and Ethics (25 Minutes)**
This video presents ethical situations faced by real law enforcement officers and both their positive and negative response. It focuses on real-world situations, the response, and the consequences. Not all of what is included is flattering to law enforcement. It is from these situations that we hope to reinforce the need the ethical response. **Issues Addressed:** Ethics; communications; officer safety
V13P7 Fort Oglethorpe Shootout (30 Minutes)
In this program, we will watch as a Georgia officer stops a subject with an active warrant. This stop soon turns lethal and we will discuss the many lessons learned covering topics such as use of lethal force and back-up.
Issues Addressed: officer safety; weapon retention; use of force; shoot-don't shoot; warrant service; back-up; less lethal weapons

V13P8 Patrolling Terror (31 Minutes)
In this program, we will look at ways officers can spot terrorist activity. They will become familiar with types of weapons that can be used along with items that can be used for making explosives. The street officer has become the first line of defense in stemming the tide of terrorist activity.
Issues Address: off duty considerations; terror

V13P9 Dog Fighting (21 Minutes)
In this program, we will examine the growing problem of pit bullfighting. We will discuss the strategies and techniques for law enforcement to put an end to it.
Issues Addressed: animal issues

V13P10 Middletown, OH Groundfight (28 Minutes)
In this program, an Ohio officer stops a vehicle for a suspected hit-and-run incident. The stop soon turns into a violent physical confrontation. Many issues are covered such as knowing when to move up the force continuum, detecting signs that a suspect is getting ready to engage you physically and reacting when your taser doesn't work properly.
Issues Addressed: traffic stop; officer safety; use of force; less lethal weapons; groundfighting

V13P11 SC Trooper Misses Fatal Funnel (27 Minutes)
In this program a South Carolina State Trooper makes a broad-daylight traffic stop at a busy gas station and is nearly shot to death. Initially, there is nothing to arouse his suspicions yet little does the trooper know that in a few minutes he would be in a gunfight for his life. There are many lessons learned in this program including the important reminder to never take for granted what seems to be a low-risk traffic stop.
Issues Addressed: traffic stops; officer safety; shoot-don't shoot; detecting danger; backup; body language

V13P12 Traffic Stops of Sovereign Citizens: What Every Cop Needs to Know (40 Minutes)
During a broad daylight traffic stop, two officers are killed by a 16-year old boy with an AK-47. The teen and his father were “sovereign citizens.” In this program we will discuss the sovereign citizen movement and look at what happened during this traffic stop. Analysis of the incident along with discussion of sovereign traits, beliefs and indicators to help identify this potentially dangerous group is also covered in this program.
Issues Addressed: traffic stops; felony stops; use of force; contact and cover; back-up; detecting danger
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In this program, a Dayton(OH) police officer initiates a traffic stop with an older subject. During the course of the stop, the subject attacks the officer and tries to go for his gun. The subject is finally subdued with the help of a passing motorist who witnessed the attack. We will break down the struggle and review the factors leading up to this attack. We will also look at the officer’s options and choices that he made during the struggle.
Issues Addressed: groundfighting; officer safety; weapon retention; defensive tactics; firearms safety; traffic stops; verbal judo;

Officer Joshua Campbell is dispatched to a Walgreens pharmacy to pick up surveillance video of an armed robbery that took place just a few hours earlier around 2:15 am. As he enters there is a customer in the store at the counter allegedly buying a pack of gum. Even with Officer Campbell standing right behind the counter in the direct line of sight of the checker (the same checker involved in the armed robbery just a few hours earlier) he witnesses this ‘customer’ reach over the counter and start emptying the register. He must then quickly decide how best to proceed after witnessing this felony right before his eyes.
Issues Addressed: groundfighting; officer safety; weapon retention; defensive tactics; firearms safety

V14P3 Terror in Tuscaloosa: The Public Safety Response (80 Minutes)
During the last days of April 2011, the United States experienced one of the worst tornado outbreaks in her history. From April 25-28 358 tornadoes were confirmed in 21 states from Texas to New York. On April 27, 2011 one of these tornadoes touched down in Greene County, AL and roared northward through Tuscaloosa County devastating downtown Tuscaloosa and surrounding areas. This F4 tornado left a path of destruction 37 miles long and up to 1.5 miles wide through Tuscaloosa. The destruction was so complete it was compared by some to a weapon of mass destruction. In this program we will look at the public safety response to such a catastrophe, interviewing the officers involved and asking what lessons there are to be learned.
Issues Addressed: accident response / reconstruction; disaster response; first responders; communications; dispatching / communications; equipment; incident (unified) command; crowd control; media issues; stress / trauma

V14P4 Shootout in Conroe: What Would You Have Done? (25 Minutes)
A veteran Texas officer responds to a call for a man with a shotgun outside a local bakery. But his decision not to pull the trigger on the rifle wielder, for the sake of potentially innocent bystanders, nearly cost him his life. What would you have done?
Issues Addressed: officer safety; firearms training; shoot-don't shoot; use of force
V14P5 El Segundo Movie Theater Gunfight (55 Minutes)
Two uniformed officers working extra duty as movie theater security are in a close-quarter gun battle for their lives and are grievously wounded before being able to stop the threat.
Issues Addressed: officer safety; handcuffing / pat-downs; contact and cover; less lethal force; firearms training; officer involved shooting; motivation / iron will to survive; equipment

V14P6 Bath Salts: What Every Cop Needs to Know (25 Minutes)
It almost seems as if naked 'zombies' have been competing to get onto the 10 o'clock news. Maybe it's good for ratings or a few laughs, but, for cops everywhere, one of the most dangerous phenomenon they have faced in years—Bath Salts. And for patrol officers one of the most important points to take away from this video is that there is almost no chance you’ll be able to verbally communicate with subjects high on Bath Salts.
Issues Addressed: Dealing with EDP; Controlled Substances; Officer Safety; High-Risk Response; Less Lethal Force
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V15P1 Killing Trooper Coates: What Has Changed Since? (24 Minutes)
This program deals with updates the South Carolina Highway Patrol (SCHP) has made since the death of Trooper Mark Coates on November 20, 1992. It is in his memory that this program is dedicated, as well as to the memory of the other 49 SCHP troopers who, as of this program, have given their lives since the patrol was organized in 1931.

Issues Addressed: Officer Safety; Detecting Danger; Body Language; Traffic Stops; Use of Force

V15P2 Iowa Parade Horror: Horses Bolt Into Crowd (29 Minutes)
A holiday parade turns into a bloodbath when two spooked horses go rampaging into a crowd of thousands. For first responders this parade was going to become one of the most challenging hurdles of their career as they work together to respond to this freak accident.

Issues Addressed: Accident Response / Reconstruction; Crowd Control; Animal Issues; Media Issues; First Response; Incident (Unified) Command; Disaster Response; Dispatching / Communications

V15P3 Cops and Black Eyes (24 Minutes)
How many ways are there to derail your career? A cop gets a black eye and it could end a career, or even a life as he or she knew it. Perhaps no other career gives you as many opportunities to screw up, and get negative worldwide publicity, as law enforcement. This program is a brief overview of the many ways in which cops have jeopardized their careers, and the life and safety of others in some cases, through lapses in judgment to outright criminal behavior.

Issues Addressed: Ethics

V15P4 Mythbusting (24 Minutes)
In this program we outline some myths that are repeated so often officers believe they are gospel truth—until, as we see, nothing but stark reality or the loss of lives convinces them they’re untrue.

Issues Addressed: Defensive Tactics; Detecting Danger; Firearms Training; Groundfighting; Officer Safety; Shoot-Don’t Shoot; Suicide by Cop

V15P5 Murder of an Arkansas Officer (50 Minutes)
Death stalks a young Arkansas officer, but in taking his life cops everywhere may someday get a second chance at living. In this program, we hope, with the help of the Trumann Police Department, to provide critical guideposts for officers who may fall prey or victim to the potential tragedy of complacency.

Issues Addressed: Body Language / Detecting Danger / Felony Stop / Officer Safety / Traffic Stops
One of the shortest, most powerful sentences in any language is ‘what if’. ‘What if’ scenarios have saved the lives of many officers. Use them to your benefit. Don’t use them and you may pay the ultimate price.

Issues Addressed: Juvenile / Officer Safety / Pursuits / Traffic Stops / Use of Force / Weapon Retention
Special Issues

SI1 Rapid Response to The Active Shooter (50 Minutes)
This outstanding 60 minute training video details the latest tactics for dealing with an active shooter. At Columbine, the SWAT Team was unable to form and enter the high school for some 45 minutes after the incident started. All the shooting had stopped within 11 minutes. Therefore, the new strategy involves sending first responders in to neutralize the shooting without waiting for the tactical unit to arrive. It is new. Some consider the tactics controversial. Find out for yourself in this video.
Issues Addressed: Building Search / Officer Safety / High Risk Response / Use of Force / Shoot Don’t Shoot / Hostage Negotiations / Incident Command

SI2 The Tampa Massacre (60 Minutes)
For the first time, this 60-minute video tells the full story of the May 1998 incident in which wanted felon Hank Earl Carr got the drop on two Tampa homicide detectives and killed them both. He then killed a Florida Highway Patrol Officer before killing himself. The incident was fraught with important training issues, including handcuffing, prisoner transport policies, search procedure and dealing with the media. This is a must and includes lesson plan and study guide.
Issues Addressed: Handcuffing-Patdown / Weapon Retention / Pursuits / Active Shooter / Crowd Control / Backup / Media Issues / Dispatching-Communications / High Risk Response / Interrogation-Interviewing / Prisoner Transport / Stress - Trauma / Use of Force

SI3 The Do’s and Don’ts of Serving Warrants (9 Minutes)
It can be the law enforcement officer’s most dangerous task. This 11-minute video hits the major points of how to prepare for serving the warrant, and executing it. It’s a bargain at our price.
Issues Addressed: Warrant Service

SI4 The Murder of Georgia Deputy Kyle Dinkheller (55 Minutes)
When a young Georgia deputy made a low-risk stop for speeding, little did he expect a gunfight for his life---a gunfight he would lose. Exclusive video and interviews with deputy's back-up officers and responders...coupled with top to bottom actual video of the shootout. "This is the best law enforcement training video ever. The lessons learned will save many cops' lives." (Richard Simpher, Former Director, St. Louis Police Training Academy)
Issues Addressed: Officer Safety / Body Language / Shoot Don’t Shoot / Detecting Danger / Stress-Trauma / Backup / Traffic Stops

SI5 Racial Profiling (14 minutes)
If there is a hotter issue in law enforcement today, we don’t know about it. Making stops on the basis of the race or ethnicity of those in a car rather than on grounds of reasonable suspicion is wrong and a violation of rights. In this 12- minute training video, officers will understand what racial profiling is, what it isn’t, and how to be on safe ground when making that stop. This is an invaluable video and can help you avoid millions in liability awards.
Issues Addressed: Terror / Community Policing-Cultural Diversity / Ethics
SI6 Do’s and Don’ts of Handling Anthrax (15 Minutes)
This program centers on what the first responder should and should not do when answering a call about a suspicious package. From the role of the dispatcher to the role of the Haz-Mat unit, this program is a must for a nation facing the terrorist threat. **Issues Addressed: Terror / Police Science**

SI7 Police Chaplains / When a Cop Dies (23 Minutes)
The police chaplain is playing an increasingly more important role in law enforcement. Because their jobs are dangerous and high stress, officers need someone to talk to whether they know it or not. The chaplain plays a big role in dealing with the mind, spirit and body. This program highlights what they do, why they do it, and why having a chaplain on staff may be vital to your department. **Issues Addressed: Community Policing-Cultural Diversity**

SI8 What Every Street Cop Needs to Know About Terrorists (45 Minutes)
This is a must program for American law enforcement. It is complete with vital information on dealing with the new terrorist threat in this county, including what to look for and what to do when you find it. **Issues Addressed: Terror / Explosives Recognition**

SI9 Cops and Ethics (28 Minutes)
The I.A.C.P. says that the issue of law enforcement ethics and leadership is one of the biggest issues facing law enforcement today. This outstanding video goes over the do’s and don’ts of proper ethical procedures through more than a dozen real-world scenarios in which officers have done the right thing and the wrong thing. They are perfect tools for instruction. In addition, this video features five singular scenarios for evaluation, analysis and discussion. **Issues Addressed: Ethics**

SI10 Animal Abuse: Why Cops Can and Need to Stop It (34 Minutes)
Far too often when law enforcement officers run across cases of animal abuse, They slough it off as “kids being kids.” It is much more than that. Studies show that people who abuse animals also abuse other people. Just for starters, Jeffrey Dahmer, Ted Bundy and John Wayne Gacy are prime examples of animal abusers who acquired a taste for blood early in life by abusing animals. It is a serious crime that can lead to more serious crime. Our nation’s law enforcement officers need to know how handle evidence and vigorously investigate animal abuse cases. This training video provides invaluable information about this important area of investigation and prosecution. **Issues Addressed: Animal Issues**

SI11 We’ve Got a 962 With Fire; Officer Burning Alive (52 Minutes)
Truly one of the most inspiring stories of officer survival in the history of American law enforcement. By any standard, this remarkable Phoenix officer should have died when his cruiser was rammed by a taxi and burned furiously with him inside. His upper body literally melted. It was not the end for Jason. It was the beginning. **Issues Addressed: Fire Emergencies**
SI12 Dealing with Media / Recognizing Media Tricks (37 Minutes)
The Washington sniper case, a civil disturbance, an airline crash... all examples of how an unexpected event can bring a wave of media attention. Law enforcement is often the target of media attention during such times. This is an extensive examination of how law enforcement can respond effectively at such times includes experts in journalism and law enforcement public information specialists. This program includes a special segment on techniques reporters use to extract information which can be embarrassing and harmful to investigations.

Issues Addressed: Media Issues

SI13 What Dogs are Trying to Tell Cops (23 Minutes)
Now, learn some very basic techniques on how each officer can 'read' a dog's behavior and prove without doubt your agency is sensitive and attentive to such training. There have been cases where cops have killed dogs they thought threatened them, only to learn there was no threat and then face enormous liability consequences. It's short, to-the-point and geared exclusively for law enforcement.

Issues Addressed: Animal Issues

SI14 Pit Bull Fighting / What Every Cop Should Know (25 Minutes)
Brutal, bloodthirsty dogfighting has become a billion dollar “industry” worldwide The U.S. is now the leading provider of fighting dogs internationally. Now, learn how you can stop it on your turf and make great arrests for a multitude of other crimes, ranging from drug trafficking to money laundering to racketeering. Also addressed; preserving dogfighting crime scenes; gathering evidence / what to look for; eating 'em in court Learn how you can also generate revenue for your municipality, city and county by making good arrests of dogfighters AND those who attend dogfights. Other law enforcement agencies are doing it now!

Issues Addressed: Animal Issues

SI15 Dealing with the Mentally Ill (54 Minutes)
This is a pioneering law enforcement training video which many agencies have asked us to produce. It features the nationally-recognized program of the Albuquerque (NM) PD which is at the very forefront of officer training for dealing with the mentally ill and disturbed. Mental health experts with the department are interviewed at length for their expertise. The department's training program for officers is analyzed and scrutinized. Also, you'll ride with Albuquerque officers to see first-hand how this department is implementing their strategy and why it has become the state-of-the-art in the entire country's law enforcement community.

Issues Addressed: Dealing with the Mentally Ill-EDP

SI16 Simple Spanish Commands (26 Minutes)
With almost absolute certainty all peace officers at some point in their careers will deal with subjects who speak only Spanish. The Hispanic minorities in many of our urban and, indeed, rural communities are growing at a fast rate. Even communities in areas that traditionally had minimal, if any, Hispanic influence are changing. It's crucial, therefore, for officer safety and departmental liability that officers who deal with Hispanics have some knowledge of basic Spanish commands a cop would use. This program guides officers through the most commonly used law enforcement Spanish commands and teaches them via a very easy verbal refresher.

Issues Addressed: Community Policing-Cultural Diversity
SI17 Signs of the Deaf (30 Minutes)
Like the program dealing with Spanish commands, this video takes officers through the most commonly used signs of the deaf one might encounter on the street. It's perfect for officers who need to learn these commands over several sessions, because like the Spanish commands, this program can be easily learned. It's also a must addition to a departmental video library, because it proves the department concern over officer/citizen safety and departmental liability issues.

Issues Addressed: Community Policing-Cultural Diversity

SI18 Drug Concealment Spots (15 Minutes)
Your officers will be amazed at the ingenuity of the drug runners when it comes to concealing their dope. Some of the most surprising and clever drug concealment spots ever recorded are analyzed and graphically presented in this video. It's well worth adding to your video library, because until you've seen it, you're not going to believe it. This program also includes some of the tactics drug runners are using to get over and get past police officers. A definite must if you make drug stops in your community or on your streets, roads, and interstates!

Issues Addressed: Drugs

SI19 Big Rig Stops (10 Minutes)
Jim Crotty of “Strategies for Officer Survival,” provides what could someday be a lifesaving show and tell for traffic cops. You'll see and learn about the different elements in making a traffic stop involving a big rig as opposed to a passenger vehicle. And, there are many of them, from approach to safe interrogation of drivers and passengers. Each and every approach and tactic is clearly visualized for officers, and this video can, too, be re-visited by officers without losing any momentum in their training. An excellent tutorial that will explode some myths in big rig stops and approaches.

Issues Addressed: Traffic Stops

SI20 Less Lethal Options (20 Minutes)
More and more departments are expressing great interest in the options available to them that involve less than full lethal force. This program is geared specifically to provide officers and departments with the very latest options currently available involving weapons of less than lethal force. This includes actual video of both the bean bag and the TASER in use and tutorials on both provided by law enforcement experts. If your department is even remotely considering the less than lethal force options available to you, by all means, get this program!

Issues Addressed: Less Lethal Weapons

SI21 Staying Calm Under Pressure---Dispatching (28 Minutes)
Featuring comments from dispatchers in all regions of the nation, this program also includes vital tips and "lessons learned" from experts in dispatcher training. This video training program for dispatchers is a must for your department. Dispatchers are often the most neglected yet vital link in the lifeline of any major incident. Graphic examples of proper dispatching are included from the North Hollywood Shoot-out to hot pursuits to domestic violence eruptions. For your dispatchers AND the officers for whom they provide a lifeline we urge you to add this program to your law enforcement video library.

Issues Addressed: Dispatching-Communications
SI22 Joining the Force (60 Minutes)
If you're interested in "putting the department's best foot forward" to recruit talented young people, this is the video for you! Not only do the cameras follow excellent, enthusiastic officers from every branch and unit but also the video provides young people with multi-ethnic role models from both genders. It is the very best police recruiting video ever produced, and we believe you'll agree!
**Issues Addressed: Recruiting**

SI23 Courtroom Testimony (20 Minutes)
Proper courtroom testimony and etiquette is vital for all officers. Sooner or later, they all wind up in court. Officers on the stand can make or break cases for prosecutors. It is one of the most difficult and least understood assignments for any officer. This tape will make all who view it more effective on the stand.
**Issues Addressed: Courtroom Testimony**

SI24 Incident at White Castle (48 Minutes)
This video documents in complete detail one of the most controversial incidents in the history of the Cincinnati Police Department. The incident centers on the attempted arrest of a 350 pound man high on drugs. He resisted arrest and fought with officers for several minutes before they finally subdued him with batons. However, he died at the scene. The officers did everything right, but the outcome was wrong. Many lessons learned here.
**Issues Addressed: Use of Force / Drugs / Dealing with the Mentally Ill-EDP / Officer Safety / Defensive Tactics**

SI25 Thinking TASER? What Every L.E.A. Should Know (43 Minutes)
The TASER has rapidly become one of the most important less lethal tools ever for law enforcement officers.
In this "Special Issue" from In the Line of Duty, you'll:
- Learn Answers to the Most Frequently Asked TASER Questions
- Learn Different Funding Sources to Help You Purchase TASERS
- Learn Exactly How to Approach City Governments About Buying TASERS
- Get Clarification on TASER Issues in the News
- See TASERS in a Wide Variety of Uses and Training Modules
**Issues Addressed: Less Lethal Weapons**

SI26 Alabama Officer Stabbed to Death: Tragic Events and Lessons Learned in Mobile (47 Minutes) An Alabama officer, whose dream from childhood was to become a cop, has the dream shattered when he is knifed to death in a jail sally port after a missed patdown. The tragic events of that day all began at a Dollar General store and a bizarre attempt at robbery by arson. Veteran officers said they had never seen anything like it. The incidents of that day ended as a tragic lesson on why you can never be too careful.
**Issues Addressed: Body Language / Communications / Detecting Danger / Edged Weapons / Handcuffing / Incident Command / Officer Safety / Prisoner Transport**
SI27 Rapid Response: Saving Lives in the Golden Hour (31 Minutes)
How critical is the need for an integrated approach to rapid response and one that includes every member of the public safety community? Find out how Hillsboro, OR Police, Fire, and EMS made this approach a reality, and see the effect it has had on their emergency response times and level and effectiveness.
Issues Addressed: Building Search / Officer Safety / High Risk Response / Use of Force / Incident Command / Cooperative Training

SI28 Use of Force: The Death of Eric Garner (30 Minutes)
In a day and age when cameras and video are becoming omnipresent in law enforcement's responses 24/7, it is critical to learn and benefit from officer's experiences on the street. We present this program of the incident with Eric Garner with one question in mind - are there lessons that could have been learned? This program is meant to offer the feedback, thoughts, and knowledge of one veteran trainer in the hopes that it will elicit much food for thought, interactive discussion, and even opportunity to always keep that eternal question at the forefront of officer's minds - What Would You Do?
Issues Addressed: Body Language / Groundfighting / Use of Force

SI29 Body Cameras: What Every Officer Needs to Know (31 Minutes)
Video technology has come a long way in the last few decades and it's only getting better but are body cameras all they are cracked up to be? Will they help or hinder law enforcement? Many feel that body cams are a great way for cops and those in law enforcement to improve their credibility with those they serve and build trust within their communities. In fact, what many law enforcement departments are realizing is that body cams and the video they capture can be their best friend. Some of the best data and feedback on body cameras comes from one of the trailblazers. In this program we will hear from the Rialto Police Department on how they successfully navigated the implementation of the TASER/AXON body cameras within their department.
Issues Addressed: Equipment

SI30 Use of Force Report Writing (35 Minutes)
This program deals with the issue of accurate and precise reporting writing of use of force events. This is a course taught by Lt. Kevin Dillon, a 25-year law enforcement veteran who retired from the Wethersfield (CT) P.D. He is a graduate of the FBI National Academy. Kevin is certified by the Force Science Institute for Analysis of Use of Force Incidents. This is a program on the proper way to write a report to present a situation as accurately as it happened and find out how good report writing could actually be one of your greatest allies.
Issues Addressed: Courtroom Testimony / Use of Force
SI31 WWYD? Couple Plays Cops; Language Barrier Tragedy (42 Minutes)
Two law enforcement incidents that erupted into national headlines are examined by graduating recruits at the St. Louis(MO) County and Municipal Police Academy. This pioneering, interactive program can easily be used for two, separate 20:00 training segments. In the first incident, Indiana officers are forced to deal with a 6'5" UFC fighter and his wife trying to ‘play them’ after a three mile pursuit. And, in a language barrier tragedy, an Alabama officer throws an older Indian man to the ground, partially paralyzing him.
Issues Addressed: Communication/Language Barrier / Tactical Approach / Felony Type Stops

SI32 What Would You Do?/Recruit Class 184-Program II/Shooting Restraint, DUI Checkpoints (31 Minutes)
Like Special Issue 31, this training program features members of the St. Louis County(MO) Municipal and Police Academy’s Recruit Class 184. In this edition, they analyze and discuss a major law enforcement incident and a challenging scenario. In the first, the recruits provide their insight on an incident in Ohio in which an officer has stopped a suspect in a double homicide. Although the subject has his hand in his pocket and is rapidly advancing on the officer while yelling “shoot me, shoot me”, the officer refuses to shoot the man. This dramatic video combined with the recruits’ remarks and those of their training instructor make for an excellent interactive training resource. In the second segment recruits comment and interact after watching video of stops at a DUI checkpoint in Florida in which motorists are advised not to open their windows and, rather, show a sign refusing to cooperate with the officers, other than to display their driver’s license.
Issues Addressed: Use of Force / Verbal Commands / Tactical Retreat / DUI Checkpoints / Firearms Training

SI33 Col. Dave Grossman/Identifying and Stopping Active Killers (44 Minutes)
Who are they? What are their traits? What can cops, and the hundreds of thousands of gun-free zones in America, do to stop them? Cops are no longer standing on the sidelines during an active shooting. They are going into the fray immediately and engaging the active shooter; or as Lt. Col. Grossman calls them...active killers.
Issues Addressed: Response to active shooters / Identifying active shooters / Rapid response / Video games and violence / Protecting schools / School violence / Stopping the threat
**Golden Nuggets**

**GN1 Life-saving, street smart tips for cops (30 Minutes)**

In this ‘video magazine’ format, officers and students are given a wide variety of “golden nuggets”; i.e. survival, safety, and tactical tips from a wide variety of sources and law enforcement experts. Each segment will be no longer than 2:00 or so for convenient use in roll call training in addition, of course, to in-service, academy and classroom use. Also, each segment includes interactive questions for class discussion, feedback and analysis.

**Issues Addressed:** Head on swivel / Guilty responses / Detecting a lie / Conceal-Carry laws / Cover all wounds / Don't wear jewelry / Beware the overly polite / Domestic arguments / Subjects' obfuscations and denials / Successful field interviews / Safe radio transmissions / Avoiding the "kill zone" / Foot pursuits/slicing the pie / Excited utterances / What dogs try to tell cops / Keeping K9’s safe / K9 body armor needs
**Roll Call Review** *Programs not available individually.*

These programs are produced with roll call in mind. Each is 5-8 minutes in length and includes a fact sheet with relevant training information.

**RCR1 Tampa Detectives Murdered**

A tremendous, gripping roll call presentation featuring two Tampa homicide detectives who have arrested murder suspect Hank Earl Carr. The officers are seen arresting Carr and escorting him to their cruiser. Moments later, both detectives are dead, brutally murdered by Carr who used an undetected handcuff key. The presentation also includes comments and analysis from IN THE LINE OF DUTY technical advisers.

**RCR2 Officer’s Gun Accidentally Discharges**

An officer's gun accidentally discharges almost striking a subject who has been arrested, handcuffed, and placed on the ground. This program features gun safety tips and lessons from the LINE OF DUTY technical advisory staff.

**RCR3 New Mexico Trooper Held at Gunpoint**

A New Mexico State Trooper is held at gunpoint by a subject who charges out of a vehicle during a traffic stop. This program includes comments from the trooper who ultimately talked the youthful subject into surrendering and from LINE OF DUTY’S technical advisory staff.

**RCR4 Officer Shoots Homeless Person**

An officer under high stress shoots a subject during an encounter in a crowded Baltimore Marketplace. Dramatic video is supplemented with comments from the officer. Also, expert analysis and training questions are included from IN THE LINE OF DUTY’S technical advisory team.

**RCR5 Human Shield Incident**

In this roll call tape, an officer has taken a subject as a literal ‘human shield’ while approaching an alleged criminal’s vehicle. This controversial technique is not only dramatically depicted on the live-action tape but also is analyzed thoroughly by the IN THE LINE OF DUTY’S consulting and technical advisory group.

**RCR6 Officer Tries to Block Moving Subject’s Car**

A highway patrol officer stands in front of a stopped subject's car ordering the individual not to proceed. When the subject, however DOES continue driving forward, the officer draws his service weapon and fires numerous times at the fleeing individual striking him. This is a very important roll call program each officer needs to see. As is the case with all IN THE LINE OF DUTY’S programs, complete expert technical analysis and 'lessons learned' are provided.

**RCR7 Off-Duty Considerations for Street Cops**

This is a vital roll call program for all officers and includes dramatic video of a shoot-out involving an off-duty officer plus expert thoughts and considerations for officers who carry weapons when off-duty. It's approximately 7 minutes in length and will generate much discussion for departments whose officers could find themselves in lethal force incidents during off-duty hours.
RCR8 The Darrell Lunsford Murder / Lessons Learned
The first video recorded murder of a peace officer---the murder of Texas constable Darrell Lunsford is analyzed for lessons learned and edited into a very convenient roll call training program all departments will want for their video library.

RCR9 Cop Kills Motorist During Chase
When an arrested subject commandeers a police car, the chase is on. This, however, ends tragically when an officer accidentally kills an innocent motorist during the pursuit. The program is a crucial learning tool all departments will want to have and present to all officers. Vital for pursuit driving training and liability purposes.

RCR10 Training Accident Kills Officer
Tragically, many law enforcement officers are injured and killed every year during training exercises. This roll call program depicts the death of a State Trooper shot to death by another trooper who thought his weapon was not loaded. The many points to ponder and lessons that should have been learned are dissected by Technical Advisers from IN THE LINE OF DUTY.

RCR11 Jailer Transporting Prisoner is Murdered
Another tragedy that can teach officers crucial lessons and safety procedures. A jailer transporting a prisoner from one facility to another is shot to death when the subject seizes the female deputy’s service weapon from her and opens fire. The lessons are analyzed; the complete report of the incident is included with the roll call presentation.

RCR12 Remaining Calm During Major Adrenaline Rushes
A state trooper loses all patience and cool when a motorist fails to pull over despite his flashing lights and siren. As a result, he angrily and forcefully yanks her from her vehicle. The resulting uproar causes the trooper to lose his job. The graphic video is unforgettable and makes a lasting impression on all cops In this roll call presentation, learn the critical lessons needed to stay calm under the most intense pressure from the physical fitness expert with the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department.

RCR13 Officers Lose Job Over Hog-Tying Death
Five officers are fired after a subject dies during a hog-tying incident. This roll call review includes vital points to ponder and questions to ask before a police officer should consider hog tying---or, whether or not to ever consider such a tactic.

RCR14 Physical Assaults: Covering Your Back
With graphic video of officers who have been violently physically assaulted, technical advisers to IN THE LINE OF DUTY pass along invaluable safety and survival tips to officers. The program is approximately 7 minutes in length; geared specifically for roll call training.

RCR15 Officer Shoots Self in Training Exercise
An officer nearly kills herself during a shooting exercise and has extensive brain surgery before her long road to recovery. The vital lessons learned and survival tips are summarized. The program also includes the report on the incident for further critique and review.
**RCR16 Complacency Can Lead to Tragedy**
A female deputy is held at gunpoint while checking on a man supposedly asleep in his car. Dramatic video and lessons learned. A must at roll call training.

**RCR17 Meth Labs**
This program features graphic video of law enforcement meth raids and experts discussing the very critical do’s and don’ts for cops who will likely be involved in methamphetamine raids. It’s a vital roll call video for police officers who, often, may not be fully aware of the many dangers involved when dealing with and handling this dangerous substance.

**RCR18 Verbal Judo**
Featuring the renowned developer of verbal judo George Thompson, this roll call video succinctly summarizes the eight crucial steps cops need to know about verbal judo. The verbal judo tactics have received overwhelming kudos from police departments worldwide for defusing potentially very dangerous situations and very dangerous subjects. It’s a program you’ll want to utilize for veteran street cops and new recruits time and time again.

**RCR19 Report Writing**
Many departments have asked us to develop a roll call training video dealing with proper report writing. Here it is! A short presentation that will provide all officers crucial elements for excellent, literate report writing. Utilizing law enforcement experts, you’ll find this video is one that is not only long overdue but also one you’ll be using for a long time to come.

**RCR20 Building Searches**
This is another roll call video we’ve been asked to produce by many law enforcement agencies. It offers some very basic yet often overlooked or, perhaps, underutilized tactics to increase officer safety. This roll call video features experts with the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department training academy and Jim Crotty of ‘Strategies for Officer Survival.’

**RCR21 Rape Victims’ Do’s and Don’ts**
For many officers, dealing with rape victims can be one of their most traumatic experiences. It’s also a very painful experience, obviously, for the rape victim. This roll call video presentation provides officers with some crucial approaches and tactics for questioning and dealing with rape victims as first responders. Featuring a veteran police rape counselor and Dr. Armand Brodeur, world renowned pediatric radiologist and police witness.

**RCR22 Gangs**
The proliferation of violent gangs in the United States has taxed law enforcement agencies at every level. And, in many instances, gangs have spread from major metropolitan areas to suburban, even rural settings. This roll call program features some of the nation’s leading police experts on gangs providing specific insight for street cops who may come face to face with a violent gang member. Highly recommended for all law enforcement video libraries.
RCR23 Foot Pursuits
Featuring Jim Crotty of 'Strategies for Officer Survival,' this roll call video is absolutely vital for street cops who may need a refresher in the basics of safe foot pursuits. It’s also a tremendous video presentation for recruits and young officers fresh from academy training. Each year officers are murdered because they get complacent during foot pursuits or simply neglect some of the basics. After watching this video, they will definitely be on their toes again!

RCR24 Body Language
This is a crucial addition to your video library. We feel confident it can help save officers from serious injury and even death. Subjects who are potentially violent almost invariably display various physical “signs” that they are volatile. However, many cops simply have never been taught or shown these simple physical displays of anxiety or anger. In this fast-paced roll call video, officers will go away with a powerful awareness that subjects’ body language is something all cops must carefully observe.

RCR25 Felony Vehicle Stops
An absolutely vital roll call training program which features Jim Crotty of 'Strategies for Officer Survival' outlining the most critical elements of proper felony vehicle stops. The program visually guides officers through each important safety step that is vital when stopping a subject in a motor vehicle suspected of a possible felony. Its fast-paced presentation may mean you'll need to stop tape at intervals for interactive analysis / discussion and reaffirmation of strategic points.

RCR26 Response to Felonies in Progress
This is another program that police departments have requested we produce, and we listened! Often, officers become complacent or lackadaisical responding to alarms. Even when an alarm may be a good one, complacent cops can go barreling into a potentially explosive scene. This 8 minute presentation will hit home for all street officers by powerfully showing the right way to respond to felonies in progress and just how dangerous it can be when you respond using poor tactics.

RCR27 Stopping Vehicles with Tinted Windows
Technical expert Jim Crotty of 'Strategies for Officer Survival' is featured along with officers from the Orange County (FL) Sheriff's Department. You'll see excellent demonstrations of the safest approaches for officers who have stopped vehicles with heavily-tinted windows. Officers will learn the very best tactics for keeping subjects off-balance and uncertain about officers' presence and positioning. Also, they'll learn exactly where to position themselves most strategically for the safest possible interaction with subjects in tinted windows. An invaluable addition to an agency's video library.

RCR28 Pursuit Intervention Techniques (P.I.T)
If your department is considering development of the Pursuit Intervention Technique (P.I.T.) as part of your pursuit policy, you'll want this program! It features driving experts from two of the nation's finest E.V.O.C. schools, San Bernardino( CA) Sheriff's and Fairfax County (VA).
RCR29 Proper Handcuffing Technique
As any peace officer knows, improper and unsafe handcuffing of subjects can fatal. In recent years, subjects have wiggled free of handcuffs, have accessed handcuff keys, etc. to ultimately end up fatally shooting law enforcement officers. This roll call video, we believe, will be an indispensable addition to any agency’s video library. It features police experts taking you step-by-step on the right way to cuff subjects. You'll want to use this program time and again not only for green recruits but also veteran street cops who may occasionally get lax and complacent.

RCR30 The Standing Modified Search
Police expert Tony Kirkbright of the Antioch, California Police Department, is featured in this roll call video walking you through a perfectly executed ‘standing modified search.’ This is another critical element for officers to learn and, in many cases, re-learn. Not only will Tony show officers the most tactically safe approach to searching of subjects but also the best, most thorough means an officer can pat down a subject. Add this to your shopping list of videos from IN THE LINE OF DUTY. It'll be a tremendous video resource for many years to come.

RCR31 How Bad Guys Get Over on Cops - Parts 1 & 2
Defensive Tactics Expert Sgt. Mike Muxo of the St. Louis Metropolitan PD explains and shows several of the tactics bad guys utilize to "get over on the cops" in this two-part roll call special. It'll amaze even veteran street officers the lengths to which the bad guys will go to try to scam or "blindside" the police. Each one of the tips in these two roll call videos could someday be a lifesaver for officers. We strongly recommend you add this to your IN THE LINE OF DUTY video checklist.

RCR32 Protective Vests
This is more than a practical demonstration on purchasing the very best, most comfortable and safest protective body armor. It's an absolutely vital practical demonstration! Of all an officer's or a department's choices, there isn't much that is more crucial for officer safety than the selection of the right protective body armor; the armor that gives the street cop the best chance of surviving gunfire. Tony Kirkbright of the Antioch (CA) Police Department demonstrates just how vital an officer's body armor selection is. You'll want each officer in your department to view this roll call video more than once.

RCR33 What You Need to Know Before Buying Holsters
In one of the most graphic demonstrations ever made, the St. Louis Police Department literally rips apart holsters before your very eyes! It's their way of determining which holsters last the longest under the most extreme conditions. If you or one of your officers is attacked, which holster do YOU believe would stand up to an assailant's effort to wrest free a gun? See what St. Louis determined after putting these holsters from every major manufacturer through their very grueling paces.
Two Minute Warning *Programs not available individually*

In the Line of Duty has produced a series of short scenarios that are ideal for roll call training. Each individual program presents the kind of scenario any patrol officer may encounter at any time. Using real video and expert law enforcement technical analysis, all topics include scenarios that street cops face every day and night. Officers are given a series of options as to what they would do under the described conditions. The proper course of action has been determined by a panel of experts compiled by In the Line of Duty for this purpose.

**TMW1 Avoiding danger from traffic on stops**
Every year, several officers are killed in traffic during stops. Learn how to avoid death or injury.

**TMW2 Transporting dangerous prisoners**
Prisoners get the drop on transporting officers sometimes with dangerous consequences. Protect yourself.

**TMW3 Warehouse burglary during power outage**
How do you proceed with flashlights against an unseen adversary?

**TMW4 Lone officer sees murder-rape suspect go into dark alley in high crime area**
How to proceed safely.

**TMW5 Big rig driver furious over traffic stop**
He’s abusive and after receiving your citation, he’s back behind the wheel. What do you do now?

**TMW6 Single officer finds two drunken men brutally beating two women**
You are alone. How do you handle this dangerous and tense situation?

**TMW7 Calling out all possible ID factors in high and low risk stops**
Better too much information than too little. It could save your life.

**TMW8 Stop man with bag of burglars’ tools**
No warrants… not from neighborhood. What are your options?

**TMW9 Lone officer sees two men in van.**
Driver won’t make eye contact, passenger stares until out of sight. How to proceed

**TMW10 Two officers break up bar fight**
One subject tries to slither into men’s room perhaps to flush drugs. How do you handle it?

**TMW11 Are you prepared for off-duty incidents?**
You’re off-duty and a crime is committed before you. What can you do and how prepared are you to do it?
**TMW12 Wearing body armor**  
You know body armor saves lives. So, why don’t you wear yours?

**TMW13 Handcuffing and patdowns**  
Many officers have been injured or worse because of bad handcuffing or patdown techniques. How to improve yours.

**TMW14 On DUI Stop, passenger changes places with driver**  
It’s your word against theirs. How do you deal with this situation?

**TMW15 Acting on a neighbor’s tip alleging child abuse**, officer is prohibited by parents from seeing child. He hears child screaming and crying in back room. What next?

**TMW16 Where do you keep your hands?**  
Many officers have been caught off guard because their hands are not in position to react. You may be making a common mistake.

**TMW17 Equipment check**  
You never know when you’ll need your baton, spray, cuffs or gun. Is your equipment ready to go?

**TMW18 Gay lovers have violent argument.**  
Police arrive to find lots of blood. How to proceed and protect yourself.

**TMW19 Single officer sees lone person apparently planning to leap from bridge**  
What are the most pressing to-do’s?

**TMW20 Using backup**  
There are times officers think they can handle many situations alone. Why you should always have backup.

**TMW21 High speed response to emergency calls**  
It can be deadly for responding officers or civilians or both.

**TMW22 Mentally disturbed man ranting on corner, suddenly slashes a young boy**  
How do you save the child and defuse the situation?

**TMW23 Rapid Response to the active shooter.**  
New tactics for first responders arriving on the scene. No more waiting for SWAT. First to arrive are first to engage the shooter.

**TMW24 Officer chasing armed robbery suspect at night must decide whether to keep radio on or off**  
What’s more important; contact… or silence?

**TMW25 Cover officer watching two passengers when angry driver gets into physical confrontation with contact officer**
**TMW26 Drinking off-duty**
Most cops enjoy a beer after shift or on days off. How well do you handle your booze?

**TMW27 Proper use of force**
Perhaps the most important issue before law enforcement today. When is the use of force too much...too little?

**TMW28 Encounter bad accident with two injured people in separate cars.**
Oncoming traffic poses a threat. What should officers do?

**TMW29 Officer stops car wanted in connection with bank robbery.**
A baby is in the back seat. While awaiting backup, officer sees driver and passenger reach for something under seat. What should he do?

**TMW30 Officer pulls over van for going 15 over the limit.**
While on stop, he hears a muffled cry from the back of van. What's the next course of action?

**TMW31 Officer is looking for armed subject in low light situation.**
He is fired upon and can see the muzzle flash. What should the officer do?

**TMW32 Convenience Store Robbery**
Single officer spots more than one armed bad guy. How to handle this scenario.

**TMW33 The victim of a domestic violence call is a fellow officer's wife**
Delicate to say the least. How do you handle it?
Mind Games and Powers of Observation  Programs not available individually

This is a series of short roll call training programs titled “Did you See That?” and “Eye Spy”. In each the viewer has a limited amount of time to view and assimilate details from either old crime scene photographs or wanted posters. It’s important for the trainer or instructor to impress upon the viewers/students that they, indeed, do have only several seconds to study, review and remember what they’ve seen. The programs are geared towards officers’ and students’ ability to recollect and recall facts and information which may prove invaluable later. They also provide officers/students with opportunities to hone their visual skills which will, in all likelihood, be crucial in their careers.

Did You See That?

DYST1 Weejee on the Spot
In the 1930s and 1940s, no crime scene photographer was more famous than Arthur Felig, nicknamed Weejee after the Ouija board because he had an amazing ability to get to crime scenes even before police. Weejee used to say, “In my particular case I didn’t wait until somebody gave me a job, I went and created one for myself—freelance photographer—and naturally I picked the story that meant something.”

DYST2 Seeking Butch Cassidy
Probably one of the most famous infamous outlaws, Robert Leroy Parker who with his partner Harry Longabaugh performed a number of criminal exploits with their ‘Hole in the Wall’ gang of the 1890s. Their misdeeds were to gain them international attention and many years later they were memorialized in the film Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid.

DYST3 Finding an Assassin
You are part of a national manhunt for the assassinator of a revered American Leader. What is the information you’ll want to put away in a safe place in your mind that you can then withdraw and use at a moment’s notice? What are you going to be looking for in crowds of people if you were only able to get a glance at an individual who may fit that description.

DYST4 Street Killing
For cops there be may be only one opportunity, perhaps only lasting a few seconds, for you to see the obvious. Weejee, the famous freelance photographer of the 1930s and 1940s, took all kinds of amazing shots at crime scenes, often using his sixth sense to get to the action before even the police did. This program includes a prime example of Weejee’s sixth sense. Remember little things can mean a lot.

DYST5 Seen a Mobster Lately?
You have a number of suspects wanted by the law and unexpectedly you see a number of them—but only for a precious few seconds. What are you going to zero in on first? Hair color, eyes, weight, or as one veteran cop said long ago, the ears, which he claimed were as different as fingerprints on people.
DYST6 Search for a Serial Killer
He was one of America’s most wanted monsters and it took law enforcement a long time to nab him but not until after he had murdered at least 30 young women across multiple states. Arresting Ted Bundy was among police officers’ top tasks in the mid-1970s until he was finally arrested in Florida 1978 after trying to strangle a co-ed. He called himself the most coldhearted son of a bitch who ever lived. If you’d been a cop seeking Ted Bundy back then and thought you had a sighting, everyone would be asking “Did You See That?”

DYST7 Lips That Lie
How many times have you seen an argument on the baseball field and wondered what was being said? If you could only 'read lips', it'd make for some very salty and entertaining viewing, wouldn't it? Even in daily encounters, knowing even a little bit of lip reading could be beneficial. So, here goes in Did You See That? / Number #7, you get your chance to try to 'read' what the lips are saying.

DYST8 The Lineup of Stars
For many years, lineups have been used to try to determine the guilty subjects in crimes and give witnesses a chance to 'eyeball' them for positive identification. You’re about to get a sample of what witnesses go through in Did You See That/#8, which we call the Lineup of Stars.

DYST9 Can You Walk and Chew Gum?
This is a visual and aural challenge! You'll need to call on your multi-tasking skills to hit a home run here, because we ask you to watch an old TV news clip and listen to police audio dispatch - at the same time.

DYST10 The Nose Knows
It's a police lineup, and you have very limited information as a witness. In fact, you’ve only been able to get a good look at a suspect’s nose. Take a look at this nosy lineup, and then, we ask, “Do you have a bloodhound’s nose, or just a nosebleed?”

DYST11 This is Earie
Many years ago, a great veteran detective claimed you could readily identify a subject by his or her ears. What do you think? Well, ear and now, let’s put that to the test.

DYST12 The Eyes Have
If you were a cop, what’s one the first things you’d notice about a subject? Probably the eyes, but do you really see them? Here’s a little test of your Eye-Q, that we’ve thrown in a ringer or two, so I assure you, you won’t be stumped. You’ll have to eyeball these quickly now, so try not to blink. Here we go!
DYST13 Lip Service
Lip readers know of things the rest of us don't because they know how to read lips, and with that skill comes the ability to hear by seeing a lot of what you and I may miss. Maybe just a little lip reading would be a good thing for police officers, especially when it comes to these words: gun, knife, kill, shoot, drugs, dope, attack, run, hit, pig, and doughnut. We're going to give you three sets of lips, all uttering the same word. Give it your best shot, and we'll red pencil you at the end.

DYST14 Bogie and Bacall
Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall were, perhaps the coolest couple on the silver screen back in the day. Let's see how well you know their mannerisms, patter, and props in this short scene before we come back and ask, "Did you see that?"

Eye Spy

EyeSpy1
Did you ever look at an old photo of yourself and wonder, "Now why did I have that mysterious little smile?" or "Why did I look so mad?" or "What the what' was that all about?" Here are some photos that have historical significance. Let's see if you can figure out what was going on at the moment the snap was shot.

EyeSpy2
It's been said a picture is worth a thousand words, but if the words aren't accurate, then what's the picture word, hmm? Take a look at these historical photos and see if you can photo shop for the correct answer.

EyeSpy3
What does your gut tell you when you see something you've never seen before? Do you think A, B, C? What if it's D, E, F, or even G? Here's your challenge.

EyeSpy4
How good are you at finding a piece of the puzzle and then being able to put all the pieces together? We're about to find out.
Pricing:
Volumes 1-15:
   Volumes 1-13 contain 12 programs each, 12 DVDs per volume  $995 per complete volume (plus s/h)
   Volumes 14-15 contain 6 programs each, 6 DVDs per volume  $495 per complete volume (plus s/h)
Volumes can be purchased as a set ($995 plus s/h) or as a single ($195 s/h).
Or, mix it up, any 12 DVDs  $995 (plus s/h)

Single Video: DVD $195 (plus s/h)
Special Issues: DVD $195 (plus s/h)
Golden Nuggets: DVD $195 (plus s/h)
Roll Call Review: 33 Programs on DVD $495 (plus s/h)
Two Minute Warnings: 33 Programs on DVD $395 (plus s/h)
Mind Games and
   Powers of Observation: 18 programs on DVD for $295 (plus s/h)

Contact Us:
Toll Free: 1-800-462-5232
FAX: 314-429-4137
E-MAIL info@lineofduty.com
Website: store.lineofduty.com